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ABSTRACT
High-level modeling formalisms are increasingly popular tools for studying complex: sys­
tems. Given a high-level model, we can automatically verify certain system properties or 
compute perform ance measures about the system. In  the general  case, measures must be 
computed using discrete-event simulations. In  certain cases, exact numerical analysis is 
possible by constructing and analyzing the underlying stochastic process of the system, 
which is a continuous-time Markov chain (CTM C) in  our case. Unfortunately, the number 
of states in the underlying CTM C can be extremely large, even if  the high-level model is 
“small”. In  this thesis, we develop data structures and techniques that can tolerate these 
large numbers o f states.
First, we present a multi-level data structure for storing the set o f reachable states of a 
model. We then introduce the concept o f event “locality” , which considers the components 
of the model that an event may affect. We show how a state generation algorithm using 
our multi-level structure can exploit event locality to reduce CPU requirements.
Then, we present a symbolic generation technique based on our m ulti-level structure 
and our concept of event locality, in which operations are applied to sets o f states. The 
extremely compact data structure and efficient manipulation routines we present allow for 
the examination of much larger systems than was previously possible.
The transition rate m atrix of the underlying CTM C can be represented w ith Kronecker 
algebra under certain conditions. However, the use o f Kronecker algebra introduces several 
sources of CPU overhead dining numerical solution. We present data structures, including  
our new data structure called matrix diagrams, that can reduce this CPU overhead. Using 
our techniques, we can compute measures for targe systems in a fraction of the time required 
by current state-of-the-art techniques.
Finally, we present a technique for approximating stationary measures using aggrega­
tions of the underlying CTM C. Our technique utilizes exact knowledge o f the underlying 
CTMC using our compact data structure for the reachable states and a Kronecker repre­
sentation for the transition rates. We prove that the approximation is exact for models 
possessing a product-form solution.
xxrn
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advancements in technology demand increasingly complex systems. The widespread growth 
of the internet and wireless communications, for instance, have fueled research in  techniques 
for analyzing large systems. The design of such a system almost certainly requires the use 
of computer models and simulations to assist engineers in making important design deci­
sions. As a result, high-level modeling formalisms, such as stochastic Petri nets, are gaining 
acceptance as tools to study such systems. These high-level models allow for automatic 
verification and performance evaluation of systems whose analysis would otherwise be im­
possible.
Generally, a model to be analyzed has certain properties that need to be verified, such 
as “the system never reaches a deadlocked state". In  some cases, there are also performance 
or reliability measures of interest to be determined, such as “what is the probability that 
the system is down”. The former type of analysis can only be performed in general by a 
systematic examination of the states of the high-level model [19, 27, 49, 57[. For certain 
types o f models, efficient symbolic techniques can be used, which do not require explicit 
examination of every state [17,32, 68,78,79, 8 0 ,81j. These techniques are quite promising, 
as the states described by a high-level model can easily number in  the millions or billions.
2
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Performance evaluation, o f a high-level model can be performed either by discrete-event 
simulation, by exact analysis, or by approximation. W hile discrete-event simulation is 
applicable to an extremely general class o f problems, accurate solutions may require long 
simulation runs, especially if  the analysis involves the study of rare events. Exact analysis, 
on the other hand, is applicable to certain types o f stochastic models only. In  our work, 
we consider a fairly general class of formalisms in which the underlying stochastic process 
is a Markov chain. In  this case, analysis of the model requires generation and analysis of 
the underlying Markov chain. As mentioned above, it is not uncommon for these Markov 
rhatns to contain millions or billions of states. This leads to difficulties, as exact analysis 
requires us to represent the reachable states of the model, the transition rate m atrix of the 
Markov chain, and a solution vector corresponding to the computed probability for each 
state. These three structures pose obvious storage difficulties when the number of states 
of the Markov chain becomes large. Much attention has been given to the transition rate 
m atrix, as it is the largest o f the three structures. Techniques based on Kronecker algebra 
have received much attention [12, 14,16,18, 28, 29,41, 42, 44, 56, 84, 85, 86, 91], although 
some alternatives have also been investigated [38, 39, 52].
Approximation techniques often involve decomposing the model into submodels, which 
are then analyzed in  isolation. The results obtained for the submodels are then combined. 
Fixed-point iterations can be used to resolve the dependencies between submodels. The 
overall storage and CPU requirements for the analyses of the submodels are usually a 
small fraction of those for an exact analysis o f the entire model- As a result, model-based 
decompositions have been successfully used [20,30, 50, 51 ,53 ,69 ,93 ,98 ,100,105,107} to 
accurately approximate performance measures when an exact solution is mfeasihTp.
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1.1 C ontributions
In  this work, we address each of the three major structures required for exact stationary 
analysis: the set o f reachable states S, the transition rate m atrix R  of the Markov chain, 
and the stationary probability vector ir. We consider oniy a very small subset of model ver­
ification problems; namely, that o f generating and examining the set o f reachable states S.
First, we develop a multi-level data structure for storing S  that can be used w ith struc­
tured models. We then show how, when an event occurs, we can update a portion of the 
data structure only, by exploiting structural properties o f the model. This new concept of 
the “locality” of an event can substantially reduce generation times, and is used throughout 
the work.
Second, we develop a technique for symbolically generating S  that can be applied to 
a general class o f structured models. We present an encoding scheme that combines ideas 
from our m ulti-level structure and from decision diagrams. We then develop specialized 
manipulation routines for our encoding which allow us to generate S  extremely efficiently.
It  has been shown that a Kronecker representation for the transition rate m atrix R  
can reduce the storage requirements for R  by orders o f magnitude. However, Kronecker 
techniques suffer from significant sources of CPU overhead. Our third contribution consists 
of new data structures and techniques that eliminate or reduce these CPU overheads.
W ith efficient representations for S  and R , the only remaining bottleneck for exact 
analysis is the solution vector 7r. O ur fourth major contribution is a technique for approx­
imating 7r. Unlike other approximations, ours makes use of exact knowledge o f S  and R  
by using our previous contributions. This enables our technique to correctly assign a zero
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probability to unreachable states.
Finally, the software tool SM ART [26], which, is discussed in Appendix A , represents a 
considerable contribution to the academic and modeling community.
1.2 O rganization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. The next three chapters are background 
chapters. Chapter 2 introduces our notation and gives some important background infor­
mation about storing matrices and solving linear systems. Chapter 3 presents an overview 
of random variables and stochastic processes, w ith particular emphasis on Markov chains. 
Chapter 4 describes how a high-level formalism can be used to generate a Markov chain. 
Various classes of structured models are defined.
Our main contributions are presented in four chapters. Chapter 5 describes our m ulti­
level data structure for explicit storage of the states of the model. We compare our data 
structure w ith several other explicit storage schemes. Chapter 6 presents our symbolic 
technique for generating and storing states of a structured model w ith certain properties. 
Our new approach is compared w ith existing symbolic approaches. Chapter 7 discusses ap­
proaches in which the transition rate m atrix of the underlying Markov chain for a structured 
model is represented algebraically using Kronecker products and sums. We present data 
structures and techniques for reducing or elim inating overheads inherent w ith Kronecker 
approaches. Chapter 8 describes a novel technique for approximating stationary measures 
of a structured model, based on exact knowledge o f the underlying Markov chain.
Example applications o f our techniques are presented in  Chapter 9. Concluding remarks
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and directions for future work are given in Chapter 10. There are four appendices. Ap­
pendix A  discusses SMART, a software package that incorporates the techniques described 
in  this thesis. Appendix 5  describes the models we use as benchmarks throughout the work. 
Appendix C presents a detailed analysis of one o f the algorithms described in Chapter 6. 
Finally, Appendix D derives an expression for the number of reachable states for one of our 
benchmark models.
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Background
This chapter covers basic concepts that are used throughout our work. Section 2.1 intro­
duces our notation and presents a few basic definitions used in the remainder o f this thesis. 
Section 2.2 gives an overview of data structures used to store sparse matrices. Finally. 
Section 2.3 briefly describes the iterative techniques we use to solve the linear systems that 
arise in our work. For in-depth treatment of these topics, we refer the reader to [58, 83, 96} 
on the subject o f sparse matrix storage, and to [6, 47, 96, 103] on the subject o f solving 
linear systems.
2.1 N otation  and basic definitions
Sets are denoted in  upper-case calligraphic letters, such as S . The fundamental sets are 
exceptions: the set o f naturals is denoted iV , the set of reals is denoted IR, and the sets o f 
positive and non-negative reals are denoted 1R+ and 2ft*, respectively. The minimal and 
maximal elements o f a set S  of reals are denoted by min(«S) and max(<S), respectively.
Matrices are w ritten in  upper-case bold letters, such as M . We say a real m atrix 
M  e 2ftmxn has m  rows and n columns. The identity m atrix of size n x n i s  denoted as
7
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I n, although, if  the size is clear from the context it  w ill be w ritten as simply I .  The m atrix 
l l7ixn (omxn) is the m atrix of all ones (zeroes) w ith m  rows and n columns, although it 
w ill be w ritten  as simply 1 (0) if  the size is clear from the contact. The m atrix element at 
row i  and column j  is denoted as for i  €  (0 ,... ,m  — 1} and j  €  { 0 ,... ,n  — 1}. A.
set is used to indicate more than one row or column. For example. M [X , J \  refers to the 
submatrix o f M  w ith rows I  and columns J .  Row i  (column j )  o f m atrix M  is denoted 
M [i. •} (M [*,jJ ). The number of non-zero elements in m atrix M  is denoted t7(M ). The 
transpose o f m atrix M  is denoted M T . The inverse of a square m atrix M  is denoted M “L.
A m atrix w ith a single column (row) is called a column (row) vector. Vectors w ill be 
denoted w ith  lower-case bold letters, such as x . Elements of a vector are denoted as x[t]. 
If  x  is a column vector, then x[i] =  x [i.0 l otherwise x[i] =  x [0 ,i]. The same notation is 
used for both row and column vectors, as usually it is clear from the context if  a vector is 
a row or column vector. A probability vector is a vector whose elements are non-negative 
and stun to one:
n—I
x  6 -R? A ^ 2  x [*] — 1-
t=0
The dot product o f two vectors x .y  6  R n is defined as
n—L
x -y  =  ^ x [ ily [ ij.
i=0
RowSum (M ) is the vector whose elements are the row sums o f m atrix M . That is, if  
M  & HV71*-71 then RowSum(NL) =  M  - 1 " *1 G JRT1. Drag (x ) is the square m atrix w ith x
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along the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere:
Diag{x)[itj \  =  j if  t =  j
i f *
2.2 Sparse m atrix  storage
A m atrix M  6 jRmxn can be stored using full storage, in which every element o f M  is 
explicitly stored. This is typically done using a two-dimensional array of size m  x n , or a 
one-dimensional array o f size m n. In  either case, fu ll storage requires exactly m -n-bf  bits o f 
memory, where bf is the number o f bits to store a floating-point number of desired precision. 
A m atrix is called sparse if  it contains relatively few non-zero entries: r?(M) <SC m  - n. 
Memory can be conserved by storing only the non-zero elements of sparse matrices [83, 96]. 
To do so, we must also store some indexing information. Thus, sparse-storage structures 
may be inefficient when applied to dense matrices due to the overhead of the indexing 
information. The amount of “sparseness” required for a sparse-storage structure to be more 
memory-efficient than fu ll storage depends on the structure, the number of bits required for 
floating-point representation, and other factors.
One way to represent a sparse m atrix is to use a linked list for each row, which stores 
only the non-zero elements o f that row. Each node m the list stores a column index and 
the associated value for that column. We say such a m atrix is stored in sparse row-wise 
form at. W hile it is relatively easy to access a row of a m atrix stored in  th is  format, it 
is not so easy to access a column o f the m atrix. I f  we require column access, we ran use 
sparse column-wise form at. This is essentially the same structure, except each list stores 
the non-zero elements o f a column. I f  we require both row and column arress, we ran store
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0.0 0.0 3.1 0.0 0.0 4.1 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.9 0.0 0.0 2.6
5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.8 0.0 9.7
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.3 0.0
Full Storage
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M l
Sparse row-wise using linked lists
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2
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I
M l
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0
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93
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Sparse column-wise using linked lists
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3.1
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4.1
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5.9 2.6
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(33)
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Sparse with row and column access
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4 5.8
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Sparse row-wise using' arrays
0  1 2  3 4  5 6  
I 0  | 1 | 1 | 2 [ 3  | 4  j 6  | 8 1
! l / X X X  /  /
2 0 I 2 0 3 I 2
53 3.1 53
00uS 4.1 93 2.6 9.7
Sparse column-wise using arrays
F ig u re 2.1: Storage of a sparse m atrix
linked lists for both the rows and the columns [58]. Alternatively, we can convert from 
row-wise format to column-wise format in 0 (t/(M )) operations.
I f  we have prior knowledge o f the rows or columns ran be represented using
arrays instead of linked lists. For efficiency, instead of using a separate array for each row 
or column, we use a single array. In  place of the pointers to linked  lists, we m aintain array 
indices to the first non-zero element o f each, row or column. To mark  the last non-zero 
element o f the m atrix, an extra index is added.
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Storage of m atrix M  6  iRmxn, where:
6 / =  #  bits for a floating-point number of desired precision
bp — #  bits for a pointer
bi =  #  bits for an integer o f appropriate size
Technique 
Full storage
By rows w ith linked lists 
By columns with. linked lists 
By rows and columns with, linked lists 
By rows with arrays 
By columns w ith arrays
M e m o ry
m n b f
mbp +T ](M .)(b i +  b / +  bp)
nbp 4 -T/(M )(6i 4 -6 /4 -  bp)
mbp 4- nbp 4- r?(M)(26i 4 -6 /4 -  2bp)
(m  4- I)6 i 4 -rj(M )(6 i 4 -6 /)
(n  4- I)6 i 4- i/(M )(6 i 4- 6 /)
Tab le 2.1: Memory required to store a m atrix
An example illustrating the data structures used for sparse storage of a m atrix is given 
in Figure 2.1. Each structure represents the same 4 x 7  m atrix. For clarity, null pointers 
are not drawn. The storage requirement for each structure is shown in Table 2.1. Note 
that integers of size one or two bytes can be used if  the number of rows, columns, and the 
number of non-zero elements is sufficiently small. Further memory savings can be achieved 
by using the minimal number of bits to store each integer. For instance, i f  sparse, column­
wise storage is used w ith arrays, the row indices can be stored in bits, and the
“pointers” to the elements can be stored in  fIog2(»?(M) 4 -1)] bits. Also, note that the 
sparse structures described do not work well for “ultra-sparse” matrices, in which many 
rows and columns are empty. Row-wise, sparse-storage structures can be modified to store 
only the non-empty rows, and these modified structures w ill conserve memory if  most of 
the rows are empty. Sim ilar modifications can be made for column-wise storage.
Another important benefit to using sparse-storage structures is the savings in  compu­
tational complexity. A  frequently used m atrix operation is that o f vector-matrix m ultipli-
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cation. Given a m atrix M  g R m* n and vectors x  G 2R "\y G StnT a ll stored using fo il 
storage, the cost of computing x M  or M y  is m n floating-point multiplications. However, 
multiplication algorithms for sparse matrices require only 7j(M ) floating-point multiplica­
tions, assuming the m atrix is stored using a sparse structure. For large, sparse matrices 
this difference is substantial.
2.3 Solving linear system s
Many computations o f interest w ill require us to solve a linear system o f equations of the 
form xM  =  y  for an unknown vector x . This form can be rearranged by
xM  =  y  
(x M )t =  y T 
M tx t =  y T
to obtain the preferred form A x  — b. It  is im portant to note that the techniques we 
discuss apply to A x  =  b; thus if  our solution technique requires row access of A , then this 
translates to column access of M .
Solution of the linear system A x  =  b is a thoroughly discussed problem [6, 47, 96, 103] 
and several techniques are available. For our applications, A  is typically a very large, 
extremely sparse, square m atrix Usually, we do not use techniques that compute the 
inverse o f A , for two reasons.
1. Tim e requirements: Computing the inverse o f an. ti x  n  m atrix requires 0(n3) floating­
point operations.
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2. Memory requirements: Since A  is sparse, it can be stored using 0 (q (A )) memory. 
However, the inverse of a sparse m atrix is not necessarily sparse (and usually is not 
sparse), so storage of A -t w ill require 0 (n 2) memory.
Instead, we prefer “indirect” techniques that perform, a series o f m airix-vector m ultipli­
cations, each requiring 0{rj(A)} floating-point operations. Since the m atrix A  is never 
modified, relatively low-precision floating-point representation can be used for A . This 
combined w ith a sparse-storage structure results in significant memory savings.
We consider iterative techniques that compute a sequence xR of approximations to x . 
Given an in itia l guess xo, the remainder of the sequence is computed from an equation of 
the form
Xn+t =  Bx„ +  k (2.1)
where the m atrix B  and the vector k  are specified by our iterative technique. The sequence 
is guaranteed to converge for any in itia l guess xo, provided
Iim Bn =  0 .
n -w o
This occurs when p (B ), the largest eigenvalue of B , is strictly less than one. The asymptotic 
rate of convergence depends on p(B ): the smaller the value of p (B ), the faster the sequence 
computed by Equation 2.1 is likely to converge.
O f course, we cannot compute x ^ ; instead we must compute x,v for some large value of 
N r and hope that xjy is an accurate approximation to x . The number o f iterations required
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to satisfy a tolerance e can be obtained by the approximate relationship [96]
14
p (B )* =  e,
which is not used in  practice, since p(B ) is usually not known. Instead, the technique 
used most often in practice is to somehow compare successive vectors. One technique 
frequently used is to compare some norm of the difference o f successive vectors w ith a desired 
tolerance e. The iterations then continue until an absolute precision has been achieved:
||X tf -  X tf-rlf <  e.
Alternatively, we can use a relative measure. The technique we use is to continue iterations 
until the maximum relative difference between elements of x,v and x*v—i is w ithin the 
desired precision:
maxt
XAr[t]-XAT-t[t]
xatW
<  E.
Relative precision is safer to use when entries in the vector x  differ in size by orders of 
magnitude. This is not uncommon, especially in computing probability vectors for Markov 
chains.
Another frequently used technique is that of residual testing. Since we are solving the 
system A x  =  fa, the idea is that A x ^  w ill be “close” to b if  x,v is “close” to x . O f course, 
if  A  is a large m atrix, the cost o f computing the residual tan be high. Residual testing may 
not work well for ill-conditioned systems.
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2 .3 .1  Jacob i and  G auss-Seidel
Conceptually, we split the m atrix A  into matrices L , D , and U  such that A  =  D  — L  — U , 
where L and U  are strictly lower- and upper-triangular matrices, respectively, and D  is a 
diagonal m atrix. Thus we have the system D x  — L x  — U x  — b .
For the Jacobi technique, we use the following iteration:
D x„_t -  Lx„ -  U x„ =  b.
In  this case we can compute x n+t using
Xn-i-i =  D - t (L  U )x n -t- D - tb
where D -t  is triv ia l to compute since D  is a diagonal m atrix. A  single Jacobi iteration 
can be computed either using Algorithm 2.1, which accesses elements of A  by rows, or 
using Algorithm 2.2, which accesses elements of A  by columns. In  the algorithms, we store 
the diagonal elements of A  separately in a vector d . Thus, m atrix A  is represented by 
the two structures A ' and d, where A ' =  A  — Diag (d ). Another common practice is to 
store d~l, where D _I =  Diag (d- t ); in that case, the divisions by d [ij in Algorithm 2.1 and 
Algorithm 2.2 are replaced w ith multiplications by d~l [t|.
Jacobi does not use the newest approximation o f x  during the computation. That is, 
once we have determined x„+ t[i], we do not use it  until we compute x„+2 - Thus Jacobi 
is insensitive to the ordering of the rows and columns of A . However, it makes sense to 
use xre+t[i] if  it  is known when computing the remaining entries o f Xn+i. This is the idea
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RowJacobi(x0/d, xnem, A ', d , b)
• Inputs: vector the current probability vector xn; matrix A ' =  A —D ; vector 
d, where D  =  Diag (d ); and vector b .
•  Output: vector x nem, the next probability vector xn+i-  
1: fo r  e ach  row r^d o
2: xneJt,[r] -jp r (b [rj -  A '[r, •] - x ^ )  •  Dot product of A '[r, •] and x ^ j
d[r]
3: e n d  fo r
A lgorith m  2.1: Computing a Jacobi iteration by rows
ColJacobi(x0/d. x nem, A r, d, b)
•  Inputs: vector x^u, the current probability vector x„; matrix A ' =  A  — D ; vector 
d, where D  =  Diag (d); and vector b.
•  Output: vector xnem, the next probability vector xn + l.
1: X nettr < b
2: fo r  e ach  colum n c  d o  
3: X neta Xnem ~  X oW[c] A '[*, c]
4: e nd  fo r
5: fo r  each  colum n c  d o  
Xnettffc]
Vector equation
6: X neuf[c]
7: e nd  fo r
d[c]
A lgorith m  2 .2 : Computing a Jacobi iteration by columns
behind the Gauss-Seidel iteration. Formally, we have
D xn+! -  L xn+i -  Ux« =  b
which can also be written
Xn+i =  (D  — L )_ IU x„ +  (D  -  L ) - rb
although in  practice we do not compute the inverse of D  — L . Since xa+1[i -f- l j  must be
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RowGaussSeidel(x, A ', d , b)
•  Inputs: vector x , the current probability vector x„; matrix A ' =  A  — D ; vector 
d, where D  =  Diag (d ); and vector b.
•  Output: vector x  (overwritten), the next probability vector x„+ i- 
1: for each row r  do
2: x[r] <— (b [r] — A '[rT«] - x ) •  Dot product o f A '[r, •] and x
3: end fo r
A lg o rith m  2.3: Computing a Gauss-Seidel iteration, by rows
computed after we have computed x„+ i[i], Gauss-Seidel is usually implemented using row 
access of A , as in Algorithm  2.3. One benefit of row Gauss-Seidel is that we only need to 
store a single vector x . in which xn+i[t] overwrites x ^ t). This is possible because x„[i] is 
no longer used once x n+t[i] has been computed. An algorithm for Gauss-Seidel that uses 
column access of A  was recently developed in [39]: this algorithm requires an auxiliary 
vector w  in addition to the single vector x.
Both the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterations fa ll under the type o f Equation 2.1: for 
Jacobi we have B /oc =  D - l (L -f-U ), and for Gauss-Seidel we have Bcs =  (D  — L )- lU . The 
Stein-Rosenberg theorem [103] states that for non-negative Jacobi matrices B j acr exactly 
one of the following statements holds.
1- p (B jo c ) =  p (B < ;s ) =  0 .
2. 0 <  p(Bcs) <  p (B jac) <  1.
3- pCB/oc) — p(B cs) =  1-
4. 1 <  p(B/ac) <  p (B cs).
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Thus if the Jacobi m atrix D - I (L  -F IT) is non-negative, then Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel w ill 
either both converge or both diverge. Furthermore, if  both techniques converge, then Gauss- 
Seidel has a faster asymptotic rate of convergence (meaning that Gauss-Seidel is expected to 
converge fester). Since updated values are used immediately w ith Gauss-Seidel, the variable 
ordering may affect the rate of convergence [96J. In  contrast, the convergence rate of Jacobi 
is independent o f the variable ordering.
Both the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel techniques can make use of relaxation [96. 103[. The 
idea is that for each iteration, we are changing our approximation o f x  by
Xn+l =  xn + 6(Xn)
where 6{xn) is determined by our iterative technique. We can alter the speed of convergence 
by instead computing
xn+i =  xn -Fa/d(x„)
where w is called the relaxation parameter. I f  we use 1 <  or <  2 (0 <  co <  1), then the 
technique is called over-relaxation (under-relaxation). Determ ining an optimal value for cj 
is not a triv ial task.
Another popular group of techniques to solve a linear system A x  =  b are projection 
techniques, in which an exact solution is approximated from a sequence of approximations 
taken from an m-dimension subspace [96}. W hile these techniques are quite sophisticated, 
they require storage o f m  vectors in  addition to the solution vector x . As we w ill see in 
later chapters, the size o f the solution vector can become quite large; thus the storage o f m  
additional vectors is often not possible due to excessive memory requirements.
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Markov Chains
This chapter presents some mathematical background on the concept of “randomness”, 
which is fundamental to much of our work. Section 3.1 discusses random variables and 
describes the important distribution functions for our work. Section 3.2 continues the dis­
cussion with an overview of stochastic processes (families o f random variables) and Markov 
chains (a special type of stochastic process). For more detail on this m aterial, we refer the 
reader to [31, 89]. Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 give thorough discussions on discrete-time 
and continuous-time Markov chains, which are critical to our work. For more on Markov 
chains, the reader is referred to [55], an excellent treatment on discrete-time Markov chains, 
and to [89, 96]. Finally, Section 3.5 gives a brief overview of phase-type random variables, 
which use Markov chains in their definition. This topic is covered particularly well in  [75].
3.1 R andom  variables and im portant d istributions
Suppose we conduct some experiment. The set of a ll possible outcomes of the experiment 
is called the sample space. Given some sample space W , a random variable [31, 89] is a 
function X  : W  — <S. I f  the set S  is countable, X  is a discrete random variable, otherwise
19
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X  is a continuous random variable. Typically, if  X  is discrete then S  C IV , and if  X  is 
continuous then S Q M .  Random variables are w ritten in  upper-case.
A  discrete random variable can be completely described by its probability distribution 
or probability mass function [89{, which specifies the probability of each possible value of X . 
An important point is that two random variables X  and Y  may have the same probability 
distribution, but this does not imply that X  and Y  are equal. Arguably the simplest 
distribution is when the random variable is not random at all: random variable X  is said 
to be a constant ar, written X  ~  Const(ar), if
=  X
otherwise
A constant random variable is then just what its name implies: a random variable that 
is only allowed to take on a single value. A more interesting distribution is the Bernoulli 
distribution: random variable X  is said to be a Bernoulli random variable w ith success 
parameter p, w ritten X  ~  Bem ouIli(p), if
P r { X  =  n} =  <
1 —p if  n  =  0 
p if  n  =  1 
0 otherwise
where 0 <  p <  1. Thus, a BemoulIi(p) random variable can take on values 0 and 1, except 
for the lim iting cases BemouIli(O) =  Const(O) and B em oulli(l) =  C onst(l).
Consider an infinite sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables X i , X 2 , . . .  all 
with success parameter p. Let J  be the position o f the first occurrence o f the value 1. That 
is, X j  =  I  and for a ll 0 <  i  <  J, X f  =  0. Then J  is said to be a Geometric random variable
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with success parameter p, written. J  ~  Geom(p), and
Pr{J =  n> =  {  q(1 — p)n lp i f n > 0  otherwise
Let K  be the number of 0Ts before the first 1. Note that K  is one less than J . Then 
K  is said to be a Modified Geometric random, variable w ith success parameter pr written. 
K  ~  ModGeom(p), and
Let Y  be the stun of the first n variables, Y  — Xi. Then Y  is said to be a Binomial 
random variable with parameters n and p, w ritten Y  ~  B inom ial(n,p), and
P r {F  =  t } = |  (  i  ) p*(l — p)n * i f 0 < i < n  
otherwise
Consider the lim iting case of a Binomial random variable where n —»■ oo and p ->• 0 such that 
the product np remains a constant A. This is the Poisson distribution w ith parameter A, 
written Poisson(A). I f  Z  ~  Poisson(A), then we have
Pr{Z =  i} =  Urn f M p ‘ ( I - p r
a —footp—>0,np=A \  1 /
fon 4  f P *(l ~ p )~ * ( l - P ) n
n—*oo,p—+0,Tip=\ t l  ^Tl — t ) l
= lim i n p C n - D p - C n - i + D p d - p r f 1- ^
a-K3a,p-»0jip=A tL \  T lJ
I —t —X=  ^ ( i r e
A1
=  T e \  
il
W ith  continuous random variables, the distribution cannot be specified by the proba­
bilities for each possible value of X .  Since X  can take on an uncountably infinite number o f
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values, the probability of X  taking on a single value is always zero. Instead, a continuous 
random variable is described by either its probability density function or by its cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) [89], which specifies P r { X  <  x} for every value of x  € JR. A 
continuous random variable X  is said to be an Exponential random variable with rate A. 
written X  ~  Expo(A), if
p \  J 1 ~ e -Ax i f x > 0  P r { X < x >  =  | 0 -
In  our work we are prim arily interested in the Exponential distribution. The Exponential 
distribution is often used to build other distributions. For instance, a continuous random 
variable Y  is said to be an Erlang random variable w ith n stages and parameter p, written 
Y  ~  Erlang(n,/i), if
Y  =  X t H-------F X nr
where X i , . . .  ,X n are independent and identically distributed random variables with dis­
tribution Expo (fi).
We are especially interested in distributions that satisfy the memoryless property
P r { X  >  s -F f|X  >  t}  =  P r { X  >  s} (3.1)
for any non-negative values of s and t . I f  X  ~  Geom(p), then we have
P r {X  >  n } =  Pr {The first n Bernoulli random variables are zero}
=  ( I - P ) n,
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which gives us
_ r „  Pr{JY >  s +  t A X  >  t \
P r { X > S +  t \ X > t }  =  ^ - p r { x > 1 J ------- *
P r { Z > s  +  i}
Pr { X  >  t}
(1 ~ p )3+t 
(1 - p ) t
=  ( 1 -P )a 
=  P r { X > s } t
thus satisfying Equation 3-1. I f  X  ~  Expo(A)r then we have
r» t v  xi v  - l P r { X  > s  +  t}
g —A (s+t) 
g —At
=  e_Aj 
=  Pr { X  >  s}
and Equation 3.1 is satisfied- Thus the Geometric and Exponential distributions are mem- 
oryless, and it can. be shown that they are the only memoryless distributions.
The Exponential distribution is closely related to both the Geometric and Poisson dis­
tributions. Suppose we have a sequence o f independent random variables X i , X i , . . .  that 
are all exponentially distributed w ith rate A. Let N  be a Geometric random variable w ith  
success parameter p. Then the random variable Y  given by
AT
i=l
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is an Exponential random, variable w ith rate Ap. I f  J  is the integer such that
J  J + i
l < J > i  (3.2)
£=t i = l
then J  is a Poisson random variable w ith parameter A.
3.2 Stochastic processes and M arkov chains
A stochastic process [31t 89] is a collection of random variables (X(£) : t £  T } .  The set S
of possible values for X(t)  is called the state space. The parameter t  is often considered to
be tim e. I f  T  is countable, the stochastic process is a discrete-time process; otherwise it is 
a continuous-time process. We say the process is in state s 6  S  at time t 6 T  if  X (t )  =  s.
Markov processes are special cases of stochastic processes that obey the memoryless or 
Markovian property: only the current state o f the process determines the probability or 
rate o f switching to another state [96]. This is expressed form ally as
Vn € ]N, V io,-.. Tin+t 6 <StV£0, . . .  r W i  € T,£o <  " '  <  fn-n»
P r{X (£n+r) = i„-u l |X(£n) = t n A - A l ( t 0) = i Q} = P r { X ( £ n+I) = iJl+i|X (fTl) = i „ } .
A Markov process w ith a discrete state space S  is called a Markov chain. A Markov chain 
whose transition probabilities do not depend on tim e is called homogeneous. We w ill lim it 
our discussion to homogeneous Markov chains with, finite state spaces.
The states of a Markov chain can be classified based on their ab ility  to reach other states 
[55]. In  a  Markov chain, we say state j  is reachable from state i  i f
P r {X (£ )= j |X (0 )= i} > 0
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for some time t >  0. A  state t  is called transient if  there exists a state j  such that j  is 
reachable from i  but i  is not reachable from j .  Conversely, a state i  is called recurrent if  for 
every state j  reachable from i, i  is reachable from j .  A  recurrent state is called absorbing if  
no other state is reachable from it. Two states t and j  are said to be mutually reachable if i  
is reachable from j  and j  is reachable from i. The equivalence relation “m utually reachable” 
creates equivalence classes over the set o f states, where all states in a given class are either 
transient or recurrent. A  set of states X  C S  is called a recurrent class if  a ll pairs of states 
in X  are mutually reachable and no state outside of X  is reachable from a state in AT. A 
Markov chain is called irreducible if  S  is a recurrent class. Note that an absorbing state is 
in its own recurrent class.
3.3 D iscrete-tim e Markov chains
A discrete-time Markov chain (DTM C) is a Markov chain with a discrete set o f time indices 
[96]. That is, the set T  is countable and so without loss of generality we assume T  =  IN. and 
we w rite (X (n ) : n 6 IN }. A  DTM C is completely described by its probability matrices P „, 
where
P a[i,i]  =  P r {X {n  + 1 ) =  i|X (n ) =  £ }.
Note that each row o f P a sums to one due to the law of total probability. W hen the Markov 
chain is homogeneous, we have
V n€l\T , P „ = P .
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In  a discrete-time Markov chain, the period [89] o f a state t is given by the greatest 
common divisor o f a ll the integers k  such that Pr{X(fc) =  t|X (G ) =  i}  >  0. A  state w ith
otherwise, it is periodic. Each recurrent class of a periodic DTM C has its own period, 
and each state in that class w ill have that period. A D TM C  that is both aperiodic and 
irreducible is said to be ergodic.
A homogeneous DTMC can be depicted as a labeled digraph w ith adjacency m atrix P . 
Some example DTMCs are shown in  Figure 3.1. The D TM C  shown in Figure 3.1(a) has 
state space {A , B ,C ,D , E}. State A  is transient, state B  is absorbing, and states {C, D . E } 
form a recurrent class with period 3. The DTMC shown in Figure 3.1(b) is an ergodic 
DTMC: the state space {WrX .Y .Z }  is a recurrent class w ith period 1. The DTM C shown 
in Figure 3.1(c) has absorbing states {A .B .C }  and has transient states {X ,Y ,Z } .
3 .3 .1  T ra n s ie n t analysis
Let pn be a sequence of probability (row) vectors such that
period 1 is called aperiodic. We say a DTM C is aperiodic if  a ll its states are aperiodic;
p „ [ i I = P r { X ( n ) = i } .
Then subsequent probability vectors are related by [55]
V n > 0 ,  P„+L =  p„P- (3.3)
Repeated application of Equation 3.3 gives us
Pn =  PqP * (3.4)
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F ig u re 3.1: Example DTMCs
where p0 is the in itia l probability vector. In  practice, however, we use Equation 3.3, since 
Equation 3.4 requires the computation of PR.
For example, suppose we want to compute the probability distribution of each state in 
the DTM C in  Figure 3.1(a) at tim e 6, where
P o = [ |  5  0  i  0 ]
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is the in itia l probability vector. Using Equation 3.4, we compute
P  =
' 0 12
1
2 0 0 ' * 0
1
2 0
1
2 0 ' ■ 0
1
2 0 0
1 1 
2
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 P 2 = 0 0 0 0 1 P 3 = 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
_ 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 I 0 . ,0 0 0 0 1 ,
P 4 = P p 5 = p 2 p 6  _  p 3
P5 = P o P ‘ = [ 0  i « | i ]
requiring intermediate storage for m atrix P 6 (and storage for vector p6). Note that due to 
the periodic nature of the DTM C, P n+l =  pnmod3+t for natural number n . Alterna­
tively, we can use Equation 3.3 to compute the sequence
P i =  P o P  = [0 t2 t6 0 I3 1
P 2 =  P i P  = [0 12 I3 I6 0I
P 3 =  P 2P  = [0 12 0 I3 I6 I
P 4 =  P 3P  = [0 12 t6 0 I3 I =  P l
P s =  P 4P  = [0 t2 I3 I6 0I =  p 2
Pe =  P5P  = [0 12 0 I3 I6 1 =  P 3
which requires storage for two vectors (the previous vector and the one being computed), 
since we can overwrite vector p„ w ith vector pn+I once it has been computed. O f course, 
in this example we have
Pre+l =  P0P n+I =  P0P nmOd3+1 =  P„mod3+I Vh €  ffl
due to the periodic nature of the D TM C . Note that the D TM C  win never be in  state A  
after tim e 0. In  general, the probability of being in  a transient state tends to zero as tim e 
progresses, regardless o f the in itia l probabilities.
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3 .3 .2  S ta tio n a ry  analysis  
In  an ergodic DTM C,
29
P °° =  Imt Pn =n—foo
p
p
(3.5)
where p is the stationary probability vector [55]. The vector p can also be defined as
P =  PopC
P =  toVPnIt ) 00
(3.6)
(3.7)
by substitution into Equation 3.4. Looking at Equation 3.5. we see that p does not depend 
on the in itia l probability vector p0. Equation 3.6 holds since a ll rows o f P °° are p: thus 
any probability vector p0 multiplied by P00 w ill give p . In  particular. Equation 3.6 holds 
if  p0 =  p, thus we have p =  pP . Note that p is the only probability vector for which this 
holds: a probability vector p ' satisfying p ' =  p 'P  implies p ' =  p 'P n, thus p ' =  p'P°° =  p 
from Equation 3.6. Thus p is the unique probability vector satisfying
P( P - i ) = o . (3.8)
For example, looking at the ergodic DTM C in  Figure 3.1(b), we can compute 
0 1
P  =
1 0 1-2 u 2
0 0 
0
0 0 0 1 
0 1 0  0
p io _
'  7 12 T 6 ■ '  205 410 205 204 *
32 32 32 32 1024 1024 1024 1024
6 13 5 7 205 409 205 205
32 32 32 32 p 2 0  _ 1024 1024 1024 1024
5 14 5 S 204 410 204 20S
32 32 32 32 1024 1024 1024 1024
T 12 7 S 205 410 205 204
-  32 32 32 32 . .  1024 1024 1024 1024 .
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which, shows how quickly the sequence P n approaches the lim it
1 2 1 I  ‘
5 5 5 5
I 2 I I
5 5 5 5
I 2 I I
5 5 5 5
1 2 1 I
5 I 5 5 .
where the stationary probability vector is
D _  r i  2 i i |P l 5 5 5 5 i •
We can confirm the correctness o f P °° using the equations
P -P 00 =  P°° and P00- P = P 00.
Of course, in practice we do not compute m atrix P°° directly; instead we compute p . This 
can be done using the power method [96], which uses Equation 3.3 to compute pn for a 
large value o f n as an approximation for p. Another technique is to solve the linear system 
in Equation 3.8 for p.
Looking at the DTM C in Figure 3.1(a) gives some intuition as to why stationary analysis 
is only defined for ergodic DTM Cs. As illustrated in the previous section, P a+I =  P nmod3+l 
and pR+l =  Pnmod3+ i f°r  any natural number n . O f course, this implies that the lim it in 
Equation 3.5 does not exist; nor does the lim it in  Equation 3.7. Note also that the long-term  
probability o f being in a  given state depends on the in itia l probability vector. For instancy 
if  the in itia l state is state B  w ith probability one, then the DTM C w ill remain in  state B  
with probability one. I f  the in itia l probability vector instead has zero entries except for one 
or more o f the states CrD  and E t then the DTM C w ill remain in  those states.
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3 .3 .3  M ean, tim e  to  ab so rp tio n
Suppose we have an absorbing DTM C. That is, we have a DTM C where all the states are 
either transient or absorbing. Let A  be the set o f absorbing states, and let Z  =  S  — A  be 
the set o f transient states. The m atrix
OO
N = 53 pn [z r A  -  (I — A T 1 (3.9)
n=0
is called the fundamental m atrix of the DTM C [55]. Since an entry [t,j] o f m atrix P" is 
the probability of being in  state j  at time n, given that the DTM C is in state t at time 
0, an entry [i, j )  of the infinite sum in Equation 3.9 is then the probability accumulated 
over a ll time of being in  transient state j  given that the DTM C is in itia lly  in transient 
state i. O f course, once the DTM C reaches an absorbing state, it w ill never again reach 
transient state j .  Thus N [t, j \  is the expected number of times the process is in  state j  until 
absorption, given that it starts in state t.
Note that the fundamental matrix refers only to the transient portion of m atrix P , 
since the expected number of visits to an absorbing state w ill either be zero or infinitely 
many, depending on the in itia l state. The expected number of visits to a transient state i 
is instead finite, because by definition there must be some state j  reachable from i  where i  
is not reachable from j .  Thus every time state t is reached, there is a positive probability 
that state j  w ill be reached at a later time, and once the DTM C reaches state j ,  state i  w ill 
never again be reached.
The to tal expected number of visits to a given transient state (before absorption) is
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given by
n =  p0[ 2 l - N (3.10)
where n G IR1'21- In  practice, n  is computed by solving the system
n ( I - P [ Z ,Z ] ) = p 0[Z}
which is obtained from Equation 3.10 by m ultiplying both sides by N _l. The mean time to 
absorption (M TTA ) is then simply the sum of the elements of n.
We can also compute the probability of being absorbed into each o f the absorbing states. 
First, consider the meaning o f element [irj]  o f the product P n[Z, Z \ - P [Z rA] where the 
matrfac P [Z ,A ]  describes the probabilities o f going from transient states to absorbing states. 
Element [i, j \  is given by the dot product
where P n[i, Ar] is the probability of being in transient state k  at time n if  the in itia l state is 
i  and P[Ar.j} is the probability of going to absorbing state j  horn transient state k  in  one 
time step- Thus element o f P n[Z .Z ] -P [Z ,A \  is the probability of being absorbed by 
state j  at tim e n-f-1 if  the in itia l state is t. Summing over all naturals n gives us N -P [Z , A ], 
where an. element [i, j \  is the probability of being absorbed by state j  if  the in itia l state is t. 
We can then compute the probability of b e in g  absorbed into each absorbing state by
VJfe€Z
a  =  p0 -N-P[Z,>II =ix*P[Z,XI (3.11)
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where a  is a probability vector of size |,A[.
For example, looking at the absorbing DTM C in Figure 3.1(c) we can compute the mean 
time spent in each transient state assuming the initial state is X  by first computing the 
fundamental m atrix
/ * 0 23 0 ' \
- i * 5 
3
10
9
5 ‘
6
N  =  ( I - P [ Z ,Z ] ) - l = I - 0 0 34 = 1
5
3
5
4
V
4 
. 5 0 0
4 
. 3
8
9
5
3 .
and then computing the vector n
o =  P o - N = [ l  o 0 ] - N = [ §  f  | ] .
Alternatively, we could solve Equation 3.10 for n. which is the preferred technique for large 
DTMCs, since it does not require us to compute and store the dense matrix N . In  either 
case, we can then compute the probability of being absorbed into each absorbing state
a = n - P [ Z , ^ = [ §  g  If] _  r io .5. JL T— L is is is i
which requires a  single vector-matrix multiplication operation once we know n.
3.4 C ontinuous-tim e M arkov chains
A continuous-time Markov chain (CTM C) is a Markov chain w ith a continuous set of time 
indices [96). W ithout loss of generality, we assume T  =  JR. and so we write {X (£ ): t  E IR»}- 
A CTMC can be described by its transition rate matrices Re, where
=  <
^ P r P M z i E M  X i + S
A-+Q h
0 i f  i  =  j
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When the Markov chain is homogeneous, we have
34
Vf 6 Stmt R t — R .
Alternatively, we can use the infinitesimal generator matrix Q , where
Q  =  R  — Diag {RowSum{R ) ) .
Note that each row of Q  sums to zero by definition. Also, note that the concept of periodicity 
does not apply to CTMCs.
As with DTMCs, a homogeneous CTMC can be depicted as a labeled digraph with 
adjacency matrix R . Some example CTMCs are shown in Figure 3.2. The CTM C shown 
in Figure 3.2(a) has state space {A , B, C, D , E }. State A  is transient, state B is absorbing, 
and states {C ,D ,E }  form a recurrent class. The CTM C shown in Figure 3.2(b) is an 
irreducible CTMC: the state space {W ,X ,Y ,Z }  is a recurrent class. The CTMC shown in 
Figure 3.2(c) has absorbing states {A , B, C }  and has transient states {X ,Y rZ }.
3.4 .1  Transient analysis
Let ir(£) be a probability vector such that
ir(t)[il =  P r { X ( t )= i} .
Then 7r(£) is the solution of the system of differential equations [96]
d ir(t)
dt
=  tt(£)Q
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0.84 0.84
£.42
0.84
Figure 3.2: Example CTMCs 
with initial condition 7r(0), which can be expressed as
OQ n
Kit) =  TT(O) - e *  =  ir(Q) - Y ,  ^ Q R- (3.12)
«=on'
Using a process called uniformization [89, 96], we can convert a CTMC to a DTMC by- 
defining
P  =  — +  1 (3.13)
where q is chosen such that q >  m ax({—Q [t,i}}). For example, if  we apply uniformization 
to the CTM C in  Figure 3.2(a) using q =  0.84, we obtain the DTM C m Figure 3.1(a).
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From Equations (3.12) and (3.13) we obtain
36
x (t) =  Tc(0)-e<p- r>‘*t
=  i r ( 0 ) - 5 3 ^ P p R- I - e - ,Jt
=  *r(0) - Y ,  ^ p -e -^ P n. „ nl
Combining this result with Equation 3.4 gives us
(3.14)
where p0 =  ir(0 ) and the sequence p„ can be computed using Equation (3.3).
The probabilistic interpretation o f Equation 3.14 is surprisingly intuitive. O f course. pn 
describes the probability of being in each state of the DTM C at time n. This is multiplied
has value n. Looking at Equation 3.2 we conclude that each term of the infinite sum is 
the probability distribution of the CTM C given that it has changed state exactly n times 
multiplied by the probability that the CTMC has changed state exactly n times. The infinite 
sum of Equation 3.14 is then just the law of total probability to compute the probability 
distribution o f the CTMC.
From a  practical standpoint, to compute ir(t) we use the approximation
by ^ r -  * e '^ ,  which is the probability that a Poisson random variable with parameter qt
(3.15)
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for some value of N  [96}. Since
■“ j n l
n = 0
we can choose e and determine the value of N  such that
e-‘ V M L  < ! - e < e-«* f; Ml.
- ^  ~  "  n!n = 0  n= 0
This tnmcation guarantees that our approximation of the probability vector has elements 
that sinn to at least 1 — e.
For example. looking at the CTMC in Figure 3.2(a) T we can compute the probability of 
being in each state at time 6.0. Various values of N  and the resulting computed value of 
7t(6.0) from Equation 3.15 are shown in Table 3.1. In  the tabler e is the value that must 
be added to elements o f the computed vector ir(6.0) to make it a probability vector. Note 
that it is possible for the CTM C to be in state A  at time 6.0, even though the CTMC can 
only be in state A as the in itia l state. This is because it is possible for the CTMC to still 
be in the initial state at time 6.0. Also note that, unlike the similarly structured DTMC. 
the periodic structure of states {C ,D ,E }  hardly affects the CTMC: at time 6.0 the CTMC  
can be in any of those states with almost equal probability. This is because a CTM C ran 
change state any number of times before time 6.0.
3 .4 .2  Stationary an a lysis
Another method of converting a  CTMC to a  D TM C  is through an embedding [96}. Using 
this technique, we consider which state the C TM C  switches to, given that it  is changing
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N ir(6.0)
0 [0.002158 0.002158 0.000000
3 [0.002158 0.128649 0.032845
6 [0.002158 0.377077 0.120333
9 [0.002158 0.482270 0.160299
12 [0.002158 0.497841 0.166325
15 [0.002158 0.498883 0.166729
18 [0.002158 0.498920 0.166743
21 [0.002158 0.498921 0.166743
e
0.002158 0.000000] 9.935 x  I0 " 1
0.061906 0.033898] 7.405 x 10~l
0.140269 0.116475] 2.437 x 10"1
0.163888 0.158083] 3.330 x I0 "2
0.166539 0.1649771 2.160 x 10"3
0.166680 0.165474] 7.556 x 10~5
0.166684 0.165493] 1.571 x 10“6
0.166684 0.165493] 2.089 x 10-8
Table 3.1: Computing 7r(6.0) using uniformization 
state. We define a vector of expected holding times h, where
Then the p ro b a b ility  matrix of the embedded DTM C is given by
P  =  I  -f- Diag (h) Q  =  Diag (h) R  (3.16)
and the initial probability vector of the embedded DTMC is p0 =  7f(0).
From Equations (3.8) and (3.16) we can derive
P ( P - I )  =  o 
p - ( I  +  Diag (h.) Q  — I)  =  0 
(pDiag (h ))Q  =  0
I f  the embedded DTMC is ergodicr then the stationary probability vector ir  o f the nrfgfnaT
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CTMC is the unique probability vector satisfying
39
ttQ  =  0 (3.17)
and 7T is related to the stationary probability vector p of the embedded DTM C by
«  (3.18)p - h
where the division b y  the dot product p - h normalizes 7r so  that its elements sum to one. 
For example, the CTMC in Figure 3.2(b) has generator m atrix
' - 3 3 0 0 '
1 - 2 1 0
0 0 -4 4
0 2 0 -2
and so the holding times are
yielding the DTM C in Figure 3.1(b) as the embedded D TM C . Thus we can compute
f i  12 i  { . I
__________________________________________ L 60 60 60 60 1   r -iL 12. 3 6 1
r 1 2 1  i l . r i  I  I  1 1 “  25 ~  L 25 25 25 25 1
L 5 5 5 5 1 I  3 2  4 2 1 60
using Equation 3.18 and the stationary probability vector p  computed previously. Alterna­
tively, we could solve Equation 3.17 for tt which would yield the same result.
k o
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
I
4
0
0
0
0 k
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3 .4 .3  M ean tim e to  absorption
Given an absorbing CTM C, we can obtain an absorbing DTM C using an embedding. We 
can then compute the expected number of visits n  to each transient state in the DTM C by- 
solving the system
n ( I - P [ Z , Z ] )  =  P0[-Zj (3.19)
where Z  is the set of transient states. Prom Equations (3.19) and (3.16) we can derive
n (I — P[Z,  Z \) =  Po[2] 
n • ( I  — ( I  +  Diag [h[Z\) Q [Z , Z]))  =  pQ[Z\
(nD iag (h [Z \))Q [Z ,Z \ =  -ir(0 )[Z \
Then we can solve the system
a Q [Z r Z \ =  —x(0) [Z\. (3.20)
for <r. where
cr =  n Diag (h [2 ]). (3.21)
For each transient state i, <x[i} is the product of the expected number of visits to state i 
before absorption and the average time spent in  state i  per visit. Thus the elements of a
specify the expected amount of tune spent in each transient state before absorption. The
mean time to absorption is then the sum of the elements of cr. The probability of being
absorbed into each absorbing state is the same in  the CTM C as in the embedded DTM C.
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For example, the CTMC in Figure 3.2(c) has generator matrix
Q =
'0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 -3 2 0
0 1 0 0 - 4 3
0 0 1 4 0 - 5
and so the holding times are
h =  [o c  CO CO i  \ f  ]
Note that the holding times are infinite for the absorbing states: the average duration of 
a visit to an absorbing state is forever. The embedded DTM C is the one in Figure 3.1(c): 
thus we can compute
 r IS. -L JL 1
— I  18 18 18 1
using Equation 3.21 and the vector n computed previously: Alternatively, we could solve 
Equation 3.20 for cr which would yield the same result. The probability of being absorbed 
in each absorbing state is
a — ( 12. s . 3 . 1
L 18 18 18 i
which is the same as for the embedded DTMC and was computed earlier.
3.5 P hase-type d istributions
W ith an absorbing Markov chain, we can look at the time required for the Markov rhafn 
to enter an absorbing state. This may depend on the initial state of the Markov <*ham
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Const(4)
1/5 1/51/5 1/5 1/5
Geom (p)
Figure 3.3: Discrete phase distributions
Given an absorbing Markov chain and an initial probability distribution, the amount of 
time required to reach an absorbing state is a random variable. Such a random variable 
is said to have a phase-type distribution [75]. A phase-type random variable based on a 
DTM C (CTMC) is discrete (continuous) r and is called a discrete (continuous) phase-type.
3.5.1 D iscrete phase-types
We say A" is a discrete phase-type random variable if  there exists a D TM C  with absorbing 
final state /  and an in itia l probability distribution for the DTM C such that the random 
variable describing the thne to absorption o f the DTM C into state /  has the same distri­
bution as X . Some example absorbing DTMCs and their associated discrete phase-type 
random variables are shown in Figure 3.3. The DTMCs shown have final state represented 
by state F . and in itia l probabilities as indicated below the state.
Let V  be the set o f all discrete phase-type random variables. I t  can be shown that the
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set V  is closed under the following.
Convolutionr
X l t „ , tX * € V  =► Y ' X i  6 5
i= t
Probabilistic Choice:
X i  w ith probability ot[l]
: 6 5
X n w ith probability a[n]
where ct is a probability vector.
Random  convolution over a discrete phase-type:
x
X ,Y  6  5  =►
i= l
where Y\ , . . .  r Yx are independent random variables with the same distribution as Y . 
Note that if  Y  is a constant, the sum reduces to X Y ;  thus the product of a  natu­
ral number and a discrete phase-type random variable is also a discrete phase-type 
random, variable.
F in ite  o rder statistics:
X  C ©-1^1 <  oo,fc E {0r~ . ,[<£( — 1} =► o rd *(*)e X > , 
where ord* (X ) is the kth largest element m set X -
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Expo(A)
Expo(A) w.p. 1/3 
ErIang(2,A) w.p. 1/3 
Expo [ft) w.p. 1/3
1/3 1/3 1/3
F igure 3.4: Continuous phase distributions
3.5.2 C ontinuous phase-types
We say X  is a continuous phase-type random, variable if  there exists a CTMC with absorb­
ing final state /  and an initial probability distribution for the CTMC such that the random 
variable describing the time to absorption of the CTM C into state /  has the same distri­
bution as X . Some example absorbing CTMCs and their associated continuous phase-type 
random variables are shown in Figure 3.3. The CTMCs shown have final state represented 
by state F . and initial probabilities as indicated below the state.
Let C be the set of all continuous phase-type random variables. It  can be shown that 
the set C is closed under the following.
Convolution:
a
X i , . . . rx w e C  =>-
t= i
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P robabilistic  Choice:
{X i  w ith probability a [l]:
X n w ith probability a[n]
where a  is a probability vector.
Random, convolution over a discrete phase-type:
x  
X e V , Y e C  =►
£=i
. where Yj.,. . .  , Yx are independent random variables with the same distribution as Y . 
Scaling:
a e R . ,  x e c  => a X e c
Finite order statistics:
X c C r\X\ <oorfc 6 {0 T. . . T|A r - l>  =► OTdk ( X ) e C
where ordjt (X)  is the kth largest value in set X -
3.5 .3  P h ase-typ es and general d istributions
Note that any discrete distribution w ith finite, non-negative integer support has a discrete 
phase-type representation: if  .AT is the set of integers which occur with positive probability, 
and p is the probability mass function, then the distribution is equivalent to the probabilistic
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choice
Vn €  bf,  Const(n) with probability p(n)
which is clearly a discrete phase-type random variable. We can. also approximate any 
infinite, non-negative, discrete distribution within an error of e by truncation. That is, we 
use H  — {n : p(n) >  e}, which guarantees that
Vn € N , |p(n) — p'Cn)! <  e
where p'(n) is the probability mass function for the discrete phase-type distribution. This 
may be difficult in practice, since a small value of e may produce a very large DTMC for 
the phase-type distribution.
The set of continuous phase-type distributions can be shown to be dense on the set of 
all probability distributions on the set of positive reals JR+. [75]. This implies that, given 
an arbitrary CDF F , we can find a continuous phase-type distribution w ith CDF G that 
approximates F  within e [35]:
Vx 6 R + t |F (x) — <-?(x)[ <  e.
The above property, while interesting, is of little  practical use. The number of CTMC  
states required to approximate an arbitrary distribution accurately could be astronomical. 
For instance, it has been shown [5] that the best continuous phase-type approximation to 
Const (J), where the CTM C contains exactly n  states has distribution Erlang(n, £ ), which 
has variance Thus, a  continuous phase-type approximation to a constant distribution 
with variance less than e requires a CTMC with O (^ ) states.
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Chapter 4
High-level formalisms
This chapter shows how high-level models of systems can be analyzed. Our work applies 
to any model described using any type of high-level formalism that meets the requirements 
discussed in Section 4.1. In  particular, we consider models w ith finite state spaces only. 
Section 4.2 gives an overview of Petri nets, a formalism that meets our requirements. For 
more information, we refer the reader to [2. 22. 74, 82} for theoretical aspects of Petri 
nets, to [71, 72} for stochastic Petri nets, and to [4, 8, 21] for generalized stochastic Petri 
nets. Section 4.3 gives necessary definitions for studying the possible states of the model. 
Section 4.4 shows how the underlying CTMC can be generated for our model Once we 
have obtained the CTMC, we can analyze the CTMC to obtain performance measures of 
interest about the system. Finally, Section 4.5 describes classes of structured models, in 
which a model is a composition of several smaller models.
4.1 M od el paradigm
While Markov chains are useful tools, specifying a  large Markov chain by hand is impractical 
Instead, we use high-level formalisms to describe a model compactly. From a high-level
47
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formalism we can then automatically generate and analyze the underlying Markov chain. 
Once the stationary or transient probability vector (or the time spent in  each state) is 
obtained, we can compute some measure(s) of interest about the model.
Instead of focusing on one particular formalism, we assume a general model “interface” 
containing necessary abstract entities. In  this way, our results apply to a wide class of 
formalisms. We assume that our model either directly specifies or allows for trivial compu­
tation of the following:
• A finite set of events S.
• A finite set of potential or possible states S.
• An initial state sa 6  S.
• An indexing function for potential states, given by the bijection : S  —)• (0 ,... ,|S{}- 
Usually, the set S  has a very regular structure, and so computing and are 
trivial operations.
•  For each event e €  £ , a function Next* : S  —► 2*^ . where
Nexte(s) =  (s ': s -2+ s'}
and the notation s — s' means that from state s we can reach state s' if  event e 
occurs- Mote that Nexte{s) can be the empty set: this occurs when event e is disabled 
in state s. Also, note that we allow Nexte(s) to contain more than, one element; this 
implies that if  an event occurs in a given state, there may be some uncertainty as to 
which new state is reached. Such a definition is useful in practice, but not necessary: 
we could represent the same behavior by introducing additional events.
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•  For each event e €  £ , a probability function Probe : S  x jR ,, where Prob*(s, s') 
is the probability that event e causes the system to switch from state s to state s' . 
Note that Probe(s, s') is zero if  and only if  s' £  Nexte(s). O f course, we assume that
Vs G S  such that Nexte{s) £  0r Probe(s,s') =  1,
s'6iV este (s)
which says that Probe is a “proper' probability function.
•  For each event e € £, a rate function Rate® : S  JR, where Ratee(s) is the rate 
of occurrence of event e when the system is in state s. In other words, we assume 
that the time for event e to occur in state s is a random variable with distribution 
Expo(ffofee(s)).
• Function Reward : S  -+ St, which will be used to compute our measure of interest.
W ith this class of models, we assume that the time for every event to occur is exponen­
tially distributed. As we shall see, this allows us to easily generate the underlying stochastic 
process of the model, which is a CTM C. In  general, we could allow the time for events to 
occur to be continuous phase-type random variables and still obtain an underlying CTM C  
(with many more states). Also, discrete phase-type random variables could be used for 
the duration o f events, which would produce an underlying DTM C. Such extensions, while 
conceptually straightforward, raise interesting issues (especially with respect to efficient im­
plementation) that are beyond the scope of our work; see for instance [3, 23, 24, 36,48,91).
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4.2 P etri nets
An example of a modeling formalism that fits our paradigm is the class of Petri net models 
[74, 82]. Our Petri net definition is quite general, allowing inhibitor arcs [2] and marking- 
dependent arc cardinalities [22]. A  Petri net is a  directed, bipartite graph consisting of the 
following.
•  A finite set of places V  =  {po, - - • ,Pj-p|_i}. Places are usually drawn as circles. Each 
place contains a non-negative number of tokens, depicted either as filled circles or as 
a written number. A marking m  e IN ^ I completely describes the state of the Petri 
net. where m[p] is the number of tokens in place p €  V.
•  An initial marking m°.
•  A finite set of transitions T  =  {for-- - r£ |n -t} which are usually depicted as bars or 
boxes. The sets V  and T  are disjoint.
•  For each place-transition pair (p, t), an input-arc cardinality function : IV ^ I — IV.  
an output-arc cardinality function Op : IV ^ I — IV, and an inhibitor-arc cardinality 
function H£ : IV ^ I —► IV  U {oo}. I f  I*  is not identically zero, we say p is an input 
place of transition f, and we write p -*• t. Similarly, if  O* is not identically zero, we 
say p is an output place of transition £, and we write £ p. I f  is not identically 
infinity (i.e., for some marking m , H£(m) is finite), we say p is an inhibitor place of 
transition £, and we write p -o  £. Given a transition £, we denote its input places as 
•£, its output places as £•, and its inhibitor places as of.
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We say a transition t  is enabled in marking m  if
Vp €  V , I*(m ) <  m{pj <  S *(m ). (4.1)
Such an enabled transition may fire, leading to a new marking m' given by
m'[p} =  m(pl -  /p(m ) +  0£(m ). (4.2)
Thus, the firing of a transition destroys tokens from the input places and creates tokens in 
the output places. Note that tokens do not necessarily need to be “conserved” in a Petri 
net: a firing transition may create fewer or more tokens than it destroys.
A place p is said to be B-bounded if  the number of tokens in place p cannot exceed 
B, given the in itial marking m °. A Petri net is said to be B-bounded if  all its places are 
B-bounded. A 1-bounded net is said to be safe.
Petri nets are usually depicted graphically, as seen in the examples in Figure 4.1 and 
Figure 4.2. For each transition t, an input arc is drawn from each input place p € •£. an 
output arc is drawn to each output place p € £•, and an inhibitor arc is drawn from each 
inhibitor place p €  o£. Inhibitor arcs are distinguished from input arcs by a small circle at the 
end of the arc instead of an arrowhead. Arcs are labeled with their cardinalities, unless the 
cardinality is identically one. Zero-cardinality input and output arcs and tnfinftp-rardfnality  
inhibitor arcs are omitted. Note that inhibitor arcs w ith zero cardinality w ill permanently 
disable a  transition; we assume that these are omitted since the desired behavior can be 
represented by eliminating the transition completely.
The Petri net in  Figure 4.1 represents an open queueing network w ith 4 queues (places 
9i» 92t 93r 9 4 )- The Petri net is not bounded regardless of the initial marking, since transition
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102
ta2 td2
ta l td.4
r-1
ta3 td3
3 ?  =  l 0 “  =  I
III M 0 ^ = 1
O f f - 1
4 P  =  i Q *f  =  1
w& III H
* 0 ^  =  1
i 0J? =  l
F igure 4.1: Petri net of am open, queueing network
tai (representing an arrival to queue 1) may fire an arbitrary number o f times before tran­
sition to2 or ta3 fires. The Petri net in Figure 4.2 represents a simple producer-consumer 
system with buffer capacity B  >  0. In this simple model, the producer continuously pro­
duces data that must be processed in a large batch; this might correspond to a block of data 
written to disk or a packet to be sent across a network. 14010 that this net is B-bounded: 
transition producer is disabled when place buffer contains B  tokens.
Our above definition of Petri nets can almost be applied to our modeling paradigm:
•  The set of events £  is given by the set of transitions T .
•  A set of potential states S  of a bounded net can be given by
B =  { 0 ,... rBp,,_t}  x  —  x { 0 ,.. .  ,B 0} C {0 ,...
where B» is the bound on the number of tokens in place pt-. We cannot consider 
unbounded nets, since they do not have a finite set of potential states.
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B z s r ' ^ B
Q it o p  __
n o t producing
sys ta rt =  
producing  —
^producer_
buffer =
reproducer _
producing
rS tO p _
producing —
j-producer __ 
producing
r  s ta rt -
n o t producing z
=  introducing] - B +  m[not producing] - m[buffer]
stop
producing, not producing
start
B  i f  producing 
Jfbuffer otherwise
producer buffer consumer
Figure 4.2: Producer /  Consumer Petri net
• One possible indexing function $  is based on the notion of a mixed-radix number 
representation system [37r 59]. Given an integer-valued basis vector
b =  ,&i], & i> 2 ,
any integer 0 <  a <  [JifcLi bas a unique representation a  =  [a*-,. . . ,  ai] satisfying: 
K i - l
1. a = oi+J^ai JJ&fc
i=2 k=l
2. 0 <  ai <  bit Vi 6  rK } .
We say a  is the mixed-radix representation of a with respect to the basis b . I f  we 
consider a  marking m  as a  mixed-radix integer, then we can define the indexing 
fu n c tio n s u c h  that m  is the mixed-radrx representation o f $ (m ) with respect to 
the basis b =  [Bfpj_i +- I r . - . ,  Bq -f-1].
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•  The in itial state s° corresponds to the initial marking m °.
•  Function Nextc corresponds to Equation 4.2. O f course, Next1 returns the empty set 
when transition t is disabled.
•  Reward functions can be defined in terms of the number of tokens in certain places.
The only part of our modeling paradigm that cannot be captured by Petri nets are the 
functions Rate and Prob. Thus, we use an extension of Petri nets called stochastic Petri 
nets (SPNs) [71, 72], where the firing of a transition is associated with an exponentially- 
distributed random delay. We assume that each transition t requires a time to fire given by a 
random variable with distribution Expo(At), where At may depend on the current marking. 
This corresponds exactly to the rate function, and so Ratet{m) =  At(m) in our case. For 
SPNs. the probability function Prob1 is one. since only one marking can be reached when a 
transition fires.
We can also handle generalized SPNs (GSPNs) [4|, where some transitions are allowed 
to fire in zero time. The firing of a timed transition may lead to a vanishing marking, in 
which immediate transitions are enabled. I f  multiple immediate transitions are enabled, 
they are assigned relative probabilities of firing. Immediate transitions w ill continue to fire 
until a tangible marking is reached, in which only timed transitions are enabled. In  this 
case, we eliminate the vanishing markings [8, 21] and consider only the tangible markings 
as states and the timed transitions as events: thus the firing of a timed transition in a given 
tangible marking may lead to more than one tangible marking. The Prob function is then 
the probability of reaching each of the tangible markings, and can be computed from the 
relative weights for the immediate transitions.
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4.3 Logical analysis
Once we have formalized our model, we can perform various types of analysis. Prom now 
on, we describe model analysis in terms of the model paradigm, with the understanding 
chat we can trivially transform our model from our formalism of choice to the paradigm.
We may be interested only in logical aspects of the model. In that case, we can ignore 
the Rate and Prob functions for each event and focus on which states can be reached. For 
instance, we may want to know if it is possible to reach, a state that meets a set of criteria, or 
if  it is possible to reach a state meeting condition B after reaching a state meeting condition 
.4. For now, we w ill only consider a special case of logical analysis: namely, determining 
all states that can be reached from the initial state. Some aspects of other kinds of logical 
analysis will be briefly discussed later. A thorough discussion of various types of logical 
analysis is beyond the scope of our work: see for instance [17, 32, 61, 65].
Given a model described using our paradigm, we can compute the following:
•  A set of actual or reachable states S  C S. defined as the smallest set containing s° 
such that
Vs € S rVe 6  £ :  s' £  Nexte[s) => s' ES .
We say state s' is zero-step reachable from state s, written s s', if  s =  s'. We say 
state s' is n-step reachable from state s, written s s', if
3f 6  S, e E  £  such that s — *■ t  A t  s'.
Note that s' may be both, n- and n'-step reachable from s. In  particular, i f  s -S- s'
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and s' -S- s, then s 2~ *71 s'.
We say state s' is reachable from state s, written s s', if  s' is n-step reachable from 
s for some n 6 M .  In other words, s' is reachable from state s if  there is a (possibly 
empty) sequence of events whose occurrence can change the state of the system from 
state s to state s'. The set S  can then also be defined as the subset of S  such that
s £ S s° s.
This definition is a bit more practical in the sense that the set S  must typically be 
generated by examining all states reachable from the initial state. Thus, determining 
S  is a non-trivial operation in practice.
•  An indexing function for actual states, given by the bijection $  : S —*■ {0 .... . |<S|}. 
For most sets S. computation of #  and 'Pr_l are non-trivial operations that require 
storing S.
An example showing a simple Petri net model and its potential and actual states (5  
and 5) is provided in Figure 4.3. Since the Petri net is safe and contains exactly 4 places, 
we use S  =  {0 ,1}4 which gives exactly 16 potential states. Since each state is also a 4-bit 
binary number, we use that number (shown in decimal) for the potential index Starting 
from an in itia l state of [1,0,1,0] as shown in the figure, we discover that only 6 of those 
states are reachable.
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0011
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A simple Petri net model Potential states S Actual states S
Figure 4.3: A simple model and its state space
4.4 M arkov analysis
In cases where we are interested in performance or reliability the events of our model occur 
with certain rates. Then our focus is usually more towards the probability of being in certain 
states, or the probability of reaching a state that meets condition A before reaching a state 
that meets condition B . To perform these types of analysis, we must study the underlying 
process of the model. For our model paradigm, the underlying process is a CTMC. Thus, we 
use our model to generate the underlying CTMC, and then analyze the underlying CTM C.
For any underlying CTMC, we can compute transient probabilities. I f  the underlying 
CTMC is irreducible, then we can also compute stationary probabilities. I f  the underlying 
CTMC is absorbing, then we can also compute the mean time to absorption or the proba­
bility of absorption in each absorbing state. Transient and stationary analysis w ill yield a 
probability for each state, and cumulative analysis will yield the expected time spent in each 
transient state or the probability of being absorbed in each absorbing state. The reward
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contribution from, a state is then the product of the reward rate for a given state (given 
by the Reward function) and the probability or time for each state. Summing the reward 
contribution over all reachable states yields the desired result: the expected value of the 
reward function.
In  any event, to compute our quantity of interest we must be able to specify the under­
lying CTM C by defining the transition rate matrix. When the Markov chain is generated 
from the model, there must be a mapping from states of the model to states of the Markov 
chain. One possibility is to use 'f  as the mapping. In  this case, the state space of the 
Markov chain is equivalent to the set of potential states S  o f the model. Another possibility 
is to use $  as the mapping, and so the state space of the Markov chain is equivalent to the 
set of actual states S  of the model.
If  we decide to use <5 as the mapping, our CTM C w ill have [<S| states: i.e., each state in 
the CTMC w ill correspond to a state in <S. The matrix R  given by
Vs, s' €  S. R [*(s ), # (s ')I =  Y ,  R e[*(s)r * 0 0 ]  =  X  Prob‘ (Sts') - Rate‘ (s) (4.3)
ee£ ee£
is the transition rate matrix of the underlying CTM C, where R c is the contribution due to
event e. Simply put, Equation 4.3 says that the rate of transition from state s to state s'
in the CTM C is the sum over all events e of the rate of transition from state s to state s'
via the occurrence of event e. By rearranging the rows and columns of R , we see that
R  =
R  0 
X  Y
(4.4)
where the block R  =  R[«S,«S] corresponds to the transitions from reachable states to reach­
able states. The 0 block corresponds to transitions from reachable states to unreachable
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states, which cannot occur by definition. The X  block corresponds to transitions from un­
reachable states to reachable states, and it can be shown by example that this block is not 
guaranteed, to be 0. This is because an unreachable state can lead to a reachable state, 
even though a reachable state can never lead to an unreachable state. Finally, the Y  block 
corresponds to transitions from unreachable states to unreachable states.
I f  we instead use <5 as the mapping, then our underlying CTMC will have |S| states, 
and each state in the CTMC will correspond to a state in S. The transition rate matrix 
of the underlying CTMC is then exactly R  from Equation 4.4. However, using $  as a 
mapping introduces some overheads. In  general, the function $  cannot be computed without 
first generating (and storing) the set S. This can require substantial storage space and 
computation. For most cases, |5| »  |«S|. so the amount of memory and CPU required to 
generate S is less than the amount saved by using 4? instead of 4f.
An example that shows the CTM C obtained from a simple model using mappings 4? 
and <5 is shown in Figure 4.4. The model used is the Petri net in Figure 4.3. It is assumed 
that each transition ti in the Petri net fires with constant rate A* when enabled. The 
CTMC based on 4f has |<S| =  16 states, each labeled with the appropriate marking. The 
CTMC based on 'F. enclosed by the dashed rectangle, has |«S| =  6 states. Note that in this 
example, there are no transitions from unreachable states to reachable states, so block X  
in Equation 4.4 is 0.
A comparison of the memory requirements for using an underlying CTMC based on S  
versus S  is shown in Table 4.1. We assume that the set of reachable states S  is stored using 
an array of potential state indices; since there are fewer than 256 potential states we ran 
use an array of one-byte integers. To further conserve memory we could store two indirps
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Figure 4.4: Underlying CTMC based on S
State space S S
number of states 16 6
storage requirement 0 bytes 6 bytes
Transition rate  m atrix R R
number of entries 16 8
(sparse row-wise storage with arrays)
Row pointers 17 bytes 7 bytes
Column indices 16 bytes 8 bytes
Single-precision entries 64 bytes 32 bytes
P robab ility  vector ■fc 7T
Double-precision entries 128 bytes 48 bytes
T o ta l 225 bytes 101 bytes
Table 4.1: Comparison of memory required for 'F vs. '&
per byte (since there are only 16 potential states). The transition rate matrices are stored 
in a sparse, row-wise structure using arrays. Again, one-byte integers cure used for the row 
pointers and column indices. We assume that a four-byte, single-precision floating-point 
representation is used for the real numbers in the matrix. Finally, the probability vectors 
are stored in full using eight-byte, double-precision floating-point representation for each 
probability.
Continuing our analysis of the Petri net model in Figure 4.3, we can obtain the transition
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rate matrix and the infinitesimal generator matrix of the underlying CTMC based on the 
set of actual states
■ 0 0 0 0 4 0 ‘ ‘ - 4 0 0 0 4 0 ‘
2 0 0 0 0 4 2 -6 0 0 0 4
0 3 0 0 0 0
Q =
0 3 - 3 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0
0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 3 - 4 0
_ 0 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 -2  .
where we use firing rates of A,- =  i  and we order the states according to Figure 4.3. We can 
then compute the stationary probability vector
using an iterative linear solver such as Gauss-Seidel. Once we have a probability vector, 
we can compute measures of interest. For instance, to compute the expected number of 
tokens in each place p. we can take the sum over all reachable states of the product of the 
probability of that state and the number of tokens in place p in that state.
E(tokens in Pa) = 0 ^  +  0 - ^ 4 - 0 - ^  +  l -  ^  +  l -  ^  +  I -  ^  =  I f
E(tokens in Pb) =  +  ^
E(tokens in Pc) — l ' 2 o " h O * 2 o + I ' 2 o + 0 * 2 o + l * ^ - t - 0 * ^  =
E(tokens in Pd) =  l '^o 'Fl - j jQ-FO- jo-Fl - jo- i -O-^Q-FO'^j j  =  ^
Once the probability vector has been computed, determ in ing  each measure requires 0([<S|) 
time, assuming the probability vector is stored in full.
The steps taken to analyze the model in the previous exam p le  are the sam e for complex 
models. Thus, for Markov analysis of a model we perform the following steps.
I .  Generate the set of reachable states «S.
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2. Build the transition, rate matrix R  of the underlying CTMC.
3. Compute the desired probability vector (or average time spent in each state).
4. Compute measures of interest.
Note that the first step, generation of S, is also useful for logical analysis. Unfortunately, 
practical models can easily have an extremely large number of reachable states. In  those 
cases, the straightforward approaches used for each of the steps in the previous example can 
lead to storage requirements well beyond the capabilities of modern workstations. As the 
number of reachable states grows, we must turn to sophisticated techniques for generating 
and storing S, R . and it.
4.5 Structured m odels
Sometimes, it makes sense to compose a model from several components, where each com­
ponent is also a model. We say each component is a submodel, even though the submodels 
may be defined as a complete model. This hierarchical approach is often a very natural 
way to model a system. As we shall see in later chapters, it is also possible to exploit 
properties of the submodels and their interactions for more efficient analysis of the model. 
Thus, often times a model is decomposed into submodels so that these efficient algorithms 
can be applied.
We say a model is structured if  it is composed of K  >  I  submodels. We denote the 
components of the kth submodel by adding the subscript k: for instance, £* denotes the 
events for submodel k, and denotes the set of potential states for submodel k. We assnmp
that a  structured model has the following properties.
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•  The set of events £  of the model is given by
£  =  £K U - " U £ l
where £k is the set of events in submodel fc. We say an event e 6  £  affects submodel k
if  e 6  £k. We define functions first : £  -+ { ! , . . .  , K }  and last : £  -¥  as
the first and last submodels that an event affects. More formally, we have
first{e) =  max ({k : e affects submodel k}) 
last(e) =  min({Ar: e affects submodel k})
which is potentially confusing because first(e) >  last(e).
An event is called synchronizing if  it affects more than one submodel (i.e.. first(e) 
is strictly greater than last(e)). Note that the interaction between submodels occurs 
entirely through the synchronizing events. An event that affects only one submodel k 
is said to be a local event of submodel k.
•  A state of the model can be expressed as (s# -,... ,s i) , where s* is a state of sub­
model k. Thus, the set of potential states is given by
S  =  Sk  x - - x 5 i
where Sk, the set of actual states for submodel k, is called the set of local states for 
submodel Ar. Alternatively, we could use potential states based on the potential states 
Sir each submodel
S  =  Sk  x --- x S i
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if  the local states of each submodel are unknown. 
•  The in itia l state of the model is
64
s° — t5 i)
where s£ is the initial state of submodel k.
Note that we do not distinguish between large models that are decomposed into submodels 
and the composition of small models into a structured model. In  fact, we do not even 
assume that the submodels are described with the same formalism; although in the case of 
decomposition this is usually true.
An example of a structured model is shown in Figure 4.5. In the example, we have a 
structured model composed of four submodels, each equivalent to the Petri net of Figure 4.3. 
Of course, the structured model is also a Petri net. A state of submodel 1 is determined by 
the number of tokens in places P a\.P b \.P c i and Pd\. States for submodels 2,3 and 4 are 
similarly determined. A state of the model is given by (s1.s2 rS3 .s4 ). The initial state of 
the model is then
( [1 ,0 ,1 ,0 1 , [ 1 , 0 , 1 ,01, [1 ,0 ,1 ,0 1 ,  [ 1 , 0 , 1, op
as shown in the figure. The synchronizing events of the model are the shaded transitions. 
We see for instance that events T&i and Tdi have been merged into a single synchronizing 
event Tsynchiz- Non-shaded transitions represent local events. For instance, transition Tai 
is an event local to submodel 1 : it is not affected by, nor does it affect other submodels.
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p a l ^  pb2pal pbl
tb l[Ifd l
p c ipel
pb3
A. model composed of four Petri nets
Figure 4.5: Example of a structured model 
We say a structured model is in logical product form if  the following property holds:
N’exte((stc, - . - t s i)) =  NexteK{sK) x - - - x Next\{s\) (4.5)
where Next% is the next state function due to event e for submodel k. Note that when 
e £ £jfc (i.e.T event e does not affect submodel k)r we require that Next%(sk) — {s*}. This 
says that a submodel not affected by event e does not change its local state when event 
e occurs. Equation 4.5 says that the possible states reached by submodel k  when event e
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occurs are independent of the local states of the other submodels. Note that if  an event is 
disabled in one submodel, then it is disabled in the model; this is because a disabled event 
e in submodel k gives us Next%(sk) =  0, which implies that Nexte((s f(,... rs i)) =  0. Thus, 
for each submodel, an event e must either be enabled in the submodel or must not affect 
the submodel if  event e is to occur in the model.
Several example model structures are shown in Figure 4.6. Each of the models is com­
posed of two Petri-net submodels, where submodel 1 contains place pi and submodel 2 
contains place po, as indicated by the dashed rectangles. Model (a) is in logical product 
form, because we have
Nexf*((#p2 ,# p i))  =  -Vextp,(#p2 ) x Nextpt (#pt)
where the functions Next^ and Nextl?l are defined by
= { { # * - ! }  ■
In model (b), we have a transition that is enabled when the number of tokens in po is less 
than the number of tokens in pi
NextH ( ik »  =  I  ® i f  # P 2  >  ttP iU #P 2,#P l)) |  (#p2 l #p 1) if  #P 2  <  #p t
which cannot be expressed as products of local functions. In  model (c), we have a  transition 
whose output into place p i depends upon the number o f tokens in place p i. Since pi and 
P2  belong to different submodels, Equation 4.5 cannot be satisfied. Finally, model (d) has
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(b) Violates Equation 4(a) Logical product form
(d) Violates Equation 4.5(c) Violates Equation 4.5
F igure 4.6: Structured models and logical product form 
a transition whose enabling depends upon the number of tokens in both pt and po, and 
whose next state depends upon both pt and po. Thus, for dependencies of the type found 
in models (b)r (c), and (d), places p i and p2  must belong to the same submodel to obtain 
a logical-product-form model.
We say a logical-product-form model is in Kronecker product form if  the rate and prob­
ability functions can be expressed as the product of local functions:
K
Ratee{{sKr - ~ ,« i)) =  JJf?ate|(sfc) (4.6)
fc=t
K
Probe{{sK, . . .  ,s ;)) =  (4.7)
k—i
Mote that if  e £  then we must have Prob%(sic,Sk) =  1 for all local states s*. This is 
because submodel k does not change local state when an event occurs that does not affect 
the submodel. We also require that Rate% =  1 when e £  £jt, which means that submodel k 
cannot affect the rate of event e.
Equation 4.6 says that the rate o f a synchronizing event is allowed to depend on the
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Local Event Rate Synch Event Rate
Tax 1 .1 T h 1.5 +  # P &3
Td\ 2.1 +  #Pb\ Tsynchu. 1 .2
Tai 1.7 Tsynch-23 1 .6  +- # P &2
T h 2.3 Tsynchu ( 1 + 0 . 4 - # P c3)-
T c 3 2.4 (1.5 +  0.5 - # P d i)
T c t 2.5 T  synch^i 1.4
T(U 2 .6
Table 4.2: Event rates for the structured model of Figure 4.5
global state of the model, but only in a restricted way. Note in particular that Equation 4.6 
says that the rate of an event local to submodel k can depend on the state of submodel k 
only. Thus a local event of a logical-product-form model with a rate dependency on the local 
state of another submodel becomes a synchronizing event when the model is considered in 
Kronecker product form. For example, if  the rates of the transitions of the Petri net in 
Figure 4.5 are assigned as shown in Table 4.2. then the model is in Kronecker product form. 
Event Tbi is a synchronizing event due to its rate dependency on submodel 3.
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Chapter 5
Explicit State Space Generation
In  this chapter, we investigate a variety of data structures for explicitly representing the 
set of reachable states <S. Section 5.1 presents and discusses a traditional, exhaustive- 
sear ch algorithm for generating S. Traditional data structures have been proposed for 
storing S, including binary trees in [19] and hash tables in [49]; these are discussed in 
Section 5.2. Our contributions, some of which can be found in [27], are in Section 5.3 and 
Section 5.4. Section 5.3 describes a multi-level structure for storing S  that can be used 
when the model is structured. An important contribution is the concept of the “locality" of 
an event: based on the structure of the model, we can determine which portion of the data 
structure must be modified due to a given event. This concept w ill be used again in later 
chapters. Section 5.4 describes efficient techniques that can be used when the components 
of a structured model can be studied in isolation. The techniques presented in the chapter 
are compared experimentally in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 presents conclusions.
69
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G enerate(M odel M , S ta te  s°)
1: U  <- {s°} •  U nexplored states
2: R < - \s ° } •  R eachable states
3: while U  ^  0 do
4: Choose an unexplored s ta te  s 6  U
5: 7 7 *-7 7 \{s }
6: for e a ch  event e 6  S do
7: for each s ta te  r  6  Nexte(s) do
8: i f  r  £ R  th e n
9: R * —R \J  { r }
10: { r }
11: e n d  i f
12: e nd  fo r
13: e n d  fo r
14: end w h ile
15: re tu rn  R
A lgorithm  5.1: Traditional state space generation
5.1 Generation algorithm
One straightforward method for generating the set S  is to use a systematic search of all 
states reachable horn the initial state s°. This is the basis for Algorithm 5.1. Mote that 
the algorithm w ill not terminate if  the set S  is infinite. In  the algorithm. R  stores the set 
of ail states reachable from s° encountered so far, which is exactly S  when the algorithm 
terminates. Another data structure, 77, is required for the set of states to explore. The 
order in which states are discovered depends strongly on the implementation of line 4. I f  
we choose the state that has been unexplored for the longest amount of time (i.e., U  is 
implemented as a queue), then we have a breadth-first search. I f  we choose the state that 
has been most recently added to the unexplored states (i.e., U  is implemented as a stack), 
then we have a depth-first search.
The complexity o f Algorithm 5.1 depends on the choice of data structures for R  and 77.
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The rf statement of lines 8  through 11 w ill be executed for each transition from a reachable 
state to a reachable state. Since the number of transitions due to event e is exactly ij(R e)T 
where R5 is the contribution to R  due to event e, the if statement w ill be executed
times. Note that this could be larger than t/(R ). because one element of R  could contain 
contributions from two or more events. The inner portion of the if statement w ill be executed 
exactly |<S| — 1 times. The complexity of the algorithm is then
is the complexity of adding an element to R  and U. Note that for many data structures, the
efficiently generate and store S, we must use a data structure that can represent |«S| states 
efficiently, and allow for efficient insertions of new states and searches for states. I f  our 
interest is logical analysis only, then generation of S  is our primary focus. I f  our interest 
is Markov analysis, then after S  is generated, it w ill be used during the generation of the 
underlying CTMC. h i particular, we w ill need to use our data structure for S  to compute 
the index function At this point, it may make sense to copy S  into a less-dynamic 
structure in which insertions are no longer supported and computation of ^  is efficient.
S > ( Re)
where C\ is the complexity of determining whether a specific element belongs to R  and Cz
operations “r  £ R~ and UR  *—R ll  {r}"  can be combined into a single operation. Thus, to
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5.2 Traditional data structures
In  this section we discuss several traditional structures, in which, each state is explicitly-
stored along w ith some mechanism for inserting and searching for states. This introduces
two orthogonal issues, namely how to store each state and how to store a set of states. State
5.2.1 S to rag e o f states
While we make no assumptions about the structure of a state, we do know that the set
dependent information about states to store them efficiently.
For instance, a Petri-net marking can be stored by storing the number of tokens in each 
place, which is equivalent to storing the potential index. However, if  the Petri net contains a 
large number o f places, and in most markings only a few places contain tokens, we can store 
a marking using sparse storage and conserve memory. Also, the structure of the net can be 
used to reduce the number of places that must be stored [19]. For instance, a P-semiflow 
[74] is a vector of integers y  of size [P\ such that
where C  is a constant, for all markings m  reachable from the initial marking- Since the 
sum of two P-semiflows is also a P-semiflow, a Petri net has either zero or infinitely many
storage is discussed in Section 5.2.1, and set storage is discussed in Section 5.2.2.
of potential states S is finite. Thus, at the very least, each state s can be stored using 
Its potential index 'f(s). This requires bits per state. When the set S  is quite
large (which can easily occur in practice). It may be more efficient to use some formaiism-
^  y{p]m[pl =  C  
peP
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i k hps K H lp6
P-sem iflow  C
[It It  It  Or 0 , 0 ]
[1 , 1 , Or Or 0 ,1 1  
[1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 ] 
[0 , I , I , I , 0 , 0 ] 
invariant 
# p l -h #p2 +  #p'i =  N  
#p2 +  #p3 +  #p4 =  N  
# p l +  #p3 +  #p5 =  iV 
# p l-f-# p 2  +  #p 6  =  iV
Figure 5.1: Some P-semiflows and invariants of a Petri net
P-semiflows. The value of the constant C  can be determined from the initial marking. A P- 
semiflow can be used to construct an invariant which holds for all markings reachable from 
the initial marking. The invariants for a Petri net can be determined [66} in a pre-processing 
step.
An example Petri net and some of its invariants are shown in Figure 5.1. Ignoring the 
invariants, we can store a marking of the net using 6 integers, corresponding to the number 
of tokens in each of the places {pi,P2 ,P3 tP4 tP5 tP6 K Each integer requires flog2(iV +  1)] bits 
since each place is iV-bounded. The first invariant tells us that #p t -F#p2 + # P 3  =  N; thus, 
the number of tokens in place p3 can be determined from the value of N  and the number 
of tokens in places p i and p2 . Similarly, from the second, third, and fourth invariants we 
can determine #p4 from #P2  and #p3 , #p 5  from #pt and #p 3, and #p6 from #pt and 
# P 2 - Thus, given a value of iV, we only need to store the number of tokens in places pt and 
P2 ,  and from that information we can correctly determine the entire marking. O f course, 
this is a simple example, but it illustrates how invariants can. be used to reduce the a m r m n t  
of storage required for a marking. Rom now on, we simply assume that a state can be
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represented using some encoding that requires a certain number of bits, and we ignore the 
specifics of how each state is encoded.
5.2.2 Storing a  set of states
Once we have a way to store each state, we then must choose an efficient data structure for 
collecting a set of states. The data structure we use must be able to efficiently insert new 
states and search for existing states. Due to the possibility of an extremely large number 
of states, we cannot use elementary data structures such as linked lists which require linear 
searches. Some o f the traditional data structures that can be used are discussed in this 
section. However, once we have finished constructing the state space, we can create a 
sorted array of states (or an array of state indices), since insertions are no longer required. 
After the array of states has been created, we may destroy the structure used during state 
space generation. Then, to compute a state’s index (the function '&), we simply perform a 
binary search on the array for the given state.
Hash tables
A hash table [33,60} is based on a table with M  entries to store objects. The location of each 
object in the table is determined by applying a hashing function h to the object. In  our case, 
we have h : S  —*■ { 0 ... .  ,M  — I} ,  since we wish to store states. Depending on our choice 
of hashing function, we may have collisions, where two different states hash to the same 
table location (i.e., h(si) =  h fa ),  s i ^  S2 )- I f  collisions are possible, some arrangement 
must be made for states that are assigned to the same location. The technique we consider 
is chaining, where each entry in the table is a linked list of the states that hash to that
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bat bag bit dugcut cat
but
bag
Figure 5.2: A hash, table with chaining
location. Other techniques such as linear probing can also be used to handle collisions. An 
example of a hash table with chaining is shown in Figure 5.2.
There are two main difficulties with using hash tables to effectively store the set of actual 
states: choosing the hashing function h and choosing the table size M . Ideally, our hashing 
function will distribute the states evenly over the M  possible table locations. This can be 
difficult due to the complex interactions between states. For instance, suppose we have the 
Petri-net model shown in Figure 5.1. and we choose
h =  (#Pt +  #P2 +  #P 5 +  #Ps) mod M
as our hashing function. Looking at the invariants, we find that our hashing function reduces 
to h =  (N  4- #ps) mod M .  This means that reachable states that have the same number 
of tokens in place p$ are stored at the same location. Since the number of reachable states 
corresponding to place ps containing exactly n < N  tokens is 1 4- iV — n, we know that the 
chain at table location N -b n  mod M  has exactly 1 -bN — n entries. Thus, regardless of the 
size of M .  only N  4-1 locations of the table are used. An even worse hashing function is
h =  (# P i +  #p 2  +  #P3  +  #P 4  +  #P5 s) mod M
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where the entire state space is stored at table location 2 N  mod M .
Assuming a uniform distribution of hash locations, searches and insertions into a table 
of size M  with N  elements require 0 (1  +  | j )  operations on average. Regardless of the 
distribution of hash locations, a hash table of size Af with N  elements using chaining 
requires 0 { N  -1- M ) memory. From a computation standpoint, we want to choose M  larger 
than the number of states, so that searches and insertions take constant time on average. 
From a memory standpoint, we want M  as small as possible. Thus, we want M  to be about 
the same size as S, so that the overall memory requirements are still 0(|<S|). Unfortunately, 
at the moment it not known how to determine tight bounds on the size of S  in general 
without actually generating S .
One possible solution to this problem is to expand the size of the hash table when it 
becomes too full. Then we can start with a relatively small value for M . Once the number of 
elements in the table states exceeds some threshold, such as N  >  M . we can increase the size 
of the table to M '. Then we must use a new hashing function h.\r and re-hash the elements 
of the old table to new locations in the enlarged table. Obviously, we want to minimize 
the number of times this costly operation must be performed. By doubling the hash table 
size each time (i.e., using Afr «  2 - M )  we can lim it the number of table enlargements 
to [Iog2( upper) — Iog2 (fou/er)"| where upper is the final size of the table and lower is the 
starting size of the table. Using an initial table size of about one thousand locations, only 
2 0  enlargements are required to reach a table size of about one billion locations, which is 
beyond the storage capabilities of today's workstations.
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Binary trees
Another traditional data structure for storing a set is a binary tree [60]. To use a binary 
tree, the elements to be stored must be ordered in some way. Usually, we use the potential 
index function 'k to order the states. For a given node in the binary tree that represents 
state s, we have that any state si stored in a left descendant of the current node has a smaller 
index than s (i.e., $ (sj) <  'f(s )). Similarly, any state sr stored in a right descendant of the 
current node has larger index than $ (i.e., 'k(.s) <  ^(sr)). Thus, an inorder traversal [58] 
of the tree visits states in the order of their potential index.
The advantage of binary trees over hashing tables is that a tree representing N  elements 
always uses 0 {N )  memory, and we are not burdened with fhe task of choosing a good 
hashing function. However, binary trees have the same worst-case behavior as hash tables 
unless the trees are kept balanced, where each node has roughly the same number of left 
descendants as right descendants. We consider two different strategies for tree balancing.
AVL trees [1, 60, 104] store balance information in each node that is used to keep trees 
•mostly" balanced. Formally, a binary tree satisfies the AVL property if  for every 
node n in the tree,
\Height{Left{n)) — Heigkt{Rigkt{n))\ <  1
where Heighten) is the height of the tree with root node n and Left(n) and Rigkt{n)  
are the left and right children of node n, respectively. To m aintain the AVL properly, 
each node must store the balance information Height{Left[n)} — Height(Right(n)) 
which requires 2  additional bits per node, since the possible values are —1 ,0  and l_
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Insertions and deletions of nodes are accompanied by a series of rotations to maintain 
the AVL property. It  has been shown that the height of any AVL tree w ith N  nodes 
is 0 ( Iog2 (iV )). Thus searches, insertions, and deletions in AVL trees cost 0(log2 (iV)) 
in the average and worst case.
Splay trees [60, 94] are based on the splay operation which moves a specified element 
to the root of the tree via a series of rotations along the search path. Searches, 
insertions, and deletions are all implemented using splay operations. Thus, recently 
and frequently accessed items are near the root of the tree, while the leaves of the 
tree contain items that have not been accessed for some time. It  has been shown [94] 
that a worst-case sequence of m splay operations on a tree with N  nodes has a time 
complexity bound of 0 (m  Iog2 N ).
Thus, the behavior of a balanced binary tree is worse than a hash table with a uniform 
hashing function, but much better than a hash table with a badly chosen hashing function.
5.2.3 S torage o f unexplored states
During state space generation, we must be able to find some unexplored state quickly. Since 
we know that U  C TZ, we only need to indicate which states in 1Z belong to U  in an efficient 
way, so that we can easily choose and remove an unexplored state. The techniques we 
discuss here w ill work for both hash tables and binary trees, since both data structures 
have a node associated with each state. In  the discussion, we w ill refer to a binary tree. We 
consider three ways to maintain the unexplored states.
I .  Each node stores am extra pointer to the next unexplored state, and we maintain a
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l<l c u t|> M
|<| bat|>l«l 1<I b it |>| | |<| but|>|«| |<| d ig |> l« K
l< lc a t|> | I |<ldug|>l 1l<t bag)>|
Figure 5.3: Storing unexplored states using an extra pointer per node
pointer to the front of the list. This structure requires an additional pointer for every 
node and some list maintenance. An example of this structure is shown in Figure 5.3. 
where the states are stored using a binary tree. A drawback of this structure is that 
the states that have been explored do not need the extra pointer. Thus, when U  is 
a small subset of R  (which occurs when Algorithm 5.1 is nearly finished), a large 
amount of memory is wasted.
2. To fix the wasted memory problem with the first structure, we could maintain a 
separate linked list of pointers to the unexplored states. This structure requires two 
additional pointers for each unexplored state and the same list maintenance overhead. 
In  addition, there will be some memory management overhead, since the size of the 
set U  may grow and shrink several times during the computation. This structure is 
illustrated in Figure 5.4 using the same binary tree as the previous example.
3. A more memory-efficient version of the Iinked-Iist structure is to use an array to store 
the states. W ith  this structure, we implement I t  as a queue, and we exploit the 
property that once a state is removed from U, it  w ill never again be added to U.
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Figure 5.4: Storing unexplored states using a linked list
We use an array to store the states in the set TZ, and each node of our data structure 
representing 1Z stores an array index instead of a state. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5. 
using the same binary tree of the previous example. The set T Z \U  occupies the 
beginning of the array, and the set U  occupies the end of the array. To maintain 
U, we simply store the index of the first unexplored state, which is the head of the 
queue. The tail of the queue is also stored as a count of the number of states in the 
set TZ- Thus, when a new state is discovered and added to 1Z. it is added to the end 
of the array and the ta il pointer is incremented. This structure requires an additional 
integer per state.
We prefer the third data structure, because no list manipulations are required. With 
the other two structures, we have the choice of storing the states in the nodes themselves 
(as depicted in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4), or storing the states in a separate structure, at 
a cost of an additional integer per state (as depicted in Figure 5.5). A separate structure 
may be desired to simplify node manipulation, especially if  the states are of varying size.
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Figure 5.5: Storing unexplored states using an array 
In addition, if  the separate structure is an array, then the compression step is simplified.
5.2.4 C om pression
After the state space has been generated, we may compress our data structure of choice 
somewhat since we no longer need to handle insertions. Since we still need to search for 
states, we need a mechanism for ordering the states according to <Ir, so that we can perform 
a binary search. One possibility is to use a single array of states, sorted according to 
This may complicate our binary search if  the sizes of the states vary. In  this case, our 
indexing  function '& corresponds to the reachable subset of I f  we used a binary tree 
during generation, then the array can be built by perform in g  an inorder traversal of the 
tree. I f  we used a hash table, then the array must be built using a sorting routine. An 
example of such a sorted array is shown in Figure 5.6.
Another technique is to use two arrays, one to store the states according to some other 
indexing function , and another to order the states according to $ . Usually, the second
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0 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8
States I bag| batl big| bit I bud but| cat I cut dig dug
Figure 5.6: Compression using a sorted array1 of states
2 3
States I cat I duel bit I biglbugl butl dig| batl cutl bag
Order 9 7 3 I 2 4 5 0 8  6  1
Figure 5.7: Compression using an unordered array of states and an ordering array
array is implemented as an array of integers, where each integer is an index into the array 
of states. As with the single-array technique, we can use an inorder traversal to generate 
the second array if we used a binary tree during generation, otherwise a sorting routine is 
necessary. .An example of this two-array technique is shown in Figure 5.7.
The main difference between these two techniques (aside from the memory requirements) 
is the actual indexing function Using the first technique, we are confined to using an 
indexing function that corresponds to the ordering of the potential states, which is equivalent 
to lexical order. W ith the second technique, we can use any indexing function. The price 
of this generality is an array of integers of size [<5|. Usually, the ordering we use is canonical 
order, the order in which the states were discovered using Algorithm 5.1. This is the 
natural order of the states if we use a separate data structure for state storage as shown in 
Figure 5.5. W ith  some linear solvers such as Gauss-Seidel, the ordering of the states can 
affect the convergence rate. Lexical ordering of the states is not necessarily a good order, 
and in fact it has been shown [70] that lexical ordering can cause Gauss-Seidel to perform 
quite poorly.
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Figure 5.8: Chiola's multi-level technique to store the reachability set of a  SPN
5.3 M ulti-level trees for structured m odels
We extend work by Chiola [19], who defined a multi-level structure to store reachable states 
of a stochastic Petri net (SPN). Since the state of a SPN with K  places can be represented 
by a vector s £ N K. he proposes a structure in which each component of the vector is stored 
in a different level. An example of this idea is illustrated in Figure 5.8. copied from [19}. 
In the figure, we have K  =  3. and the state space S  =  (a, b, c. d, e} is stored in a three- 
level tree. The first level stores the first component of each state and partitions S  based 
upon the first component. The second level then further subdivides S  based on the second 
component. Finally, the third level stores the third component of each state. A state in S 
can be found by tracing a path from the first through the third levels.
We extend this technique to structured models in general. In  our case, a state is com­
posed of K  substates, and so we store the substates of submodel k  at level k. ChioIars 
technique is equivalent to our technique when the model is composed of K  SPNs, where 
each SPN contains exactly one place.
For a more formal definition of our technique, we define the set function S* : Stc x * - - x
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«Sit+i -+  2SkX ~xSl as
Bk{sK, - - - r Sfe-i-i) =  {(sfc, .. - , Si.) : {s k , . . .  , St) G S} (5.1)
for all submodels k. Intuitively, for fixed local states s r , . . . .  Sfc-j-i, the set Sfc(s^-.. . .  ,Sfc+i) 
is the set of local states sjt,. . .  , si “beyond" s ^ i  such that the given combination of local 
states (Sfc, . . .  ,s i) is a reachable state. The collection of all sets Bk(sfc,--- , -s/t-s-i) for a 
fixed k. for all possible argument combinations {s k , --- - ■sjt-f-t) €  Sr- x - - - x S k-i- is called 
level k. Note that level K  consists of Bk  only, which is equal to S. Equation 5.1 can also 
be written as a recurrence
Bk(SfC,--- .Sjfc-rl) =  (J  {Sfc} X Bk-l(SfC .Sfc) (5.2)
ifc€Sfc
with terminating condition
Bi (s k , - - -  .S2 ) =  { « i: (s k , - - -  - s i )  G 5 } (5.3)
for the case k  =  1. An example illustrating Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3 is shown in 
Figure 5.9 for a model consisting of 3 submodels. The local states of the submodels are 
listed in the figure.
We represent a set Bh(s k , --- - Sk+i) according to Equation 5.2 by storing each substate 
Sfc along with a “downward" pointer to the set Bk+i(sK,--- -Sk)- In. the terminal case, 
given by Equation 5.3, we simply represent Bi (s k , - - -  , sz) as a set of substates. That is. 
downward pointers are not needed at level 1 .
One data structure that can be used to store the set o f substate-pointer pairs is a binary 
tree, such as an AVL or splay tree. At level I  we have ordinary AVL or splay trees, and at
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Level 3 S  =  Bz =  {&} x B2(b) U {c} x flfc(c) U {d} x 02 (d)
=  {bag, bat, big, bit, bug, but, cat, cut, dig, dug}
Level 2 # 2 (6 ) =  {a} x Bi{b,a) U {x} x Bi(b,i) U {u} x Bi(b,u)
=  {ag, at, ig, it, ug, ut}
0 2 (c) =  {a} x 0x(c.a) U {x} x B i(c,i) U {u} x B\{c,u) 
=  {at, ur}
B2(d) =  {a} x Bi(d,a) U {x} x Bi(d,i) U {u} x B\{d,u) 
=  {ig,ug}
Level 1 Bi {b, a) =  {g ,t} Bi(b,i) =  {g ,t} Bt(b,u) =  {$,«}
Bi(c,a) =  {t} Bi[c. i) -  {} 0 i(c .u ) =  {f}
St (d,a) = { }  0 x(d,i) =  {ff} Bdd,u) =  {g}
Locals S3 =  {b,c,d} S2 =  {a ,i,u } Sx =  {g,t}
Figure 5.9: Mathematical representation of a multi-level structure
the other levels we have AVL or splay trees whose nodes contain an additional downward 
pointer. Nodes with a null downward pointer (corresponding to an empty set) are not stored 
in the tree. We call this structure a multi-level tree.
An example of a multi-level tree depicting the sets of Figure 5.9 is shown in Figure 5.10. 
In  the example, we see that non-reachable combinations are not represented. For instance, 
in the level-2 set B2{c), the node corresponding to substate i  is absent, since there is no 
reachable state of the form (c.x'.»). and as a result the set Bi(c,i) is empty. Thus, if  the 
tree did contain a node for substate x. its corresponding downward pointer would be null.
Note that since a multi-level tree only stores reachable combinations, any path from the 
root of the Ievel-A" tree to a Ievel-I node corresponds to a reachable state (given by the 
last substate visited, in  each Ievel-fc tree) and vice-versa. Thus, the total number of Ievel-I 
nodes is exactly equal to the number of reachable states [«S|. To determine if  a given state 
(s k , . . .  ,sx) is reachable in a multi-level tree, we start at level K  and search for s r . I f
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Leve l 3
L<LLJli>J i<mm>t
Level 2
♦ >
l< l s 1>I
Level I
Id g 1>I
Figure 5.10: A multi-level tree representing the structure in Figure 5.9
we do not find s r . then the state is not reachable. Otherwise, we follow the downward 
pointer associated with sic and search for s ^ - i  in that IeveI-(AT — 1) tree. This process is 
continued until we either fail to find a substate s* in the specified Ievel-fc tree, in which case 
the state is not reachable, or we find si in the specified level-1  tree, in which case the state 
is reachable. Inserting states into a multi-level tree is a similar process and is specified in 
Algorithm 5.2.
As with traditional structures, we have the choice of storing the substates within the 
tree nodes, or storing the substates in a separate list structure. However, if  the number 
of local states is small, then the number of bits required to encode the substate indices in 
the nodes w ill be relatively small. Since the number of nodes in a level-fc tree can be at 
most we can also use small indices for the left and right pointers. For instance, if  the 
number of local states in level k  is less than 256, we ran use one-byte integers for the left, 
right, and substate indices.
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In se rt(tre e  t, level k, s ta te  (s /c» - - -  , s i) )
1 i f  k =  1 th e n •  A t th e  b o tto m  level
2 i f  t does n o t conta in  s i th e n
3 A dd  s i to  tree t
4 e n d  i f
5 e lse •  N o t a t th e  b o ttom
6 F ind  5 * in  tree  i
7 i f  Sk is  n o t in  tree  t th e n
8 C reate  node n fo r s *  in  tre e  t
9 e n d  i f
10 td <— th e  downward p o in te r associated w ith  Sk
11 In s e r tfo , k - 1 ,  ( s ^ , . . .  ,s 0 )
12: e nd  i f
A lgorith m  5.2: Inserting a state into a multi-level tree
Given that searches and insertions in AVL and splay trees with n nodes take 0(Iog2 n)
time, we can compute the time complexity of searches and insertions in a multi-level tree.
Since an insertion requires us to perform a (balanced) binary tree search at each level, the
complexity of an insertion is
o  ( X > g 2r fcJ  (5-4)
where Tjt is the number of nodes in the level-fc tree encountered during our insertion. This
is also the time required for a successful search. The worst case for an insertion or successful
search has complexity
° ( E Io&t *') = o fE 'o s il* !
\fc=t /  \fc=L
=  0 (l0 g2 [S|)
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which occurs when the trees encountered are as large as possible: namely, for each level k, 
the tree has [<Sfc| nodes. Unsuccessful searches may require less time, since an unsuccessful 
search may terminate at a level other than level 1. In  the best case, an unsuccessful search 
terminates at level K , which requires 0{T k ) time.
We now consider the average case of insertions and successful searches, where we assume 
that each level-fc tree contains the same number of nodes. Since the number of trees at level k 
is exactly equal to the total number of nodes at level A: -!-1, we have 7* =  where Nk is 
the total number of nodes in level k  of our multi-level tree. Substituting into Equation 5.4
where the denominator 1 is due to the fact that there is always exactly one tree at level K . 
Recall that N \  is also equal to the number of states represented by the multi-level tree. 
Thus searches and insertions in a multi-level tree representing n states take 0(Iog2 n) time, 
just like ordinary “single-level" AVL and splay trees.
5.3.1 R epresenting unexplored states
Recall that Algorithm 5.1 requires data structures for both 7tr the set of states discovered 
so far, and U, the set of discovered states still to be explored. We can easily use a multi­
level tree to represent 7£, since it only requires searches and insertions. Unfortunately, the 
methods described earlier (in Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, and Figure 5.5) for representing U
gives us
OdogoNi)
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Figure 5-11: Representing U  with a second multi-level tree
cannot be applied to a multi-level tree, unless each node also stores an ‘"upward” pointer. 
Instead, we consider three alternatives for maintaining the unexplored states when 1Z is 
stored using a multi-level tree.
1 . Store £f as a linked list of states. Since complete states are not stored explicitly with 
a multi-level tree, we cannot simply use a pointer as in Figure 5.4. Instead, we must 
store the complete state in our linked list. As the set U  can become quite large while 
Algorithm 5.1 progresses, this data structure for if  could require a substantial amount 
of memory.
2. Store U  using another multi-level tree. In  this case, it may be desirable to modify 
Algorithm 5.1 so that we store TZ \  if - in  one multi-level tree, and i f  in another. 
This avoids duplication of an unexplored state in both multi-level trees. An example 
of this two-tree technique is shown in Figure 5 .II. The mam drawback w ith this 
data structure is that insertions into and deletions horn U  are no longer constant 
operations. Also, the deletion of a specific node horn an AVL or splay tree is a
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Remove(tree t, level kr O ut: state (s/c,. . .  ,s i))
l i f  k  =  1  th e n •  At the bottom level
2. Choose some node n to remove from tree t
3 si «— the substate stored in n
4 Remove n from tree t
5 e lse •  Not at the bottom
6 Choose some node n to potentially remove
7 sjt <— the substate stored in n
8 td <— downward pointer in n
9 Remove^*, k —l, ( s r - , . . .  , s i ) )
10 i f  tree td is empty th e n  •  We removed the last node from td
11 Remove n from tree t
12 e nd  i f
13 e nd  i f
A lgorithm  5.3: Choosing and removing a state from a multi-level tree
rather costly operation: it requires us to first search for the node, then delete the 
node, then re-balance the tree. We can avoid this overhead with the realization 
that Algorithm 5.1 allows us to choose the state we remove from U. Algorithm 5.3 
specifies how to choose and remove a state from a multi-level tree. The decision of 
which node to remove (lines 2 and 6 ) is different for AVL and splay trees. W ith AVL 
trees, we start at the root node and use the balance information to select the subtree 
with greater height (or arbitrarily choose if  the left and right subtrees have the same 
height). This continues until we reach a leaf node, which is the node we remove. Using 
this selection algorithm, no rotations are required; we need only to update balance 
information along the search path. W ith splay trees, we remove the root node, and 
then perform a single splay operation to restore the tree.
3. Store W as a linked list for each tree in the multi-level structure. In  these data 
structures, we say a level-fc node is “unexplored" if  the tree reached by following its
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Figure 5.12: Representing U  and TZ in one multi-level tree
downward pointer contains an unexplored node, and a level-1 node is “unexplored"* if 
the state corresponding to the path to the level-1 node is in the set U. We can then 
find an unexplored state by following a path consisting only of unexplored nodes. The 
algorithm to remove an unexplored state is sim ilar to that of Algorithm 5.3. Note 
that a Ievel-I node w ill never again become “unexplored" once it has been “explored", 
but this is not true for the other levels. Thust we can use an array to represent the 
unexplored level-1 nodes as shown in Figure 5.5. while the unexplored level-fc nodes 
are instead stored with a linked list as shown in Figure 5.4. This data structure for 
U. uses an array for each Ievel-I tree and a linked list for each, tree not at level I .  An 
example of such a structure is shown in Figure 5.12. The memory required for these 
lists is comparable to the previous technique where U  is stored in  its own multi-level 
tree. However, the time required to insert into or delete from this representation of
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U  is only 0 (K ) ,  since we can insert into or delete from, the linked list at each level in
constant time.
We use either the second or third data structure for U  in practice.
5.3.2 E xploiting locality
Suppose we search for a state (s ^ .... ,s t) in a multi-level tree. First we search for in 
the Ievel-lf tree representing Bk - The node containing sk  gives us the downward pointer 
to the tree representing 5 |c -i(s k ). We then search for sk - i  in that Ievel-(fC — 1) tree 
and so on. until we finally find si in the tree representing Bi {s k , - • • , 3 2 )- I f  we then wish 
to search for the state (s k - - - - ~sk-ri,s'k, . .. .s 'J. we can immediately search for srk in the 
level-fc tree representing Bk{sK,--- r -Sfc-t-1) instead of starting at the level-if tree, assuming 
we saved the pointer to the level-fc tree. This idea can be exploited if we consider how 
events can modify the state of the model. We know by definition that when event e occurs
instate (s/c*--- .s i), the new state must be of the form (s k  rS/rrjqeH-iTS/fntCe)"" -si)-
Upon exploration of a new state s. we remove s from U. Either U  is stored in its own 
multi-level tree, in which case s must then be inserted into 1Z. \  U, or U  is implemented as 
pointers to nodes in 7 .^ In either case, we can save the pointers to the trees representing 
Bk t - - - t Bi (s k - . . .  ,sz). I f  event e G £  can occur in state s. we generate s' =  Nexte(s)r and 
we know for certain that substates K  through first(e) -f-1 are the same in s and s'. Then to 
search for s', we begin at level first(e) with the tree Bfr.st(e)(sK,-~ - ,s/irst(e)+i)- We showed 
in [27] that this technique can reduce execution time by as much as 20% at a negligible cost 
(an array of K  — 1 pointers).
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substates
down
Level 3
substates
down
Level 2
Level I
Figure 5.13: The compressed version of the multi-level tree of Figure 5.10 
5.3.3 Com pression
Once the state space has been generated, we never need to insert or delete states. Each 
of the trees in the multi-level structure can then be compressed into an ordered array, 
eliminating the left and right pointers. A ll of the arrays for a given level are combined into 
a single array, allowing the use of integer array indices for the next-level pointers. Then 
an array element at level k >  1 simply stores a substate index and a pointer to the next 
level. At level I ,  there is no need to store a pointer to the next level, so the level-1 array 
stores only the substate indices. For any given level k. if  we know that |Sfc| <  256, then 
we use one-byte substate indices, and if  256 <  |5jt| <  65,536 then we use two-byte substate 
indices. Otherwise, we use four-byte substate indices. Since most nodes are Ievel-I nodes, 
this means our compressed representation of S  requires slightly more than |S| or 2- [<S| bytes, 
depending on the size of St. I f  St is very large, then the compressed representation w ill 
require about 4 - |S[ bytes. An example of a compressed multi-level structure is illustrated 
in Figure 5.13. In  the figure, the actual substates are shown in the substate arrays (instead 
of their indices) for clarity.
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The level-1 array of substate indices also provides a method for computing 'f(s ). When 
we search for state ( s r - , . . .  ,s j .)  €  S, the position of the final component si in the level-1 
array o f substate indices is exactly 4f(sjc> - - - > s i). Since the time to perform a binary search 
on an array of size n is 0(log2n), the search time for the compressed structure is the same 
as for the multi-level tree structure. Thus the time required to compute $(s) is 0(log2 |«S|) 
on average.
To compute our reward function, we must be able to efficiently enumerate the states. I f  
the states are stored explicitly in an array, we can simply traverse the entire array. I f  the 
states are instead stored in a compressed multi-level structure, we use an array of K  indices. 
Index k  in the array specifies the current level-Ar array element. The first state is given by 
the first array element at each level. To obtain the next state, we advance the Ievel-l index. 
I f  an advancing index at any level k crosses a subtree boundary, then we advance the index 
of level k  -F 1. This continues until each array has been completely visited, which occurs 
when the Ievel-l index has visited |<S| elements. Thus, the complexity of enumerating S is 
the sum of the sizes of the arrays at each level, which is slightly larger than |<S|.
5.4 Generating local states first
For some structured models, it is possible to build the set of local states Sk iu isolation. 
I f  this is the case, then it can be beneficial to generate Sk, . . .  ,S i before generating S . A 
state s can be represented as an integer vector i, where i[&] is the index of substate Sk- I f  
the local states are known, then we know that i[Ar] can assume |«S]t| possible values. We 
will use i when we talk about states with the understanding that i represents the state
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In  this sectionT we discuss data structures to store S  that can be used when the local 
states are generated a priori. We can still use Algorithm 5.1 with no changes to generate S. 
I f  we have a Iogical-product-form model, then we can modify Algorithm 5.1 to deal directly 
with substate indices instead of substates. For instance, in [57], after the local states are 
generated, a matrix W  is generated for each event e and each of the K  submodels, where
the Next function using Equation 4.5. where Next%(sk) is determined by the non-zero entries 
in row 'iffc(sjfc) of matrix W |.
5 .4 .1  T ra d itio n a l s tru c tu re
Since our state space S  now contains states represented as vectors of integer indices, we 
can simply use one of the traditional structures discussed earlier (hash tables, AVL trees, 
or splay trees) to store these vectors. The benefit of doing this instead of simply storing the 
states as described earlier is a reduction of storage requirements. A substate of submodel k 
can now be encoded in pog2( |«Sifc|)l bits, which may be substantially less them if  we were to 
directly encode the substate using techniques described in Section 5.2.1. O f course, we must 
also store a copy of each substate of submodel kina , table. Typically, a given substate s* 
w ill appear many times in states of S, so the overhead of these extra substate tables is 
negligible.
This technique can also be used without prior knowledge of the local states. During
=  { J (5.5)
for each submodel index i[fc], j[Ar] 6  { 0 ,.. .  , |Sfc| — 1}. The W  matrices are used to compute
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generation, we maintain tables of known substates for each submodel- Each, substate en­
countered so far will have an index: that can be used in the integer vector representation 
of a state. When a new substate is encountered, we simply add it to the appropriate table 
and assign it a unique index.
5.4.2 B it vectors
Another way to represent the set S  is to specify which states in S  are reachable. That is. we 
use a bit vector of size |<S|, where the ones in the vector correspond to the states belonging 
to S, and the zeroes in the vector correspond to the states in S \  S. This technique is 
discussed thoroughly in [57] for the case of structured models. An interesting extension is 
discussed in [13], where equivalent portions of the bit vector are merged to reduce storage 
requirements.
To use this straightforward data structure, we need exact knowledge of S a priori. since 
we must allocate |S| bits. While this data structure can be used for models in general, it 
is usually reserved for structured models whose local states can be generated in isolation, 
so that we can use S =  Sk x  - - - x  S i - This usually results in a smaller set S, and thus 
requires less memory.
The model in Figure 4.5 can be used to illustrate this savings. I f  we consider the 
model as a single Petri net, we have a safe net with. 16 places, which has potential states 
S =  {0 ,1}16, yielding 2IS =  65,536 potential states. I f  we instead consider the model as a 
structured model containing four submodels, where each submodel is the Petri net depicted 
in Figure 4.3, then we have [St[ =  |<^| =  [<So| =  [St] =  6, resulting in 64 =  1,296 potential 
states.
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We use Algorithm 5.1 to generate S. where 7Z is represented by the bit vector and U  is 
represented by a linked-list stack or queue. This requires exactly [<S| bits to store S. and 
requires 0 [U  - Iog2(|<S)) additional memory during exploration, where U  is the maximum 
number of elements in the set of unexplored states U . Using this data structure, the cost 
of inserting or searching for a state s  in R  is 0 (1 ), once we compute the potential index 
'f(s) of the state (which has cost 0 (K )) .  While this technique is quite fast, it could 
require a significant amount of memory. The bit vector alone requires jjj- bits per state. 
Unfortunately, it is possible for S  to be substantially larger them S. in which case this 
fraction will be quite large.
After discovering the set S. we can generate an array of states, where each state is 
represented as an integer in the range (0 ...|S | — 1}, which is the potential index of the 
state. This array requires 0(|<S| • Iog2(|«S|)) bits of storage. Once this final representation 
of S has been created, we can destroy the bit vector.
5.4.3 M ulti-level arrays
Recall that each tree in our multi-level tree structure represents a set B *(sk-,... 
according to Equation 5.2, where each node in the tree represents a substate-pointer pair. I f  
we have prior knowledge of the local states, we can instead represent a set Bk[sfc, . . . ,  sjt+ i) 
as an array of “downward” pointers, where element i[fcj of the array is a pointer to the set 
rSjt+i,'&*_t(i[k]))- Empty sets are represented by null pointers. Level 1 sets 
are represented by arrays of bits: bit i[l{ of the array representing £Ji(sfc,--- ,s2) is set if
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F igure 5.14: A multi-level array representing the structure in Figure 5.9 
and only if
* t - l ( i [ l I ) 6  5 l (5/Ct. . . Ts2).
Thus, we replace each Ievel-fc tree in our multi-level tree structure with an array of size |«Sjfc|. 
We call this structure a multi-level array.
An example of a multi-level array depicting the sets of Figure 5.9 is shown in Figure 5.14. 
In the figure, null pointers and zero bits are omitted. Also, for clarity, the array elements 
are labeled with the substates corresponding to the element index. That is, element i  of 
each array in level k is labeled with '&fc~l (i).
Since the arrays give us direct access to the elements in each set 5 , the time required to 
search for a substate at a given level is 0 (1 ). Thus, searches and insertions into a multi-level 
array require only 0 {K )  time. The techniques for representing U  discussed for multi-level 
trees apply to multi-level arrays also: we can either store LI as a. second multi-level array or 
store IA. using a linked list o f unexplored nodes for each array. We could also use an extra bit 
for each array element to indicate if  it is an unexplored node or not. While quite memory 
efficient, this technique requires a  linear search through an array at each level to find the
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next state to explore in. U.
We ran also use multi-level arrays when we cannot generate the local states in isolation, 
with some additional overheads, similar to the technique discussed for traditional structures. 
During generation, for each level k we must also maintain the set o f known local states Sjt, 
which grows as the computation progresses- When we create an array at level k, we allocate 
space for |<Sjt| elements, according to the current set Sk- As the set Sk increases in size, 
we must also increase the sizes of the level-fc arrays. Instead of doing this all at once, we 
increase the sizes only as necessary. To do this, we store the array size along with each array. 
Whenever we access an element past the end of the array for reading (during a search), the 
elements are considered to be null pointers or zero bits. I f  we instead want to write to the 
array (during an insertion), we must replace the old array with a new, larger array whose 
size |<Sfc| is based on the most recent set 5 *.
5.5 Experim ental results
This section provides a comparison of all the techniques described in this chapter. We use a 
variety of models as benchmarks: these are described in detail in Appendix B. Each model 
has an integer parameter N  that affects the number of states. Depending on the model, 
N  may represent the number of machines in the system, the number of jobs circulating in 
the system, or a similar parameter whose increase w ill drastically increase the number of 
system states.
Table 5.1 shows the state space sizes of the benchmark models for various choices of 
the model parameter N . The first column shows the name of the benchmark model and
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Model
Size
Local states 
|«Si|,... ,|<Sic|
Potential states
|S|
Reachable states 
l«S|
Kanban 1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
4, 4, 4, 4 
10, 10, 10, 10 
20, 20, 20, 20 
35. 35. 35. 35 
56, 56, 56, 56 
84, 84, 84, 84 
120, 120, 120, 120 
165, 165, 165, 165 
220, 220, 220. 220 
286, 286. 286, 286
256
10,000
160,000
1.500.625
9,834,496
49,787,136
207,360,000
741,200,625
2,342,560,000
6,690,585,616
160
4,600
58,400
454,475
2,546,432
11,261,376
41,644,800
133,865,325
384.392,800
1,005,927,208
FMS 1 
2
3
4
5
6 
7
6, 8, 6, 3 
21, 35, 20, 6 
56, 111, 50, 10 
125, 286, 105. 15 
246, 637, 196, 21 
441, 1274, 336, 28 
736, 2346, 540, 36
864
88,200
3,108,000
56,306,250
644,985,432
5,285,734.272
33,566,192,640
120
3,444
48,590
438,600
2,895,018
15,126,440
65,886,768
Phils 4 
6 
S 
10 
12
34, 34 
34, 34. 34 
34, 34. 34, 34 
34, 34, 34, 34, 34 
34, 34, 34, 34, 34, 34
1,156
39,304
1.336,336
45,435,424
1,544,804,416
322
5,778
103,682
1,860,498
33,385,282
Slot 2
3
4
5
6 
7
15, 15 
15, 15, 15 
15, 15, 15, 15 
I d , I d , 15, I d ,  15 
15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15 
15,15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15
225
3,375
50,625
759,375
11,390,625
170,859,375
52
504
5,136
53,856
575,296
6.225,792
Table 5.1: State space sizes for benchmark mnHels
the value for IV. The column labeled “Local states” shows |«Sfc[, the number o f local states 
for submodel k, for all submodels k €  { I , . . .  ,K } .  The column labeled “Potential states” 
shows [<S|, the number of potential states, which is the product of the sizes of the local states. 
Finally, the column labeled “Reachable states” shows [<S|, the number of states reachable 
from the in itia l state of the model. Notice that, for these models, the number of reachable
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Model
Size
Memo
States
ry required ii 
Hash table
l  bytes 
Binary tree
Kanban 1 
2
3
4
5
640
29,320
436,064
3,553,312
20,199,040
1,484
46,188
678,508
5,377,384
24,423,876
1,920
55,200
700,800
5,453,700
30,557,184
FMS 1 
2
3
4
5
1,560
44,769
631,670
5,701,800
37.635,234
1,324
27,644
416,796
3,534.116
25,818,220
1,440
41,328
583,080
5,263,200
34,740,216
Phils 4 
6 
8 
10
3,864
104,004
2,488.368
55,814,940
3,012
50,900
859,636
21.680,140
3,864
69,336
1,244,184
22,325.976
Slot 2
3
4
5
6
208
6.048
82,176
1,077,120
13,807.104
612
5,468
48.332
437,860
5,860,668
624
6,048
61,632
646,272
6,903,552
Table 5.2: Memory usage for traditional techniques
states is much smaller than the number of potential states; in some cases this difference is 
several orders of magnitude.
Table 5.2 shows the amount of memory required to store S  using a hash table or a 
binary tree. For these data structures, we must store each reachable state explicitly; the 
memory required to do so is listed in the column labeled “States” . During generation of S. 
we must also store the hash table or binary tree, whose memory requirem ents axe shown in 
the appropriate column. For our implementation, both hash tables and binary trees store 
pointers to the states. Thus the memory required for generation is the sum of the “States” 
column and the appropriate column for our choice of data structure. We use a Hash table
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with, chaining whose size is doubled when the table becomes sufficiently filled. The “Hash 
table" column is computed by summing the size of an array of M  pointers (where M  is 
the hash table size) and two pointers per object stored in the hash table. The “Binary 
tree" column is computed by summing the size of each tree node; in our case this is exactly 
12 * |5|. After generation, the hash table or binary tree can be destroyed, and the memory 
required for S  is that given by the “States" column, plus an array of indices (unless we sort 
the states).
Table 5.3 shows the memory requirements for structured techniques. For these data 
structures, explicit storage for each state is not required. Instead, we must store Sk, the 
substates reached in submodel k. for each submodel k €  { I , . . .  .K } .  The toted memory 
required to store these substates is shown in the column labeled “Locals". The remaining 
columns in the table are as follows.
M u lti-tree: The maximum memory required for a multi-level tree. We use distinct trees 
for 1Z and U, so the maximum memory required is greater than the final memory 
required. Tree nodes tise four-byte pointers. Note that the multi-level tree requires 
slightly more memory than a binary tree, but since we store the local substates instead 
of the states, the total memory requirements are much less.
1-byte M -tre e : A  multi-level tree that uses one-byte integers instead of pointers for bot­
tom level trees. We use a single tree for R  and U . The memory reported is for AVL 
trees; if  splay trees are used an additional byte is saved for each bottom-level node. 
Note that there is some overhead associated w ith this data structure: for small S  this 
structure actually requires more memory than a multi-level tree that uses four-byte
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Model Memory required in bytes
Size Locals Multi-tree 1-byte M-tree Bit vector Multi-array
Kanban 1 16 3,328 6,352 44 565
2 64 82,560 69,848 1,262 6,930
3 144 754,800 623,888 20,012 52,911
4 264 5,684,740 3,597,256 187,591 309,798
5 432 31,336,048 15,474,432 1,229,324 1,399,735
6 656 137,396,032 62,727,712 6,223,404 5,350,399
7 944 — — 25,920,012 17,715,263
8 1,304 — — 92,650,091 52,947,209
9 1,744 — — — 140,635,036
10 2,272 — — — 350,755,020
FMS 1 46 2,576 6.280 120 847
2 238 52,928 86,216 11,037 15,467
3 811 671,704 718,368 388,512 173,137
4 2,106 5.771,648 4,289,368 7,038.294 1,331.204
5 4,630 37.075,528 28.948.568 80,623,191 7.874,554
6 9,076 190,521.328 113,224.840 — 36.864.866
7 16,353 — — — 147.849,208
Phils 4 292 4,456 5,040 157 455
6 438 79,704 90,304 4,925 10,705
8 584 1.429,720 1,619,376 167,054 194,619
10 730 25,654,232 29,056,512 5,679,440 3,494,821
12 876 — — 193,100,564 62,714,543
Slot 2 60 912 2,208 41 130
3 90 8,960 23,640 434 1,760
4 120 93,184 251,016 6,341 23,638
5 150 985,760 2.692,728 94,934 289.594
6 180 10,640,304 29.182.752 1,423,841 3,431.024
7 210 116,059,088 318,963,264 21,357,434 39,947,520
Table 5.3: Memory usage for structured techniques
pointers.
B it vector: The memory required to store a vector of bits of size |<S|. This approach also 
requires a data structure to store Jf: the memory required by this structure is not 
reported here.
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Average time to generate one state. Kanban model
Multi Splay — *—  
Multi AVL — a — 
Local Splay — • — 
Local AVL — 0—  
AVL ~ 3 ~
0.8
0.7
Hashing — *--•  
Multi Array x  - 
Bitmap — i—0.6
to 0.5■ocoo<D
£ 0.4
E
0.3
0.2
0.1
-X -  +
3 72 4 5 6 8 9 101
N
F igure 5.15: Traditional generation times for Kanban
M u lti-array: The memory needed for a single multi-level array. To represent unexplored 
states, we use an extra bit for each array element. These extra bits are included in 
the reported memory usage.
Note that the missing data in some of the columns is due to excessive memory requirements 
of that approach for the given model. In  particular, we could compute the memory require­
ments for the bit vector column as |  - |«S|. but instead we intentionally leave the portions 
of the column blank to stress that the approach could not be used on our machine.
Timing results are shown in Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17, and Figure 5.18. The 
figures show the average time to generate a single state, in milliseconds. This is computed
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Average time to generate one state, FMS model
0.9
Mult! AVL 
Multi Splay — *—  
Local Splay — • — 
Local AVL — o—  
Hashing — *6—  
AVL -~ 0—  
Splay — ■—  
Multi Array — x- — 
Bitmap — (—
0.8
0.7
0.6
<0
1  0.5oo0JO
1  °-4
0.3
-X0.2
21 3 4 5 6 7
N
Figure 5.16: Traditional generation times for FMS
by dividing the total generation time by the number of reachable states. The times reported 
are for executions on a 400-MHz Pentium I I  machine running the Linux operating system. 
We compare the following techniques.
M u lti Splay: A  multi-level tree based on splay trees.
M u lti AVL: A multi-level tree based on AVL trees.
Local Splay: A multi-level tree based on splay trees that utilizes event locality.
Local AVL: A  multi-level tree based on AVL trees that utilizes event locality.
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Average time to generate one state. Dining philosophers model
1.4
Hashing —  
Multi Splay — +—  
Multi AVL —a — 
AVL ~ B ™  
Local Splay — • — 
Local AVL — 0—  
Splay — ■—  
Multi Array — x -~  
Bitmap — i—
1.2
•o 0 .8eou
©to X
1  0.6
4 6 8 10 12
N
Figure 5.17: Traditional generation times for Dining Philosophers
A VL: A  traditional AVL tree.
Splay: A traditional splay tree.
Hashing: A  hash table that doubles in size when the number of entries in the table becomes 
too large. We use a universal hashing function that simply treats the state, an array 
of state variables that are bounded by 256, as a large base-256 integer n; the location 
of the state in the table is then given by n mod M ,  where M  is a prime number 
corresponding to the hash table size. Note that, since M  is prime, n  mod M  will 
depend on every state variable.
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Average time to generate one state. Slotted ring model
Hashing —* - ~  
Multi Splay — *—  
Multi AVL —a ~  
Local Splay — • — 
Local AVL ~~0—  
AVL —S—  
Splay — ■—  
Multi Array — x- •- 
Bitmap — i—
0.8
■o 0 .6eou<DCO
E
0.4
0.2
3 4 5 6 7
N
Figure 5.18: Traditional generation times for Slotted Ring
M u lti A rray : A multi-level array. Local states are generated a priori in isolation to 
provide a fair comparison with the bit vector approach. Mote that a linear search is 
required to determine the next unexplored state; by eliminating the linear search we 
can save CPU time at the expense of additional storage requirements.
B itm ap: A vector of bits. Local states are generated o priori; this is included in the total 
CPU time required to generate S .
From the figures, we notice several trends.
•  The structures that require substantial searches (hashing and tree-based approaches)
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require roughly the same amount of time, which is about an order of magnitude greater 
than the approaches w ith near constant time searches (vectors of bits or multi-level 
arrays).
» Exploiting event locality can significantly reduce CPU requirements.
•  Splay trees perform better than AVL trees when the trees contain a large number 
of nodes: otherwise, AVL trees perform better. Since the tree sizes for each level in 
the multi-level tree structure are quite small, multi-level AVL performs better than 
multi-level splay.
• Hashing is a bit unpredictable: in some cases it performs quite well, in others it does 
not. In  particular, when the size of a state is large (in the dining philosophers or 
slotted ring models, for instance) the cost of computing our hash function becomes 
high.
5.6 Conclusion
Overall, we see that structured approaches are much more memory-efficient than traditional 
approaches due to the requirement of traditional approaches to explicitly represent each 
state. When a multi-level structure is used, arrays are preferred over binary trees due to 
both reduced memory requirements and faster search and insertion operations. Exploiting 
the locality of an event during state space generation can reduce CPU time with almost no 
cost in terms of memory.
Taking into consideration the memory and CPU requirements of each of the data struc­
tures, It is clear that both the multi-level approach using arrays and the vector of bits
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approach are promising. However, when the number of potential states is substantially 
larger than the number of actual states, using a vector of bits is extremely expensive. 
Given the greater flexibility and lower memory requirements, we feel that the multi-level 
approach is the stronger of the two and deserves additional study.
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Chapter 6
Symbolic State Space Generation
In  this chapter, we investigate algorithms for generating the set of reachable states S sym­
bolically. That is, instead of storing and exploring each state explicitly, we use efficient data 
structures and manipulations on sets of states. Techniques of this sort come at a price, 
usually a loss of modeling flexibility. Early work in this area by Clarke and others [17, 32J 
required that models be specified using logic statements. Properties to be verified were also 
specified as logic statements. Similar techniques were later applied to state space generation 
for a restricted class of Petri net models by Pastor’s group [78, 79, 80, 81].
Our contributions in this area [68] are the following. We first develop an efficient encod­
ing scheme, based on a combination of our multi-level structure from the previous chapter 
and decision diagrams. Then, using our new encoding scheme, we develop manipulation 
algorithms that are specifically designed for state space generation. The algorithm s ran be 
applied to any logical-product-form model. The concept of event locality discussed in the 
previous chapter is exploited by these routines as well. The result is a technique that can 
be used to generate and store enormous sets extremely efficiently in terms of both memory 
and execution time.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 gives a brief overview
HO
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of decision diagrams as they relate to our work. Further information on this interesting 
topic can be found in [10, 11, 43, 54, 63, 95]. Section 6.2 gives a summary of the technique 
used by Pastor. Section 6.3 presents our encoding scheme and specialized manipulation 
algorithms. Section 6.4 describes how to perform logical queries on S  once it has been 
generated. Section 6.5 gives experimental results in which our technique is compared to 
other techniques. Finally, Section 6.6 contains concluding remarks.
6.1 Decision diagrams
Multi-valued decision diagrams [54, 95] (MDDs) are directed, acyclic graphs used to repre­
sent K-variable integer functions of the form
/  : { 0 .... .Nfc -  1} x —  x { 0 ,.- . . iV t -1 }  - > { 0 , . . .  ,M  —1}.
Nodes in the MDD are either terminal or non-terminaL The terminal nodes correspond 
to the "‘return values” of the function and are labeled with an integer 0 ... .  .M  — 1. Non­
terminal nodes are labeled with a variable x *, and contain iVjt pointers to other nodes. 
These pointers correspond to the cofactors o f / ,  where a cofactor is defined as
/x fc= c  =  I { X K ,  - - - . X f c + i j ^ X i f c . ! , . . .  , X i )
for variable Xjt and constant c. A non-terminal node representing function /  is then written 
as the (Nit -f  l)-tuple (xfc,/Xt=0r. . .  , / Xfc=ivfc- i ) -  Since a terminal node labeled with m 
represents the integer constant m, every M DD node represents some integer function.
The paths in an ordered MDD (OM DD) visit non-terminal nodes according to some 
total ordering on the variables xr-, . . .  ,x t . That is, if  a path through the OMDD visits
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non-terminal nodes labeled with, x* and Xj, then Xi is visited before Xj i f  and only if  i  >  j .  
We say a non-terminal OMDD node labeled w ith x * is a level-k node, and a terminal node 
is a level-0 node. Note that the ordering property implies that all downward pointers horn 
level-fc nodes are to Ievel-j nodes, where j  <  k.
A reduced OMDD (ROMDD) has the following additional properties.
1. There are no duplicate terminal nodes. That is, at most one terminal node is labeled 
with integer m.
2. There are no duplicate non-terminal nodes. That is, given two non-terminal nodes
ta ,/x t= o ,... ./xi=:V ,-i) and {xj.gX}- 0------g z ^ i^ -i) , we must have either x, #  x3
or f Xi- n r  9n=n for some n G {0 ,... . x V t  —  1}.
3. All non-terminal nodes depend on the value of their variable. That is. given a non­
terminal node (xjt,/ r k= o » . - . ./x k=Affc-i)r  we must have f Xk=i r for some i . j  G
{0. .. .
It  has been shown [95] that ROMDDs are a canonical structure: given any integer function 
and a variable ordering, there is exactly one ROMDD representation for that function. 
ROMDDs are s im ilar to the “shared trees” found in [106]. It  has also been shown that 
ROMDDs can be extremely sensitive to the variable ordering. Bryant [10] showed that the
logic function of 2n variables x i -xo4 1- x^n—i * x2n produces a graph w ith 2n +■ 2 nodes,
while the function x i - xn+i  -i r  xn - x^n (which differs only in the variable ordering)
produces a graph with 2n+I nodes.
Figure 6.1 shows example MDDs for the integer function m in ({x, y ,z }), where the 
variable bounds are x  G (0 ,. . .  ,4 }, y G { 0 ,.. .  ,2 }, and z G { 0 ,.. .  ,3 }. Figure 6.1(a)
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m in({x.y.z})min({x,y,z})mtn({x,y, z})
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Figure 6.1: MDD representations of m in({x,y, z})
shows an. MDD that is neither ordered nor reduced; Figure 6.1(b) shows an M DD ordered 
by (x. y.z): Figure 6.1(c) shows the reduced ordered M DD representation for the variable 
ordering (x .y .z ).
Much work has been done with the special case of MDDs applied to if-variable logic 
functions, which have the form. /  : (0 .1}K - f  [0 ,1}. An MDD representing such a function 
is called a binary decision diagram (BDD) [10, 11, 63], since each non-terminal node has 
exactly two outgoing arcs. Many other forms of decision diagrams have been proposed [43], 
but for our work, MDDs and BDDs are the most relevant. For the remainder of this chapter, 
we use “MDD” and “BDD” to mean “ROMDD” and “ROBDD”, respectively.
6.1.1 M anipulating M D D s
To obtain full benefit from using decision diagrams, we must be able to manipulate them 
efficiently. One such manipulation is the Case operator, which is defined in [95] as
C ase(F,G °,... ,ari) = G *(x k -,--- , 2:1) ifF (x /c ,--- , 2:1) = i
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where the range of F  is {0 ,... ,m  — 1}. In  other words, Case selects the appropriate G 
function based on the returned value of function F .  Algorithm 6.1 shows how to compute 
Case recursively, based on the relation
Case(F,G °,... ,G IB- l )*=i =  Case(FI=£,C^= i, . . .  (6-1)
Note that, in the algorithm, all functions G °.. . .  , Gm~l and F  are represented as MDDs 
and Case returns an MDD. The terminal cases of Equation 6.1 are when
1. F  is a constant (Case returns the appropriate Gi)
2. Gi =  G  for all i  (Case returns G)
3. G1 =  i  for all i  (Case returns F)
which are checked in lines 1-6 of Algorithm 6.1.
A few important aspects of an implementation of Algorithm 6.1 are worth mentioning. 
Since Case operates on ROMDDs, we must be sure that the MDD returned by Case is both 
ordered and reduced. We assume a fixed variable ordering x /c ,. . .  , x i for the input MDDs 
to Case. Line 10 of the algorithm sets x* to the “top" variable of the input MDDs. That is, 
of all the nodes in the MDDs representing the functions F ,G °, - . .  , Gm~l . the node that is 
visited first according to the variable ordering has label x*. Since the MDDs for functions 
F, G °,. - - , G"1-1 Eire ordered, we can quickly determine xjt by taking the maximum variable 
label of the first nodes of these MDDs. By setting x * to the top vEiriable, we guarantee that 
the recursive calls to Case w ill process nodes according to the variable ordering.
MDD reduction is usually achieved by representing all MDDs in a single graph [11]; this 
implies that two MDDs represent the same function if  and only if  they Eire represented by
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Case(FrG°T. . .  rGm~l )
l: i f  F  is a constant r  th e n •  Check terminal cases
2: return Gr
3: else i f  G° =  Gl =  -- =  G771-1 th e n
4: return G°
5: else i f  G° =  0 A  - - - A  G771-1 =  m — 1 th e n
6: return F
7: else i f  cache contains entry for (F t G °.. . .  , G771"' l ) th e n
8: return cache entry result:
9: end i f
10: let xjk be the top variable of F. G°........ G771-1 • Not a terminal case
ll:  fo r  i <— 0 to Nk — 1 do
12 : IP  «- Case(Frfe=tr G°fc=i........G ^ ) • Apply Equation 6.1
13: end fo r
14: i f  H° =  H l =  - - • =  H Nk~l th e n
15: R «- H° • Reduction rule 3.
16: else
17: R UniqueTablelnsert(xjfct H ° ........£FVfe_l) • Reduction rule 2.
18: end i f
19: add [(F.G0. . . .  .G 771-1).!?} to cache
20: return R
A lgorith m  6.1: The Case operator on MDDs
the same node in the graph. Assuming the input MDDs to Case are reduced, we only need 
to make sure that the node returned by Case satisfies the reduction rules. Lines 14-17 of 
Algorithm 6.1 handle the reduction rules for non-terminal nodes. Lines 14-15 ensure that 
no non-terminal node is created that violates rule 3: all non-terminal nodes must depend 
on their variable. Lines 16-17 check rule 2: all non-terminal nodes are unique. This is done 
w ithacallto  UniqueTablelnsert, which looks for node in a “uniqueness77
table of all the nodes in the graph. I f  the node is found, then it is returned; otherwise no 
such node exists in the graph and one is created.
Another important feature of Algorithm 6.1 is the cache. This is not a cache in the 
traditional senseT but rather a table of previously-computed results. Whenever an MDD
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node is computed using Case, the result is saved in a cache (line 19). Before proceeding 
with a Case computation (assuming it is not a terminal case), the cache is checked to see if  
the computation has already been performed (line 7). I f  so, the previous result is returned 
immediately (line 8).
To fully appreciate the effect of using a cache, we must examine the complexity of 
Algorithm 6.1. W ithout using a cache, a call to Case w ill generate exactly Nk recursive 
calls to Case when the top node is labeled with ar*- The cost C t of a call to Case with top 
variable Xk is then
Ck =  U  +  Nk- Ck-i
where U  is the complexity of a call to UniqueTablelnsert, and the terminating case of the 
recurrence is C\ =  £7 4- N \. The worst case complexity of a call to Case is then 0 (fj£ L t Nk). 
assuming constant time complexity for UniqueTablelnsert. When a cache is used, it can be
shown (see Appendix C) that the worst-case complexity is bounded by 0 (|F | - |G °|........
|£ m -i|. max ({i\Tff,. . .  ,iV i})). where \F\ denotes the number of MDD nodes required to 
represent function F . Thus, the cache reduces the maximum number of Case computations 
from the number of possible variable assignments to the number of possible distinct calls 
to Case, which is the product of the sizes of the MDDs representing the input functions. 
Both the “uniqueness” table and cache are usually implemented with hash tables, and are 
commonly used for MDD manipulation algorithms [10,11].
An example showing the computation o f the MDD representing the function
f{x ,y ,z ) =  (m ln ({x ,y ,z}) =  z) =  Case(min({ar,y}) ,z  <  0 ,z  <  l ,z  <  2)
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M DD node for Case(min({x,y}) ,z  <  0 ,z  <  l ,z  < 2 ):
Case(m in({x,y}) ,z  <  0,z <  l ,z  <  2)r=o =  Case(0,z <  0, z <  1, z < 2) =  z <  0
Case(m in({x,y}) ,z  <  0,z <  l ,z  <  2)r= i =  Case(m in({l,y}) ,z < 0 , z < < 2 )
Case(m in({x,y}) ,z  <  0,z <  l ,z  <  2)^=2 =
Case(m in({x,y}) ,z  <  0 ,z <  l ,z  <  2)^=3 =
Case(min({x, y } ) , z <  0, z <  I ,  z <  2}x=i =  Case(y, z <  0, z <  1, :  < 2)
M DD node for Case(min ({ l,y }) ,z  <  0 ,z  <  l ,z  < 2 ):
Case(min ({ l,y } )  ,z  <  0,z <  l .z  <  2)^=0 =  Case(0,z <  0 ,z  <  1,z < 2) =  z < 0
Case(m in({l,y}) ,z  <  0,z <  l ,z  <  2)y=i =
Case(m in({l,y}) ,z  <  0,z <  l .z  <  2)y=o =  Case(l,z <  0 ,z  <  1, z < 2) =  z <  I
MDD node for Case(y, z <  0, z <  1, z <  2) :
Case(y, z <  0, z <  1, z <  2)y=o =  z < 0
Case(y,z <  0 ,z <  1 ,z <  2)y=i =  z <  I
Case(y, z <  0, z <  1, z <  2)^=2 =  z <  2
Figure 6.2: Computing /  =Case(min({x. y }),z  <  0 ,z <  l.z  <  2)
is shown in Figure 6.2. Note that x .y  and z are integer variables, and /  is a boolean 
function. The bounds for variables x .y  and z are as before: 1 6  { 0 .... ,4 }, y € { 0 ... .  .2 }. 
and z €  { 0 .... , 3}. The function /  can assume values 0 or 1. Illustrations of the MDDs 
used in the computation are shown in Figure 6.3. In the figure, many of the non-terminal 
nodes are annotated with the function they represent. The input MDDs are shown in 
Figure 6.3(a) and Figure 6.3(b), and the resulting MDD is shown in Figure 6.3(c).
Note that the computation in Figure 6.2 has duplications: the cofactors x  =  2 ,x  =  3 
and x — 4 for the first node and y — I  and y =  2 for the second node. These duplications 
are due to the duplicate downward pointers of the MDD in Figure 6.3. In  Algorithm 6.1, 
these duplications w ill result in cache “hits": thus the computation is performed only once.
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Figure 6.3: MDDs for the Case computation of Figure 6.2 
6.2 G enerating S  w ith B D D s
Much work has been done on techniques for using BDDs to generate S  for Petri nets by 
Pastor et al. [78. 79. 80. 81j. In [80], the authors describe a technique for generating S 
for safe Petri nets. In this case, each place can contain either zero or one tokens: thus a 
boolean variable xp can be used to encode the number of tokens in place p. A BDD can be 
used to represent the characteristic function of Sz
Xsfapic?—  »a”P t)  =  ^  ^  [•cp k * " *  ’ •z* p i l
where the places of the Petri net are V  =  {pKr - . - ? P i} -
An example showing this type of BDD encoding for S is depicted in Figure 6.4. In  the 
figure, pfc is used as both a place of the Petri net and the boolean variable representing 
the number of tokens in that place. More sophisticated BDD encodings are discussed in 
[78, 79, 81], where the authors use invariants to reduce the number of required variables. 
Once we have determined how to encode a set o f states with a BDD, the reachability set S
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Figure 6.4: A  BDD encoding reachable markings for a simple Petri net
can be generated by manipulating BDDs. For instance, set operations can be performed 
using the Case operator on the characteristic functions of the sets:
X^us =  C a s e (x ^ .» X 5 » I)r  Xa h b  =  Case(xA,0 ,x s), Xa \ b  =  Case(xs,X^rO). (6.2)
Given a set of markings X  encoded as a BDD. the authors in [80] show how to compute 
A(<T), the set of markings reached from X  by firing a single transition. This enables us 
to generate S  using BDDs as shown in Algorithm 6.2, which is a simplified version of the 
algorithm in [80]. Note that iteration n of Algorithm 6.2 adds the markings that are n-step 
reachable from the initial marking. In  the algorithm, sets 0 ,S .  and A (S) are encoded as 
BDDs and the computations for A  and set union are implemented as binary BDD operators. 
Note that the choice o f variable encoding will affect A , O, and S. The simple encoding 
for safe Petri nets produces a simple A; other encodings [78, 79] produce more complex A  
functions. In  particular, if  the Petri net is not safe, the number of tokens in each place
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BD D explore(S afe P e tri N e t M ,  m ark ing  m °)
1:  O •  O: old re a ch a b ility  set
2: S  <— {m ° } •  Si curren t re a ch a b ility  set
3: w h ile  S  7^  O do
4: O i— S
5: S  A (S ) U S
6: end  w h ile
7: re tu rn  S
A lgorithm  6.2: Generating S  using BDDs
must be encoded with multiple boolean variables. I f  place p is ZV-bounded. the number 
of tokens in p can be encoded using either a one-hot encoding w ith N  variables, where a 
boolean variable z£ is set if  the number of tokens in place p is exactly n. or by using a 
binary encoding with fIog2(iV +  1)] variables. The one-hot encoding requires more boolean 
variables, resulting in MDDs for O and S  w ith greater numbers of nodes, and increased 
computational requirements. On the other hand, the binary encoding produces a more 
complex A  function which may require more BDD operations, so it is not necessarily a 
better choice.
It is important to note that the number of iterations required by Algorithm 6.2 is 
bounded by the sequential depth of the Petri net. That is, the number of iterations is at 
most the maximum number of firings required to reach a marking from the initfa.1 marking, 
a quantity bounded by the diameter of the reachability graph. Thus, while each iteration 
can require substantial computation, the number of iterations is usually quite small. In  
contrast, the number of iterations required by an explicit search such as Algorithm 5.1 is 
0(|«S|).
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6.3 G enerating S  w ith  M D D s
In our work [68]. we combine ideas from the multi-level structure in the previous chapter 
and the BDD generation technique described in the previous section. An MDD can be used 
to store the reachable states of any structured model. I f  the structured model is composed 
of K  submodels with local state spaces Sic, ■ - - ,Su  then we will use an MDD to store the 
characteristic function
X si'& K isfc ),"-r^ t(s i)) =  1 <=> (s k , --- T^t) 6 S
where 'E'fc : <St —>• {0 ,... . |«S)t[ — 1} is an indexing function for the local states of submodel k. 
Thus, from now on, our MDDs have exactly M  =  2 terminal nodes, labeled 0 and I.  Mote 
that variable k  of the M DD can assume |<Sjfc| possible values. I f  our model is a safe Petri 
net, and each submodel consists of a single place, then this encoding is equivalent to the 
simple BDD encoding described in [80].
Figure 6.5 shows how the example state space from Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, and Fig­
ure 5.14 is represented by an MDD using our encoding. In  the figure, pointers to the 
terminal node 0 are omitted for clarity, and the variable labels are omitted since all Ievel-Ar 
nodes have the same variable label. The node pointers are annotated with the local states 
they represent to improve readability. Similar to the multi-level structures in the previous 
chapter, a  state is reachable if  the path corresponding to that state reaches the terminal 
node I .  For instance, the state (cat) is reachable, because following the downward pointers 
for xz =  c,X2 =  a ,x \ =  t  leads to terminal node I .  State (big) is also reachable. Following 
the downward pointer for xz =  6, we find that we are already at terminal node I .  This
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F igure 6.5: The MDD equivalent of Figure 5.14
implies that any state (6 •  •) is reachable. In  general when a downward pointer skips over 
level k. that means that submodel k can be in any possible local state. The extreme case 
of this occurs when S  =  S. implying that any submodel can be in any local state: thus we 
have xs  — 1 and so the MDD contains only the terminal node 1.
A fundamental difference between an MDD encoding of S  and a multi-level structure 
encoding S  from the previous chapter is the correspondence between states and paths. W ith  
both structures, a state corresponds to a unique path from the “root” node encoding S  to 
some bottom-level node. However, in the case of a multi-level structure, a path corresponds 
to exactly one state. This is not necessarily true in the case of MDDs, as can be seen in 
Figure 6.5: the path from the level-3 node to terminal node 1 through x $ = b  corresponds 
to states of the form (6 •  »). Thus, we can still talk about the path corresponding to a given 
state, but there may be more than one state corresponding to a given path.
To use an algorithm similar to Algorithm 6.2 for generating S. we must be able to
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compute the A  function for this encoding technique. That is, we must be able to manipulate 
the MDD representation of S  to simulate the occurrence of events in the model- However, 
unlike the approach of Pastor et al., we develop specialized MDD manipulations for handling 
the occurrence of events. The approach we use requires a logical-product-form model. This 
allows us to determine the states that enable an event and the new states reached after an 
event occurs by looking at MDD nodes in isolation. We first show how to do this for local 
events, then for synchronizing events.
6.3.1 Occurrence o f local events
An event e that is a local event of submodel k has the special property of affecting submodel 
k only. This means that the next state function for e can be written
Nexte{{sK. .~  rSi)) =  {s/c} x . . .  x {sfc+i}  x Next%(sk) x {sk -  1} x •• x {st }
for function Nextk applied to submodel k only. Thus for any state [a.s*,#] and any local 
event event e E Sk such that Next%(sk) ^  0, we have [ar,.Sfc,/3j S-*  [a. sk,/3], for any 
sk E Nextk(sk). This means that we need to add the states [q.s^,/3] to S. Consider 
some path a  to a level-fc node representing function /  in the MDD encoding S. The set 
B =  {0  : [a , sk,0 \ E 5 } has characteristic function xb  =  / i k= *(4fc)- States [a, s'fct/S] can be 
added for a ll fi E B by the assignment
/r fc = *(^ ) Union(/rfc_#(5fc) , / Xfc_ * (4A j)  (6.3)
where Union is the MDD manipulation for set union. To do this for all paths a  we must 
perform this operation for every IeveL-fc node. Note that the absence of a Ievel-fc node in
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a path, implies that submodel k can be in any possible local state; in this case, the states 
reached when e occurs are already represented in the MDD. After performing the operation 
of Equation 6.3, we have
(®Ki t ^ Jfc+lr Sfc, Sfc—1> • - • r ®l) € S =► (S/if, . . . . Sk+l, Sf.t Sk—l, . . . , Sj) 6 S  (6.4)
for all currently known reachable states w ith submodel k in local state sjt. To see this, 
consider the path corresponding to state {sk, . . .  , si) from the top node of the MDD repre­
senting xs  to the terminal node 1. I f  this path does not pass through a level-fc node, then 
we have
Vyk € Sk, (s k ,Sfc.i.ttyjfc,sifc_it . . .  tst ) 6 S
and Equation 6.4 trivially holds. Otherwise, the path encounters a Ievel-fc node rep­
resenting a function / .  Since the path ultimately reaches node 1, we know that the 
set represented by characteristic function / rfc=Jfc contains element (s *_ t,... ,s t). This 
implies that the set represented by characteristic function f Ik=3‘k also contains element 
,st) since we just applied Equation 6.3. This means that the path corresponding 
to ("SiCr —  ySk+i,Sk,Sk—i , . - .  ,si) reaches node 1.
Figure 6.6 shows an example MDD and the application of Equation 6.3 for a local event 
that changes the state of submodel 2 from I  to 3. We apply Equation 6.3 to the level-2 
nodes i,h ,g  and /  in  Figure 6.6(a):
Node i  After performing the union, iX2= 3  =  *x2= 2  =  **2= i =  *x2=a» so node i  is removed 
and the incoming pointers to i  are re-directed to 1x2=0 -
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(b) After applying Equation 6.3(a) In itial MDD for S
F ig u re  6.6: Application of Equation 6.3 for an event local to submodel 2
Node h Since hXi=3 =  1. the union does not add any states: thus /ir ,=3 remains un­
changed.
Node g The union causes the creation of a new node gx*=3 -
Node /  The union would create a new node where all the pointers are to terminal node 
1: thus / Xj = 3  =  1.
Mote that while the manipulations in this example added 9 states to S. our new MDD 
actually has fewer nodes.
We can repeatedly apply Equation 6.3 to a Ievel-A: node for all events e local to sub­
model k, all states sjt 6 <Sjt, and all new states srk £ Next%(sk)- This is the basis for the 
DoLocals operator shown in Algorithm 6.3. Given an MDD encoding a set of states R . 
DoLocals(7£) returns the set o f states that can be reached by a state in R. via any sequence 
of local events (including none). The algorithm visits each MDD node in xtz and, based on
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DoLocaIs(7£)
1: i f  R  is  a co nsta n t r  th e n  • Check te rm ina l cases
2: re tu rn  r
3: e lse  i f  cache conta ins th e  e n try  fo r R  th e n
4: re tu rn  cache e n try  re s u lt
5: e nd  i f
6: le t Xk be th e  to p  va riab le  o f R *  M ot a te rm ina l case
7: Changed «— 0
8: fo r  i  <— 0  to  Nk  — 1 d o
9: TP <— DoLocals (R xk = i)
10: i f  W  #  0  th e n
11: Changed *— Changed U { i }
12: e n d  i f
13: e nd  fo r
14: w h ile  Changed £  0 d o
15: rem ove some e lem en t i  from  Changed
16: fo r  each event e lo ca l to  subm odel k  do
17: fo r  each j  6  Next%{i) do
18: ^ < - U n io  n ( H \ W ) •  A p p ly  Equation 6.3
19: i f  th e n
20: Changed <— Changed U  { j }
21: W  < - P
22: end  i f
23: e nd  fo r
24: e n d  fo r
25: e nd  w h ile
26: i f  U °  =  U l =  • - - =  n Nk~ l th e n
27: U  < - U°
28: e lse
29: Jyf 4— U n iq ue T ab le In se rt(x fc ,H °......... - 1)
30: end  i f
31: add to  cache
32: re tu rn  j \ f
Algorithm  6.3: Adding states due to local events
the variable label xjt of the node, applies Equation 6.3 until no new states are added. Note 
that only the modified pointers of the node are explored more than once. This is done by 
maintaining a set ( Changed) of the modified pointers. Also,, notice that we use a cache to 
reduce complexity (lines 3 and 32) and we return a reduced MDD (lines 27-31).
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6.3.2 Occurrence o f  synchronizing events
Since a synchronizing event e will in general affect several submodels, the manipulations 
to simulate the occurrence of event e must involve several M DD nodes. Given an MDD 
representing some set of reachable states S. our goal is to add the states that can be reached 
from states in S  via event e. This is done in three distinct operations.
1. D eterm ine the states that enable event e. Given event e, we can easily determine 
5(e), the set of all potential states that enable e, by computing the characteristic 
function
X£(e)(sA% —  rSt ) =  (Nextfc(sik) # 0 )  A - - -  A(Next‘ (si) # 0 )
which holds because of the property of logical-product-form models. I f  the local states 
Sk are generated a priori for all submodels, then the MDD for Xs[e) can also be 
computed once a priori and used throughout the generation process. Otherwise, we 
must recompute xs(e) whenever a new local state is added to Sk- Either way, once 
we have obtained the set 5(e), we can determine the reachable states that enable 
e as 5(e) (1 S. Figure 6.7(a) shows the MDD for 5(e) for a synchronizing event 
e that changes the submodels as shown. Figure 6.7(b) shows the result of the set 
intersection between 5(e) and Sr where S  is taken from Figure 6.6(b). O f course, 
the set intersection is done by manipulating MDDs according to the set operations in 
Equation 6.2.
2. D eterm ine the states reached a fte r e occurs. Next, we transform the set of 
states that enable e into the set o f states reached after e occurs. This is done by
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Figure 6.7: MDD example for a synchronizing event e
the Occurs operator shown in Algorithm 6.4. The operator is based on the idea that 
for submodel k, if  event e causes the local state transition i j ,  then we need to 
perform the assignment
f iic=j * 0ccurs(e, (6*5)
for each Ievel-fc MDD node / ,  which in effect “replaces i  with f  at node / .  I f  it is 
possible for different states to reach a state j  (i.e., i  j  and ir j )  we must 
perform a set union instead of the direct assignment of Equation 6.5: this is in fact 
done in line 17 of Algorithm 6.4. Note that Equation 6.5 works properly only if  the 
model is in logical product form. Our implementation of Occurs requires the parameter 
for the current M DD level (x* in Algorithm 6.4). When an arc skips over variable a:*, 
that means all possible local states for submodel k  enable event e. However, if  event e 
affects submodel kT then the occurrence of e may not lead to all local states. Thus, we
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Occurs(x£, 72, e)
1: if 72 =  0 then •  Check terminal cases
2: return 0
3: else if k <  Last{e) then •  e does not affect 72
4: return 72
5: else if  cache contains entry for (x*, 72, e) then
6:
7:
return cache entry resuit 
end if
8: let Xfj be the top variable of 72 •  Not a terminal case
9: white (e £ £*) and (A: >  A/) do e does not affect level k.
10: At <— k — 1 • and level k  is skipped in 72
11: end while
12: for t «— 0 to N’k — 1 do
13: W  < -0
14: end for
15: for i  <— 0 to IVjfc — 1 do
16: for each j  6  Mext%(i) do
17: W  <— Union(7{ji,Occurs(xfc_i,72xfe=i,e)) • Apply Equation 6.5
18: end for
19: end for
20: if U °  =  U l =  • - - =  U iVt~l then
21:
22: else
23: N ' •*— UniqueTablelnsert(xfc,H0, . . .  ,"HiV*-1 )
24: end if
25: add [(xjfc,72, e),A/] to cache
26: return AT
A lgorith m  6.4: Determining states due to synchronizing events
may need to do some processing and create a Ievel-fc node, even though the original 
MDD does not contain a Ievel-fc node. Therefore, level k can be safely skipped only 
if  it is skipped in the MDD and the event does not affect submodel k (see tinps 8-11). 
As with other MDD manipulation algorithms, Algorithm 6.4 returns a reduced M DD  
(lines 19-23) and maintains a cache (line 24) to reduce complexity. Figure 6.7(c) shows 
the result of the Occurs operator on the M DD from Figure 6.7(b), assrrmfng event e 
behaves as shown.
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MDDexpIore(LogicaI Product-Form Model M , state s°)
I: S  {saK} x - -- x {s°} • Set S  to the initial state
2 repeat
3 S <— DoLocals(S)
4 o < - s
5 for each synchronizing event e do
6 A  <— lntersect(S.£(e)) •  A  : states in which e is Active
7 T  *r- Occurs(xR-, A ,e) •  T  : states reached after e occurs
8 S Union(S,.F)
9 end for
10 until O — S
11 return S
A lgorithm  6.5: Generating S  using MDDs
3. A d d  these new states to S . Once we have determined the new states using the 
Occurs operator, we can simply perform a set union to add the new states to S .
6.3.3 C om plete generation, algorithm
The algorithms for simulating the occurrence of local and synchronizing events are put 
together to generate all reachable states using a frxed-point iteration in Algorithm 6.5. In  the 
algorithm, S  is represented using an MDD, which is initialized to the set containing  only the 
initial state s° (line 1). Each iteration of the algorithm Ends all states that can be reached 
horn the current set of reachable states by a sequence of local events (line 3), then adds 
the states reached from the current set of reachable states by a single synchron izing  event 
(lines 5-9). The iterations continue until no new states are reached when a synchronizing 
event occurs. Thus, the number of iterations required by MDDexplore is bounded by one (to 
recognize that S  has not changed) plus the synchronizing depth o f the modeL This quantity
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is defined as max ({<f(s) : s € 5 }), where d(s) is
131
d(s) = m in ({n  €  IN  : He1, . . .  ,em €  £, with, only n of e1, . . .  ,em synchronizing events.
the number of synchronizing events required to reach state s from the initial state.
The actual number of iterations may be smaller if  the synchronizing events are processed 
in the proper order: if e‘ and e*"'-1 are synchronizing events in the minimum sequence, then 
event et+l is considered in the same iteration as e* only if  e* is considered before e,+ l. This 
concept is similar to the notion of “chaining order” described in [88]. Note that if our model 
is a safe Petri net that is decomposed so that each place becomes its own submodel, then 
all events are synchronizing. In this case. Algorithm 6.5 performs the same computation 
as the BOD approach described in [88], although our specialized operators may be more 
efficient than the BDD operations required for A .
6.4 Logical queries on th e  sta te space
Once we have obtained an MDD encoding of <S, we can use it to answer various classes of 
logical queries, by performing MDD operations. For instance, suppose we want to compute 
the set of reachable states satisfying some boolean condition q. First, we build the set Q of 
potential states that satisfy ?. Then, to determine the reachable states in which condition q 
is enabled, we simply compute S  n  Q, using MDD operators.
Let us first consider a simple query whose condition is enforced at a single submodel k. 
Given a condition fk : 5 * {0 ,1}, we compute the set of potential states Q in which fk  is
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(from Figure 6.5) 
satisfying q
Figure 6.8: Performing a query on S
satisfied:
Q - S k  x  * • • x Sk+i x  {sfc : /fc(sfc) =  1} x Sk- i  x - x 5 t .
More complex queries are obtained by combining simple queries. This is illustrated in 
Figure 6.8, which operates on the set o f reachable states in Figure 6.5. In  the example, we 
have condition qi which simply requires that submodel 2 be in local state a. and condition qi 
which requires that submodel 1 be in local state t. The MDDs representing the potential 
states in which one o f these conditions holds are trivial to compute. Combining conditions 
is done via set operations: in this case, to determine the potential states satisfying q\ A qi, 
we perform the set intersection Cl Q2. The set of reachable states enabling qi A qi is 
found by performing the set intersection 5 H Q .
An important example is determining the set of reachable states in which no events are 
enabled. Such a state is said to be absorbing, since the system must remain in that state
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once it is reached. To determine the set of absorbing states, we first compute Q |, the set 
of local states in submodel k in which event e is disabled, by
Q.% =  {sjfc : Next%(sk) =  0}
for all events e and submodels k. Next, we compute the set of potential states in which 
event e is disabled by
Qe — Q% u  * - * u  Qf
for all events e. We then compute the set of potential states in which all events are disabled:
a = n « * -
e€f
Finally. S  n  Q gives us the set of reachable absorbing states.
Another important class of queries deals with the possibility of a condition 6 occurring 
after a condition a has occurred. To determine if this is possible, we build the subsets Qa 
and Qi, of S  in which potential states satisfy conditions a and 6, respectively. Then, we run 
Algorithm 6.5 a second time, except that in line 1, we initialize S  to the set S  n  Qa: the 
reachable states satisfying condition a. In  the worst case, this requires as many iterations 
as for the original generation of <5. The computed value of S  gives us all states that ran 
be reached from reachable states satisfying condition o. Finally, 5 n Q j  gives us the set 
of states satisfying condition 6 that can be reached from some reachable state satisfying 
condition a.
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6.5 E xperim ental results
This section shows how well our MDD-based algorithm compares with BDD-based algo­
rithms from the literature. We use the benchmark models described in Appendix B, as 
we did in the previous chapter. We compare various encodings and different decomposi­
tions for Algorithm 6.5. Since an MDD encoding for S  w ill grow to a maYtmnm size and 
then contract dining generation, the final memory required to store S  can be much less 
than the peak memory required dining generation. We report both measurements from our 
experiments.
6.5.1 D ining philosophers m odel
First, we examine the dining philosophers model. Figure 6.9 shows the effect of different 
decompositions and encoding techniques on generation times and memory usage. For the 
dining philosophers model, we compare the following.
B D D -1 : A decomposition of a single place per submodel, using Algorithm 6.5. Since 
the dining philosophers model is a safe Petri net, this decomposition is equivalent to 
using the BDD-based generation algorithm described in [88].
B D D -2 : We consider an entire philosopher and fork as a submodel, as shown in Fig­
ure B.3. We use a BDD-based generation algorithm w ith a binary encoding: states 
are encoded using t/* — riog2(|<S*|)] boolean variables for each submodel Jfc.
M D D -1  : We use Algorithm 6.5 with a decomposition of a  philosopher and fork as a 
submodel.
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Total Generation Time for Dining Philosophers
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Figure 6-9: Symbolic generation times and memory usage for Dining Philosophers
M D D -2  : We use Algorithm 6.5 w ith a decomposition of two adjacent philosophers and 
their forks as a submodel. That is, we combine two adjacent submodels from the 
M D D -1  decomposition.
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M D D -3  : We use Algorithm 6.5 with a decomposition of three adjacent philosophers and 
their forks as a submodel. That is, we combine three adjacent submodels from the 
M D D -1  decomposition.
We only consider models whose number of philosophers is a multiple of six. This allows us 
to divide the philosophers into groups of two or three (for cases M D D -2  and M D D -3 ) with 
no remainder. O f course, this is not a requirement; we are free to use a decomposition where 
the submodels contain different numbers of philosophers. Note that the “bumps" in the 
curves are artifacts of a simple compression technique used for the storage of MDD nodes: 
if  the total number of MDD nodes is less than 286, then an MDD node uses an array of 
6-byte integers to store the downward pointers. As Figure 6.9 indicates. Algorithm 6.5 using 
MDD-based encodings is more memory- and CPU-efficient than the BDD-based encodings 
we considered. In  this case, our binary BDD encoding performs better than a simple BDD 
encoding but not as well as our MDD encoding.
The number of philosophers grouped into each submodel affects the efficiency of Al­
gorithm 6.5. In  general, larger submodels produce MDDs with fewer. larger nodes (Le­
the nodes contain more downward pointers). Since there is a memory and CPU overhead 
associated with storing and processing a node, this overhead becomes dominant if  the MDD 
contains a large number of small nodes. However, if  nodes are too large, then the MDD 
may contain many “sparse" nodes (i.e., nodes with a large number of downward pointers 
to node 0). These sparse nodes can be costly both in terms of memory (if  a large node is 
used to represent only a few states) and CPU ( if  a large node is processed but only a few 
states are added). This implies that submodels should neither be too large nor too small. 
For the dining philosophers model, we see from Figure 6.9 that three philosophers grouped
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#  O f #  of states #  of Nodes Memory (bytes) # o f CPU
Phils. \s\ Final Peak Final Peak Iters. (sec.)
10 1.86 x 10* 17 45 938 2,616 2 0.04
20 3.46 x 1012 37 105 2,178 6,336 2 0.16
50 2.23 x 1031 97 285 5,898 18,924 2 1.04
100 4.97 x I062 197 585 13,832 50,206 2 4.23
200 2.47 x 10125 397 1,185 35,344 110,390 2 17.5
300 1.23 x I0 188 597 1,785 55,904 169,486 2 39.05
400 6.10 x 10250 797 2,385 75,172 227,494 2 75.26
500 3.03 x 10313 997 2,985 94,372 285,094 2 113.63
600 1.51 x 10376 1,197 3,585 114,116 343,238 2 174.25
700 7.48 x 10438 1,397 4,185 133,452 400,974 2 252.56
800 3.72 x 10501 1,597 4,785 152,448 458,302 2 343.02
900 1.85 x 10564 1,797 o,385 171,716 516,038 2 421.99
1000 9.18 x 10626 1,997 5,985 190,984 573,638 2 533.86
Table 6.1: Results for Dining Philosophers, two philosophers per submodel
together is too many, while one or two philosophers produces good results.
Table 6.1 shows detailed results for the decomposition of two philosophers in each sub­
model. In the table, we report the Snal and peak number of non-terminal nodes in the 
MDD, the final and peak memory requirements, the number of iterations required by Algo­
rithm 6.5, and the total time to generate S  in seconds. Notice that Algorithm 6.5 requires 
only two iterations for this model. This is the case for any number of adjacent philosophers 
in a submodel. The synchronizing depth of the model grows as N , the number of philoso­
phers, since the longest sequences of synchronizing events required are those to reach the 
states where a ll N  forks are taken (i.e., every philosopher has a  left fork or every philosopher 
has a right fork). However, any such state can be reached from the initial state through N i 
different sequences of length N ,  since the order in which philosophers take a fork is irrele­
vant. Thus, there is always a sequence that respects the order in which the synchronizing 
events are considered in Algorithm 6.5.
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Also, notice that the final number of MDD nodes is exactly 2N  — 3. This is because 
the final number of MDD nodes per submodel is exactly four (except at the “top level” 
of the MDD, which always has a single node), no matter how many adjacent philosophers 
are grouped per submodel. The meaning of these four nodes is illustrated in Appendix D 
for the case of one philosopher per submodel. Hence, the final number of MDD nodes is 
4(iV/<7 — 1) +-1, where g is the number of adjacent philosophers grouped into a submodel. 
The peak number o f nodes is also linear: 6N  —15. It  is interesting to note that the number 
of reachable states is given by (see Appendix D for the derivation)
\S\ =  Fib[ZN +  1) +  Fib(ZN -  1)
where N  is the number of philosophers and Fib denotes the Fibonacci sequence [58]:
Fib{0) =  0 
Fib(l) =  1 
Fib(n +  2) =  Fib{n) -f- Fib(n +-1), Vn 6 JN.
Since terms of the Fibonacci sequence are bounded by
4>n- 2 <  Fib(n) <  4> =
for positive integers n, the number of states grows exponentially w ith the number of philoso­
phers. Since the number of MDD nodes grows linearly with N r and each node N  contains 
a fixed number of pointers to nodes. Algorithm 6.5 requires 0 { N  Iog2(Af)) memory.
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F igure 6.10: Symbolic generation times and memory usage for Slotted Ring 
6.5.2 S lotted  ring m od el
Figure 6.10 shows the effect of different decompositions and encoding techniques on gener­
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ation times and memory usage for the slotted ring model, where we compare the following.
B D D -1 : A decomposition of a single place per submodel, using Algorithm 6.5. Since the 
slotted ring model is a safe Petri net, this decomposition is equivalent to using the 
BDD-based generation algorithm described in [88].
B D D -2 : We consider a network node as a submodel, as shown in Figure B.5. We use 
a BDD-based generation algorithm with a binary encoding: states are encoded using 
vk =  [iog2(|<Sjfc|)l boolean variables for each submodel fc.
M D D -1  : We use Algorithm 6.5 with a decomposition of a single network node as a 
submodel.
M D D -2  : We use Algorithm 6.5 with a decomposition of two adjacent network nodes 
as a submodel. That is. we combine two adjacent submodels from the M D D -1  
decomposition.
We only consider cases where the number of network nodes is a multiple of two. Similar to 
the dining philosophers model. Algorithm 6.5 using MDD-based encodings is more memory- 
and CPU-efficient than the BDD-based encodings we considered. In  this case, the simple 
BDD encoding performs better than the binary BDD encoding of a submodel. This is due 
to the complexity of the A. function for this case. However, the final binary BDD encoding 
requires less memory than the simple BDD encoding, since fewer variables are used. We see 
from Figure 6.9 that the best results are obtained from the slotted ring model using MDDs 
with the decomposition of a single network node per submodel.
Table 6.2 shows detailed results for the decomposition of a single network node per 
submodel. In  the table, we report the final and peak number o f non-terminal nodes in
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# o f #  of states MDD Nodes Memory (bytes) # o f CPU
Nodes |S| Final Peak Final Peak Iters. (sec.)
10 8.29 x 10s 60 691 3,186 38,527 7 1.73
20 2.73 x  1020 220 4,546 12,601 263,002 12 40.26
30 1.04 x  1031 480 15,101 27,741 875,327 17 292.66
40 4.16 x 1041 840 37,066 48,606 2,149,372 22 1,286.06
50 1.72 x 1052 1,300 76,308 85,486 5,342,493 27 4,168.64
60 7.29 x 1062 1,860 139,852 149,106 11,902,318 32 11,465.30
70 3.13 x 1073 2,520 236,733 212,736 20,666,298 37 27,374.60
80 1.36 x 1084 3,280 376,222 281,626 33,020,245 42 59,872.00
Table 6.2: Results for Slotted Ring, one node per submodel
the M D D , the final and peak memory requirements, the number of iterations required by 
Algorithm 6.5, and the total time to generate S  in seconds. Notice that the number of 
iterations is N /2  -f 2, and the final number of nodes is N 2/ 2 +■ N  for a slotted ring model 
with iV network nodes.
6.5.3 FM S m odel
Figure 6.11 shows the effect of different decompositions on generation times and memory 
usage for the FMS model using Algorithm 6.5. Table 6.3 depicts the decompositions used 
by specifying the submodel assignment for each place in the model. Notice that the “A“ 
and “B” decompositions differ only in the ordering of the submodels. From Figure 6.11, 
we see that the order of the submodels affects the efficiency of Algorithm 6.5, but the sizes 
of the submodels have a greater impact. It  is clear from the plots that the 19-submodel 
decompositions give the best performance in terms of both, memory and CPU for this modeL 
Table 6.4 shows detailed results for decomposition “19-B”. In  the table, we report the 
final and peak number of non-terminal nodes in the M D D . the final and peak memory
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Figure 6.11: Symbolic generation times and memory usage for FMS
requirements, the number of iterations required by Algorithm 6.5, and the total time to 
generate S  in seconds. For this decomposition, the number of iterations required is iV -f 5, 
where AT is the number o f jobs in the system. Considering the final number of nodes per level
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Subm odel assignment
P la c e 4 A 4 B 6A 6B 1 9 A 1 9 B
Pi 4 1 6 1 19 1
P\wM\ 4 I 6 1 18 2
Pi M i, M i 4 1 6 L 17 3
Pid 4 1 5 2 16 4
Pis 4 1 5 2 15 3
PLwPi 3 2 3 2 14 6
Pl2 3 2 4 3 13 7
PizwMs 3 2 4 3 12 8
Pi2M3,M 3 3 2 4 3 11 9
P\2& 3 2 4 3 10 10
P2 2 3 3 3 9 11
P2wM2 2 3 3 3 S 12
p2m 2, m 2 2 3 3 5 7 13
P2d 2 3 2 4 6 14
P2wPi 3 2 2 4 3 15
P2S 2 3 2 4 4 16
p3 1 4 I 6 3 17
P3M2 1 4 1 6 2 18
P3s 1 4 1 6 1 19
Table 6.3: FMS decompositions
# ° f #  of states MDD Nodes Memor r (bytes) # o f CPU
Jobs l«S| Final Peak Final Peak Iters. (sec.)
5 2.90 x 106 149 387 5,301 13,920 10 0.64
10 2.50 x 109 354 962 15,695 43,022 15 2.80
25 8.54 x 1013 1,419 4,037 93,676 268,272 30 30.56
50 4.24 x 10ir 4,694 13,676 466,442 1,367,182 55 259.43
75 6.98 x 1019 9,844 28,973 1,311,737 3,870,611 80 1.013.69
100 2.70 x 1021 16,869 49,898 2,804,725 8,322,130 105 2,721.11
125 4.68 x 1022 25,769 76,448 7,468,732 22,653,472 130 6,668.86
150 4.84 x 1023 36,544 108,623 13,886,395 41,659,845 155 13,175.70
175 3.51 x 1024 49,194 146,423 22,444,916 66,902,036 180 33,139.80
200 1.95 x 1025 63,719 189,848 33,382,402 100,941,777 205 49,419.40
T a b le  6 .4 :  Results for FMS, 19 submodel decomposition
of the M DD, we find that two levels have 1 node, 14 levels have N  +  l  nodes, and 3 levels 
have ^(N -i-l)(N +2) nodes. Thus the final number of nodes is 2-t-14(I'T-Fl)-F|(.iV2-{-3iV-F2).
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O f course, the size of each node increases as N  Iog2(IV j for this decomposition (since each 
place is iV-bounded), so the final memory required is 0 ( N 3 log2(AT)).
6.5.4 K anban m odel
Figure 6.12 shows the effect of different decompositions on generation times and memory 
usage for the Kanban model using Algorithm 6.5. For the ^submodel decomposition, we 
group places (P m t, Pbackk. Pkank. Poutk} for submodel A:. The 3-submodel decomposition 
is identical, except we combine submodels 2 and 3. The 16-submodel decompositions treat 
each place as a submodel. The ordering used for U16-A” is Pmk, Pbackk, Pkank, Poutk 
for k € { 1 , . . .  .4}, and the ordering for "16-B" is Pkank, Pmk, Pbackk, Poutk. From Fig­
ure 6.12. we see that the order of the submodels affects the efficiency of Algorithm 6.5, but 
the sizes of the submodels have a greater impact. Mote that the final memory required for 
the 3-submodel decomposition is 0 (1 ): this is because this decomposition gives us S  =  S. 
and so the characteristic function is identically one. O f course, the peak memory for this 
decomposition is not constant: in fact, as the number of jobs N  increases, the CPU time and 
peak memory for the 3-submodel decomposition grows quite high, as the second submodel 
(the combination of submodels 2 and 3 from the 4-submodel decomposition) has a large 
number of states:
. _ . N - j-1  /  N (2 N  -h 1K3N2 +  3 N  - 1) 3 N *{N  +  1) 131\T(21\T -h i) „ xr \
=  —  ( --------------- 30--------------- +  — 1 ------- +  — L6 +
which is 0 (iV 5). In  contrast, the 4-submodel decomposition produces submodels with 
1*1 =  1*1 =  | * |  =  | * |  = O
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Total Generation Time for Kanban
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Figure 6.12: Symbolic generation, times and memory usage for Kanban
which is only 0 {N 3). The best overall case for this model is the 4-submodel decomposition.
Table 6.5 shows detailed results for the 4-submodel decomposition. In  the tableT we 
report the final and peak number of non-terminal nodes in the M D D . the final and peak
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# o f #  of states MDD Nodes Memory (bytes) rr of CPU
Jobs \S[ Final Peak Final Peak Iters. (sec.)
10 1.01 X 10a 12 87 1,018 22,318 21 1.52
20 8.05 x 1011 22 167 7,049 238,473 41 31.42
30 4.99 x 1013 32 247 27.494 1,068408 61 206.93
40 9.94 x 1014 42 327 89,121 3,822,555 81 801.21
50 1.04 x 1016 52 407 197.687 9.510.714 101 2.331.34
60 7.22 x 1016 62 487 383,962 20,901,637 121 5,669.65
70 3.74 x 10lT 72 567 678,433 39,354,916 141 11,998.50
80 1.56 x 1018 82 647 1.116,424 67,918,203 161 23,356.20
90 5.55 x 1018 92 727 1,738,219 109,737,442 181 41.462.30
Table 6.5: Results for Kanban. 4 submodel decomposition
memory requirements, the number of iterations required by Algorithm 6.5, and the total 
time to generate S  in seconds. For this decomposition, the number of iterations is 2N  +  1. 
Considering the final number of nodes per level, we see that no nodes are required at levels 1 
and 4. one node is required at level 2. and N  -f- 1 nodes are required at level 3. Thus the 
final number of nodes is exactly N  +  2. The peak number of nodes is also linear: 8N  -F 7. 
Since each node must store 0 {N 3) pointers of size 0(Iog2(iV )), Algorithm 6.5 requires 
0(!V4 Iog2(iV)) memory to generate and store S.
For this model, we can compute a closed-form expression for the total number of states. 
Since the 3-submodel decomposition gives us S  =  S r we have
\s\ = iSti-feMSti 
^Uv-n)(Ar+2)(Ar + 3)j
IV +  I  /rAT(21V-t-l)(31V2 -f-3 A r-l)  SAT^ AT +  l) I3AT(2AT +  I) \
“ i - !. 30 + ---------2------- + ----------6--------- +  6W + 4J
^ (Ar-j- i)(A r-h2)(iv+3)^
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which mpans the number of states is 0 ( N 11).
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6.6 C onclusion
The MDD-based algorithm we presented is very promising for generating and storing large 
sets of reachable states. Experimentally, we have shown that Algorithm 6.5 can generate 
extremely large sets (lO600 in one case) with acceptable memory and CPU requirements. 
For the models we studied, our algorithm shows remarkable improvements as compared 
to other BDD-based algorithms. The algorithm is quite flexible: any logical-product-form 
decomposition may be used. A drawback is that the efficiency of Algorithm 6.5 can be 
strongly affected by the choice of decomposition, in terms of both the contents of each 
submodel and the ordering of the submodels. Similar effects are seen in BDD-based algo­
rithms: although there is no choice of •‘partition”, since this is governed by the encoding 
method used for discrete (non-boolean) variables, it is well-known that variable ordering is 
of great importance [10, 11]. Some efforts have been made to find good variable orderings 
[9], including dynamic variable ordering [45. 90[. In  future work, we plan to investigate 
heuristics for choosing decompositions that cause Algorithm 6.5 to perform well.
Slight implementation modifications may improve the performance of Algorithm  6.5. In  
particular, performance suffers from the presence of many large, sparse nodes because nodes 
are stored in frill in our implementation. The ability to represent sparse nodes efficiently 
while still maintaining frill storage for dense nodes could greatly enhance both, memory and 
CPU efficiency.
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Chapter 7
Transition Rate M atrix Storage
This chapter discusses storage of the transition rate matrix using Kronecker algebra. In a 
Kronecker-based representation, elements of R , the transition rate matrix of the underlying 
CTMC based on the potential states, are computed as needed from a Kronecker expression 
involving severed small matrices. While a Kronecker representation requires only a fraction 
of the storage necessary for the entire matrix R . the price to be paid is the introduction 
of CPU overhead during the numerical solution. This idea was introduced by Plateau 
[84. 85, 86] for a high-level formalism called stochastic automata networks. Plateau's idea 
was adapted for use with Petri nets by DonateQi [41, 42], and since then has received 
wide attention by many researchers, who have improved techniques and applied Kronecker 
representations to a variety o f models [12, 14, 16, 18, 29, 44, 56, 91].
Several alternatives to Kronecker representations are worth mentioning here. In [39], 
the authors describe a technique in which the elements of R  are generated “on the Ey“. 
Generating a row of R  involves determining the states reachable from the state correspond­
ing to the current row, and determining the rate of transition to those states. Columns of 
R  are generated by considering the behavior of the model “backwards”. Another interest­
ing alternative is storing the matrix R  on disk [38]. The next block of rows or columns
148
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is fetched while the current block is being processed. O f course, this does not work if the 
matrix R  requires more storage than is available on disk. Finally, there has been some work 
on representing matrices using multiple terminal BDDs (MTBDDs)[46, 52}. The variables 
for the BDD correspond to binary representations for the row and column indices, and the 
terminal values correspond to the values of the elements of R . While this is an interesting 
idea, there are some cases in which it does not work well. For instance, if  every non-zero 
element in R  has a different value, then an MTBDD encoding of R  w ill require at least as 
much storage space as an explicit sparse representation of R
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 introduces Kronecker 
algebra as it relates to our work. Section 7.2 discusses how storage of the matrices of a 
Kronecker representation can affect computational complexity. Section 7.3 shows how the 
transition rate matrix R  for any Kronecker-product-form model can be represented with 
Kronecker algebra. Section 7.4 briefly discusses the overheads present in state-of-the-art 
Kronecker-based techniques, in particular the overheads caused by logarithmic searches on 
the data structure for S, and by spurious entries in R .
Our contributions [28} appear in Section 7.5, which describes how the logarithmic  
searches can be eliminated with the use of an appropriate data structure for S. and in 
Section 7.6, which describes a new data structure called matrix diagrams. We show how 
the use of matrix diagrams can eliminate the spurious entries by representing R  instead of 
R , and how common subproducts can be computed only once by using a cache. Section 7 . 7  
gives experimental results in which our technique is compared to previous state-of-the-art 
techniques. Finally, Section 7.8 contains concluding remarks.
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7.1 Kronecker algebra
First, we recall the definition of the Kronecker product [37]. The Kronecker product ex­
presses the process of multiplying every element of one m atrix by a second matrix. Given 
matrices A  6  JRmxn and B £ !RPxq.
flQ.O flo^i-l
and B =
6o,o 6o^,-i
_ a77I-t.O flTTl—1,71—I _ 6P-i,o ■f
* i i r* 1--
--
A  =
their Kronecker product A  ® B £ ]R mPxn i  is given by 
ao,oB - - - ao^-tB
A ®  B =
a m —I . o B  " *  a m — I.n—I ®
flo.oVo ‘ ‘ * ao.o6o.if-i
flo.o6p- i,o
flm-l.o6o,0
fl0,06p - l . i f - l
am-i.o6o,</-t
fl0.n -l6o,0
fl0 ,n -l6p -l,0
fljTl—1,71—t^ O.O
ao.n-t6o.<f-i
fl0.7t— t^ p— I^ — L
Am—l.ri—1 bo.q-1
_ flm-t,o6p_l,0 * "  “m— 1,0 6p— I yq— I a m -l,n -t6 p -l,0  * ”  a m -l.7 i-l6 p -l,< f-t .
Instead of storing A  ® B  explicitly, which requires 0(mnpq) storage, we can store A  and 
B and compute elements of A  ® B as needed by
(A  ® B )[f,j] =  A  J B [i mod p . j  mod g]
which only requires 0(m n +  pq) storage, at the cost of some CPU overhead.
This process can be generalized to the Kronecker product of K  mafcrirpg
A  =  A k ®  -** ® A t =  (^ )  A *
k=K
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(which, can be written without parentheses since the Kronecker product is associative [37]). 
The expression for an element of A  is closely related to the notion of a mixed-radix number 
representation system (see Section 4.2). I f  matrix A * has rjt rows and cjt columns, then an 
element of A  can be computed by
K
=  J J  Afc[*jfe,ifc] (7.1)
fc=i
where I =  [i& -,... .ti]  is the mixed-radix representation of t with respect to the basis 
r  =  [r^-,. . .  , r i] , and j  =  \jn~ - - - ,Ji] is the mixed-radix representation of j  with respect to 
the basis c =  [c/e,. . .  T ci].
An example showing the Kronecker product of three small matrices is shown in Fig­
ure 7.1. Since the sizes of A 3 . A 2, and A t are 2  x  2 , 2 x 3 .  and 3 x 4  respectively, we have 
r  =  [2.2.3] and c =  [2,3.4] for this example. Then we compute [1,1.2] as the mixed-radix 
representation o f 11 =  1-2-3 +  1-34-2 with respect to basis r  and [1,2,0] as the mixed-radix 
representation of 20 =  1 - 3 - 4  +  2-  4 +  0 with respect to basis c; finally we can compute 
element [11,20] of A  as
A [ll, 20] =  A 3 [1.1IA 2 [1 ,2]A 1[2.0I =  I
0
Note that explicit storage of A  requires space Bar 288 floating-point values (assuming full 
storage is used), while storage of matrices A 3 , A 2 and A t requires space for 22 floating­
point values. Computing an element of A  as needed requires 2 floating-point multiplications 
plus some integer arithmetic to compute the mixed-radix representations. Clearly, as the 
number of matrices involved in the Kronecker product increases, the memory savings and 
CPU overhead involved with computing elements as needed will both increase.
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a  r 1 0  
A s  ~  L o  i ]  A , =
k
I  I  
. 4 5
t l  A i  
6 .
r 0 1
=  4 0  
, 7  8
2  3 ]  
5 6  
0  9 .
' 0 1 2 3 0 k 1 1 o y  1 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  0 0  0  0  0 '
4  0  5  6 2  0  I  3 5  0  |  2 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  0 0  0  0  0
7  8  0  9 1  4  o  i2 2 i f  0 3 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  0 0  0  0  0
0  I  I  1  
U 4 2 4
0 I  2 3 
u 5 5 5 OH! 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  0 0  0  0  0
1 0  f | H  i f 1 0 1 1 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  0 0  0  0  0
A  =  A 3 ®  A 2 ®  A t  =
I  2  0 -4 4 I  l o  10 0  0 I  i  0  3 6 3 u  2 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  0 0  0  0  0
0  0  0 0 0 0  0  0 0  0 0  0 0  1 2  3 0 I  1 1  2 2 o y i
0  0  0 0 0 0  0  0 0  0  0  0 4  0  5  6 2  0 1 3 1  0  1  2
0  0  0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0  0  0 7  8  0  9 1 4  0  2 2 2 I | 0 3
0  0 0  0 0 0  0  0 0  0 0  0 0  I  i  4  u  4 2 4 0 4 110  o 0
0  0 0  0 0 0  0  0 0  0  0  0 1 0  i  1  A U 4 2 1  0  1  1
,  0  0  0 0 0 0  0  0 0  0 0  0 I  2  0  -4 &  U 4 1 1 0  1O 0 0 I 1  0  1  -
Figure 7.1: Example Kronecker product
For the remainder o f our work, we will consider Kronecker products of square matrices 
only. In particular, consider the Kronecker product of two Identity matrices:
. . .  o 
. . .  o
Thus the Kronecker product of identity matrices is an identity matrix whose size is the 
product of the sizes of the original matrices:
I ajc ® - - I ni -
In ® I jti —
Im 0
0  I m 
0  0
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r 44  
44
44
44 2 4 9  2
44
44
44
44
942  2 
49 2 2 
2 942  
249 2
44
44
44  
44  .
Figure 7.2: Example Kronecker sum
The Kronecker sum is defined [15. 96] in terms of Kronecker products involving identity 
matrices as
K  K
© A fc y !  IitK ® ' "  ® ® Afc ® Iafc_t ® ®  I jii
fc=t  fc=L
K
=  Y ,  «* ® Afc ® rn *rtl ^  (7 -2 )
fc=L
where matrix Afc is a square matrix of size n *. An example showing the Kronecker sum of 
three small matrices is shown in Figure 7 .2 . The example shows each term of the sum from 
Equation 7.2 in  addition to the complete sum.
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7.2 Sparse Kronecker representations
In the previous section, we saw how the use of Kronecker operators allows us to represent 
large matrices implicitly, by storing much smaller matrices. In  this section, we examine the 
effect of the choice of storage of the small matrices on complexity.
Looking at the example in Figure 7.1, we can see horn a quick visual inspection that the 
matrix A  is fairly sparse: more than half of its elements are zero. A zero element occurs 
when one of the elements of the small matrices is zero. In  fact, the large blocks of a ll zeroes 
are caused by the two zero elements in matrix A 3 . In  terms of memory requirements for 
this example, our choice of data structure for the small matrices (i.e., full, sparse by rows 
or sparse by columns) is not critical, since the small matrices w ill require very little  storage 
space regardless of the data structure used. As the sizes of the A * matrices grow, this 
choice will o f course have greater impact.
As we saw in Chapter 2, using sparse storage can result in a dramatic decrease in 
the complexity of vector-matrix multiplications. This is especially true for a Kronecker 
representation. For instance, suppose we wish to multiply a vector by a m atrix A  =  
A fc ® - - - ® A i, where A  6  H iVxiV. For illustration, we w ill use a straightforward approach, 
in which each element of each column of A  is explicitly computed and multiplied by the 
appropriate vector element. More sophisticated algorithm s are discussed in detail in [15]. 
I f  each of the matrices Afc is stored in full, then the cost of a vector-matrix multiplication 
is exactly K N 2 floating-point multiplications. I f  instead we store the matrices A *  using  
column-wise sparse format, the cost of a vector-matrix multiplication is exactly Kri(A.) 
floating-point multiplications. Thus, for every zero element in A , we save K  multiplications
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if  we use sparse storage for the small matrices.
O f course, our access requirements on A  dictate how the small matrices A/c, - - - ,A i  
should be stored. I f  we require row (column) access to A , we should store each matrix 
A * by rows (columns). I f  we require both row and column access, we should use a sparse 
format that supports both row and column access for each matrix Afc. Full storage should 
be used for each matrix Afc if  we require access to specific elements of A . For our work, 
we will require either row access or column access of A . Thus, we will assume that each 
matrix A * is stored using either row-wise or column-wise sparse storage.
7.3 R epresenting Q w ith Kronecker algebra
We assume that our model of interest is a Kronecker-product-form model consisting of 
K  submodels. Without loss of generality, we assume that the local states Sk for each 
submodel k are sets of integers: Sk =  (0 ,. . .  , |«Sfc| — 1 }. This can be easily implemented 
by referring to the local state indices instead of the local states themselves. For each 
submodel k and each event e, we define [29] the matrix; W |, a square matrix of size Sk. as
W|[tfc,yfc] =  Rate%{ik) - Prob%{ikyj k).
Note that elements in row ik of W | sum to Ratek(ik). Also, note that W | is the identity 
matrix if  event e does not affect submodel k  (i.e.T e £ £k). In  particular, if  e is a local event 
that affects only submodel fc, then W£ is the identity for all i  except i  — k.
For Kronecker-product-form models, the m atrix R e can be expressed as
i
Rc =  ® W |r (7.3)
k=K
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where R e is the contribution of event e to the transition rate matrix of the underlying 
CTMC based on the potential states S. The transition rate matrix R  is then the sum of 
the R e matrices over all events e:
i
a = E ^ e = E ® w ^  (7-4>
e(z£ k=K
Looking at Equation 7.4. we see that a term of the summation corresponding to a local 
event e affecting submodel k becomes
I|SK| ® "  • ® ® W | ® I|5fc_t| ® - * • ® I|5 l|.
Thus we can consider the synchronizing and local events in Equation 7.4 separately [29J as
I i
R  =  Y .  ® w f c + © R * M
e e £ ,y „ck k —K  k = K
where £synch is the set of synchronizing events, and the matrix Rfc is defined for each 
submodel k as
a * =  E  w i-
Thus, Rfc captures the behavior of the local events in submodel k.
For stationary analysis we need a representation for the matrix Q . Thus, in addition 
to the representation for R , we need a representation for the diagonal elennpnts of Q  or 
(equivalently) for the row sums of R . This can be done either by storing the row sums 
explicitly in a full vector, or by encoding the diagonal o f Q  as a second Kmnerlmr expression
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Nextlak Next™k NextlCk Next™k
*-) <N
t 
t
1 -J- 0  
5 -J-4
2  -> 1 
4 -» 3
0 — 4
1 —y o
Table 7.1: Next functions for the structured model of Figure 4.5 
involving the row sums of the W * matrices [97j:
RowSum( R ) =  RowSum ( £  <g) w !  ) =  E  ®  RowSum(W%). (7.6)
\e€ffc=K /  e€«f k-K
This is a vector Kronecker expression: each of the matrices involved consists of a single 
column. O f course, matrix Q  could also be represented as a single Kronecker expression. In  
practice, however, the diagonal of Q is usually represented separately from the rest of the 
matrix: this is because iterative techniques such as Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi must explicitly 
access the diagonal elements.
As an example, we consider the structured Petri net of Figure 4.5, using the rates from 
Table 4.2. We show the Next functions in terms of the local state indices in Table 7.1, 
where local states are numbered according to Figure 4.3. The local f t*  matrices for this 
model are shown in Figure 7.3. The W  matrices are shown in Figure 7.4. We can compute 
the rate of transition from state (1 , 1 ,2,0) to state (1 , 1 , 2,4) using Equation 7.5, where the 
only contribution is from the Kronecker-sum term
Ie[l, I I  - I 6 [l, I I  - I e M  - R t [0,4l 
which equals 2.1. The rate of transition from state (1 ,1,2,4) to state (0,5,2,4) is given by
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i —
Figure 7.3: Local matrices for the structured model of Figure 4.5 
the only non-zero term in the summation, which is the Kronecker-product term
w Tsynch3* ^  Qj . j^Tsynch^ j-j g] . O] . I 6 [4.4]
or 2 =  (2.0) (1.0). It  is important to note that this term is present for any pair of states 
( I,l,x ,y )  and (0 ,5 ,x ,y ), where x.y 6  {0 r. . .  ,5 }. O f courseT not all states (1 , 1 , x.y) may 
be reachable; this issue w ill be discussed in the next section.
7.4 Kronecker overheads
As shown in the previous section, a very memory-efficient representation for R, is possible 
using Kronecker algebra. However, this compactness comes at a price. In  this section we 
examine the CPU overheads connected w ith current Kronecker-based solution algorithms. 
These problems are studied in depth in [15]: we w ill provide a quick overview of the problems 
and then show in the next sections how they can be eliminated or alleviated by using our 
new data structures.
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F igure 7.4: Kronecker matrices for the structured model of Figure 4.5
7.4.1 O verheads fro m  using  th e  p o te n tia l states
As the Kronecker  representation in  Equation 7.5 describes a CTMC based on the potential 
states S, in itial techniques [41, 84} analyzed these potential-based CTMCs. When this is 
done, storage o f the state space is unnecessary; we need only store the local state spaces
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Sk (or Sk)- However, these techniques compute the probability vector it, thus they require 
solution vectors of size |S|. As can be seen in. Table 5.1. the number of potential states can 
be much larger than the number of actual states, resulting in a potentially fatal problem if  
the memory requirements are excessive.
During computation of it, we must make sure that the probabilities associated with the 
unreachable states are zero. This can be done by using an initial probability vector with 
zero probabilities assigned to the unreachable states, and by skipping over the unreachable 
entries in R . This will guarantee that the solution vector w ill contain non-zero entries 
corresponding to the reachable states only. A  common initial probability vector to use is a 
vector w ith a one corresponding to the initial state and zeroes corresponding to all other 
states.
Techniques that can access the matrix by rows (such as Power or Jacobi) do not need 
to worry about unreachable entries in a reachable row: this is because an unreachable state 
cannot be reached from a reachable state (see Equation 4.4). Thus, we only need to skip 
over the rows corresponding to unreachable states. This can be done by skipping a row 
whose corresponding entry in the iteration vector is zero. Alternatively, we can keep track 
of the set of indices with non-zero entries or we can generate S  before the computation 
and retrieve the reachable indices during each iteration. These two alternatives are actually 
equivalent, since the set of indices with non-zero entries w ill eventually be identical to the 
set S. Since testing each element of it has an overall cost of 0([<S|), the latter technique is 
preferred when S  is much larger than S.
Techniques that must access the matrix by columns (such as Gauss-Seidel) must skip 
over the unreachable columns; this is done in the same way that row-based techniques skip
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the unreachable rows. However, these column-access techniques introduce an additional 
difficulty: the presence of spurious entries in a reachable column due to unreachable states. 
These entries may arise because it is possible for an unreachable state to reach a reachable 
state (see Equation 4.4). As long as the probabilities corresponding to the unreachable 
states remain zero in 7r this problem is not too serious, since the spurious entries will be 
multiplied by zero. However, the complexity of the vector-matrix multiplication is affected 
by the number of spurious entries in the columns corresponding to the reachable states.
To summarize, the problems with a solution based on S  are the following.
•  Vectors of size |<S| require more memory than vectors of size |<S|.
•  We need to skip the unreachable rows /  columns of R  while computing ir.
•  The cost of column-access vector-matrix multiplication is affected by spurious entries 
due to unreachable states.
In  particular, the problem of excessive memory requirements motivates us to consider tech­
niques that use solution vectors of size |«S|.
7.4.2 Overheads from  using th e  actual sta tes
When the number of potential states is substantially larger than the number of actual states, 
the memory required to store solution vectors of size |«S| ran be excessive. Techniques 
based on S  do not have this problem, as solution vectors of size |«S| are used throughout 
the computation. O f course, these techniques must generate and store S  before proceeding 
with numerical solution- Since we have knowledge of S r skipping the unreachable rows or
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columns of R  is done by visiting each of the states in S. Thus, techniques that use the 
actual states immediately address two of the problems of the potential-based techniques.
The main difficulty of using the actual states is that the Kronecker expression in  Equa­
tion 7.5 encodes the matrix R , not R . Thus, we need to transform “potential indices” when 
dealing with R  into “actual indices” when dealing with 7r. Every technique published so 
far [15, 56, 99] transforms these indices using some type of binary search(es) on the data 
structure used to store S. thus introducing a logarithmic overhead. Techniques that access 
columns of R  usually eliminate the spurious entries when an attempt to transform the index 
fails. Thus, due to the logarithmic overhead, the spurious entries have an even worse effect 
on the complexity of the vector-matrix multiplication.
It has been shown [15} that the logarithmic overhead can be reduced from 0(log2  |<Sj) 
to 0(Iog2 |<Si|) using a sophisticated multiplication algorithm that “interleaves” the row 
and column components. Also, while each entry of R  is conceptually a product of K  real 
numbers, many entries share (sub)products of 2 , . . . ,  K  — 1 of these numbers. An important 
advantage of the interleaving algorithm is that it can exploit these common subproducts, and 
thus reduce the number of floating-point multiplications required. However, the interleaving 
algorithm in [15] cannot be used with column-access techniques such as Gauss-Seidel. This 
means we must either use a slower-converging numerical solution algorithm or a less-efficient 
multiplication algorithm. Thus, as discussed in [15], we must choose between an algorithm 
with a larger number of iterations with a small per-iteration cost and an algorithm with 
fewer iterations but a higher per-iteration cost.
To summarize, the problems with a solution based on S  are the following.
•  The transformation of potential indices to actual indices introduces a logarithmic
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overhead.
•  The spurious column entries (still) negatively affect performance.
•  Algorithms that reduce the number of floating-point multiplications do not work with 
column-access numerical solutions.
We will address these problems in the next sections.
7.5 Decision diagrams to store th e state space
Our goal is to store the state space S  in a data structure that does not require binary 
searches, so that searching for a given state does not incur a logarithmic overhead. We also 
must be able to compute the actual index for a reachable state using our data structure. 
Finally, given a reachable stateT we must be able to quickly determ ine  the “next” reachable 
state (i.e., the reachable state with actual index one higher than the current state) or that 
the current state is the “last” reachable state (i.e., the reachable state with actual index 
|5 | - 1).
The data structure we use is essentially an MDD whose nodes contain additional infor­
mation. An example showing how to represent the set S  for the structured Petri net of our 
running example (from Figure 4.5) is shown in Figure 7.5. Such a representation can be 
built either from the M DD generated using Algorithm 6.5, or from a multi-level structure 
generated using Algorithm 5.1. In the latter case, equivalent trees or arrays must be merged 
together.
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Figure 7.5: State space data structure 
7 .5 .1  S ta te  searches
To search for a given state in our data structure, we begin at the root node and follow 
the Full pointer for the current substate. I f  the Full pointer is not null, we follow the down 
pointer associated with the Full pointer, taking us to a node at the next level. This process 
continues until we have encountered a null pointer, in which case the given state is not 
reachable, or we have followed the Full pointer at level oneT in which case the given state is 
reachable. We do not need down pointers at level one. Since we have direct access to the 
Full and down pointers, the cost of a “search” at each level is constant. Thus the cost of a 
successful state search is always 0 (K ) ,  and the cost of an unsuccessful state search is 0 {K )
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in the worst case.
In our example of Figure 7.5, to search for state (1 ,1 ,2 ,4 ) we begin at the level-4 node 
and follow the pointer Full[l]. The pointer is not null, so we obtain the downward pointer 
to the second level-3 node. Following the downward pointer brings us to the level-3 node, 
where we follow Full[l) and then follow the downward pointer to the second level-2 node. 
Next we follow Full[2j and follow the downward pointer to the first level- 1  node. Since the 
pointer Full[4] at the level-1 node is not null, we conclude that state (1,1,2,4) is reachable. 
I f  we were to search for state (0 ,1 ,2 .4 ) instead, we would find that the Ful![2] pointer at 
the level-2 node is null; thus state (0 ,1 ,2 ,4) is not reachable. Note that in practice, we 
implement the Full arrays as arrays of integer offsets instead of arrays of pointers.
7.5.2 C om puting state indices
To compute the actual index 'F(s) for state s. we simply take the sum of the offset values 
encountered during our search for the state. For instance, during the search for state 
(1 ,1.2,4), we encounter offsets of 81 at level 4, 18 at level 3. 6  at level 2, and 2 at level 1. 
Thus the actual index of state (1 ,1 ,2 ,4 ) is 107 =  81 +-18 +  6  +  2.
The offset specifies the number o f reachable states so far, not including the current sub­
state. For instance, in our example of Figure 7.5 we see from the level-4 node that there are 
81 states of the form (0, • , * , • ) ,  and there are 324 states of the form ({0 ,1 ,2 ,or 3 }, • ,« ,• ) . 
Looking at the level-3 nodes we see that the number of states of the form (x ,0 ,« , • )  is 9 
when x  equals 0,3 or 4, and is 18 when x  equals 1,2 or 5. We can also conclude that there 
are 27 states o f the form (4, {0, l,o r  2 } ,* ,« ). Note that the level-1 offset arrays always have 
the property that offset[i] =  i; thus in  practice we do not allocate offset arrays at level 1 .
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The final offset value o f a node describes the total number of reachable states described 
by the node. For instance, in our example we see that the level-1 nodes each encode 3 
(partial) states and the level-3 nodes each encode 81 (partial) states. Note that the level-4 
node encodes 486 states; thus we have |«S| =  486. These “extra” offset values are not needed 
during the computation o f state indices, but instead are used to compute the other offset 
values in a bottom-up fashion during initialization. To compute the value of an element of 
ofFset for a level-fc node when k >  2 , we use
offset[i +  1] =  ofFset[i] +  #  states encoded by node down[t]
which holds for all elements of offset (including the “extra” element) except for offset[0 ]. 
which is always zero.
7.5.3 Determ ining th e  next reachable sta te
An important difference between the data structure presented here and the MDDs we used in 
the previous chapter is the sparse representation: except for array Full, information is stored 
only for the reachable substates. While this allows us to save some memory, its primary 
purpose is to allow us to quickly skip over unreachable states. Given any reachable state 
(s k , . . .  .s i), we can easily determine the reachable state with actual index one higher than 
the current state. Using the sparse structure, we determine the next reachable substate s\ 
at level 1. I f  Sj exists, then (s jc ,-.- rsz,s,i)  is the next reachable state. When the substate 
at level k is the last reachable substate, we find the next reachable substate at level k +-1 . 
I f  the substates at aQ levels are the last reachable substates, then we know the current state 
is the last reachable state, w ith $((sfc, —  - «r)) =  |S| — I .  Otherwise, i f  we found the next
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reachable substate at level k, then we leave sk, , s^+i  unchanged, and find the first 
reachable substates s'k_v . . .  s\ at levels k —1 through 1. The state (s k , - - - ,  Sk+i,sk, . . .  . s'J 
is then the next reachable state. Thus, this operation requires 2K  — 1 steps in the worst 
case, and 1 step in the best (and most common) case, assuming we save pointers to the 
nodes and substates at each level.
Continuing our running example o f Figure 7.5, suppose we know that state (1 ,1 , 2 , 2 ) 
has index 106, and we wish to determine the state with index 107. I f  we know that state 
(1, 1, 2 , 2 ) passes through the first node at level 1 , we can simply find the next reachable 
substate after 2, which is 4. Thus state (1,1,2,4) has index 107. To determine the state 
with index 108, we look for the next reachable substate after 4. and find that there is none. 
Thus, we find the next reachable substate after 2 in the second level-2 node, and determine 
that it is substate 3. Then, we follow the downward pointer associated with substate 3 
which brings us to the second IeveH node. Finally, we find the first reachable substate for 
that node, which is substate 1. Thus, the next reachable state is state (1 .1 .3 ,1), and it 
can be seen from the offsets that the index of this state is 108 =  81 4- 18 4- 9 +  0. As a 
final example, we see that state (5 ,5 ,5 ,5 ) has index 485 =  405 +  72 +  6  +  2; if  we try to 
determine the next reachable state we w ill see that, at every level, the substates are the 
last reachable substates.
7.6 M atrix diagrams to  store the transition, rate m atrix
We now introduce a new data structure for the storage of real matrices. Since our data 
structure borrows concepts from decision diagrams, we call it  a matrix diagram, l.flrp
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Figure 7.6: Aa example matrix diagram and the m atrix it represents
decision diagrams,, a matrix diagram is represented as a /iT-Ievel hierarchical structure. 
Each node of the matrix diagram is a matrix whose elements are sets of real values and 
pointers to nodes at the next level. The matrices at level 1 do not have downward pointers 
and the sets contain exactly one element: thus a level- 1  matrix is equivalent to a real matrix. 
For instance, a level-2 matrix A 2 might have A 2 [2 , 1] =  {(2.1. A i) t ( l.l.A 't )}. where A j 
and A j are level- 1 matrices. The elements of the matrix represented by a matrix diagram 
can be computed by
Etement{Ak.(rk, . „  ,r i) ,(c k, . . .  ,c i)) =
x -£ fe 7nenf(Afc_tr (rjfc_ir. . .  .r i),(c fc -r ,--- ,ct)) (7.7)
(z,Ak_ 1) € Afe [i-fc ,<:* J 
with terminal condition Element (Ax, r i,c i) =  A i[r i,c i].
An example matrix diagram is shown in Figure 7.6. Each m atrix element is either the 
empty set, which is indicated by blank space, or a set of elements, which is fndiratpd by 
stacked boxes. The boxes contain the real value and have attached the downward pointer 
to the matrix at the next level. At level 1 , zeroes are represented by blank space and there
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are no downward pointers. I f  the m atrix diagram in Figure 7.6 represents matrix A , we can 
compute elements A [(l, I ) T (0, I)] as (3.2) (1.5), and A [(2 ,2), (1,0)] as (2.1)(2.0)+ (1.1)(3.0). 
Note that the sizes of the matrices of a given level are allowed to vary. The matrix sizes are 
restricted so that the Element computation in Equation 7.7 is well-defined. More formally, 
we say a Ievel-fc matrix Afc is on path [ (r jf ,. . . , rfc+ l), (ctf, . . . .  cjt+ l)] if there exist matrices 
A tf, - - - , Afc+ i at levels K  through (k +  1) such that
3 (Xfc ,A fc - i ) € AK[r/c,Cfc],
3 (xfc+t. A ) 6  Afc+ i[rfc+ Ircfc+1]
which says that A * is used when computing Element(A K ,(r t f ,... ,r i) , (c/c, - - - »ci)). For 
instance. looking at Figure 7.6 we see that the first level- 1  matrix is on path [(1 ). (0)] and 
the third level- 1  matrix is on paths [(0 ), (1 )] and [(2 ), (1 )J. Matrices that share row (column) 
paths must have the same number of rows (columns). That is, if  level-fc matrix Afc is on path
[(r tf ,... ,rfc+1) ,(c tf,... ,Cfc+ l ) ]  and matrix A'fc is on path [(r tf, rk+i),{dK, . . .  .c ^ ) }
then matrices Afc and A ^ must have the same number of rows. A similar argument can be 
made for the number of colum ns. Thus, if  two matrices are on the same path then they 
must be the same size.
7.6.1 Kronecker products w ith  m atrix diagram s
A matrix diagram representing the Kronecker product of two matrices A  and B  is a simple 
2-level m atrix diagram with a  single matrix per level. The level- 1  matrix has sets whose 
elements correspond to the elements of B , except that the zero elements of B  are represented
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KronProd(A/c, - - - ,  A t) •  A k , . . .  , A t are real matrices
1 for k <— 1 to K  do
2. for each row r  of A  * do
3 for each column c of Afc do
4 i f  Afc[r,c} #  0 then
5 if  K  >  1 then
5 Bfc[r,c} {(Afcfnc^Bfc-i)}
7 else
8 Bfc[r,c] * -  {Afc[r, c]}
9 end if
10 else
11 Bfc[r,c]«—0
12 end if
13 end for
14 end for
15 Bfc «—UniqueTablelnsert(Bjt)
16 end for
17 return B k
A lg o rith m  7.1: Building a m atrix diagram of a Kronecker product
by empty sets in the matrix diagram. Similarly, the level-2 m atrix has sets whose elements 
correspond to the non-zero elements of A . The downward pointers associated with the Ievel- 
2 elements all point to the Ievel-I matrix. This process can be extended to the Kronecker 
product of K  matrices; this is shown in detail in Algorithm 7.1. Note that, in contrast to 
the decision diagram algorithms in the previous chapter, this algorithm is not recursive. 
Like the decision diagram algorithms, we use a table of unique matrices to keep the number 
of matrices in the matrix diagram small: line 15 of Algorithm 7.1 makes sure that duplicate 
matrices are not created. When the cost of line 15 is constant, the cost of building a matrix
diagram representation of a Kronecker product is 0 (t/(A k ) d-------hq( A x))r assuming sparse
storage is used for a ll matrices.
An example showing the matrix diagram representation o f the Kronecker product of
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Figure 7.7: M atrix diagram of the Kronecker product of Figure 7.1
Figure 7.1 is shown in Figure 7.7. In  the example, we have the Kronecker product of the 
three matrices A 3 , A 2 , and A t; thus we have a 3-IeveI matrix diagram. Note that the 
empty sets in the matrix diagram correspond to the zero elements in A 3  and A t.
7.6.2 A ddition o f  m atrix diagrams
The addition of two K-Ievel matrix diagrams representing matrices of the same size is done 
by taking the union of the elements of the Ievel-itT matrices. While this produces a proper 
matrix diagram, we can apply reductions in certain cases. The first special case arises when 
a set contains elements (at, A ) and (0 2 , A ): in this case we can replace those elements with 
the single element (at -F 0 2 , A ). This reduction is equivalent to the transformation
at A  F  a-iA. => (at F  a2 )A . (7.8)
where A  is an ordinary real matrix and at and are scalars. Note that the reduction 
corresponding to Equation 7.8 always reduces both CPU and memory requirements. The 
second special case arises when a set contains elements (a, A t) and (a, A 2 ): in this case
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we can replace those elements with the single element (a, A t +  A 2 ), where A t +  A 2 is the 
addition operator applied to the (K  — l)-level matrix diagrams A l and A 2 - This reduction 
is equivalent to the transformation
a A t -F aA2 =► a (A i +  A 2), (7.9)
where A t and A 2 are real matrices and a is a scalar. In  contrast to the first case, the 
reduction corresponding to Equation 7.9 always reduces CPU requirements but will increase 
memory requirements if  we must continue to store A t and A 2 because there are other 
downward pointers to them.
The matrix diagram addition operator where the reductions of Equation 7.8 and Equa­
tion 7.9 are performed whenever possible is shown in Algorithm 7.2. This algorithm. like 
most decision diagram algorithms, is recursive. As with other recursive decision diagram 
algorithms, we maintain a cache to eliminate duplication of work. I f  an operation has al­
ready been performed, it is detected immediately (lines 1-3) and the computed result is
returned. Note that the recursion is necessary only to implement the reduction of Equa­
tion 7.9. W ithout the reductions, addition of matrix diagrams A k  and has a cost of 
0(|A /c| -F |B r-|), where [A^'| is the sum of the set sizes over ail elements of A  k - The cost of 
implementing the reductions introduces a factor based on the time required to detect that 
the reductions can be performed. The second reduction may generate additional recursive 
calls to Add; at worst we generate a call to Add for every pair of matrices at the same level. 
An example for the addition operator is shown in Figure 7.8. The resulting matrix diagram 
is computed using Algorithm TJ2 w ith both reductions.
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Add(Ar, A , B ) •  A  and B  are level-fc matrix diagrams
1: i f  cache contains entry for A rB) th e n
2: return cache entry result
3: e nd  i f
4: i f  k =  1 th e n
5: C  f - A  +  B •  Level 1 matrices are “normal" matrices
6 : C  ■e-UniqueTablefnsert(C)
7: add [(fc, A ,B ),C ] to cache
8 : return C
9: e n d  i f
10: C <— A
11: fo r  each  row r  of B  do
12: fo r  each  column c of B  do
13: fo r  each  (6.B ') 6  B[r.c] do
14: i f  3 (n , B ')  G C[r. c] th e n  • Try Equation 7.8
15: C[r,c] 4-  (C[r.cj \  {(a ,B ')}) U {(a  +  6 ,B ')}
16: e lse  i f  3(6r A ') G C[r,c] th e n  • Try Equation 7.9
17: C[r, c] 4-  (C [r.c] \  { ( 6, A ')}) U { ( 6 . Add(k -  1. A '.B ') ) }
18: e lse
19: C[r,c] C[r.c] U {(6 rB ')}
20: end  i f
21: end  fo r
22: e n d  fo r
23: e n d  fo r
24: C  UniqueTablelnsert(C)
25: add [(Art A ,B )t C] to cache
26: return C
A lgorithm  7.2: Adding two matrix diagrams
7.6.3 S a b m a trix  selection  w ith  m a tr ix  d iagram s
Another important operation for matrix diagrams is the S ubm atrix  operator, which returns 
a matrix diagram containing only the selected rows and columns of the initial matrix dia­
gram. That isr the matrix returned by Submatrix(ATK .C ) contains element [(r^-.- - - rr t) . 
(c r t . . .  .c i)] i f  [rfc,. . -  . r i )  6  R  and ( c r - . . . .  ,c t) G C. This operation can be efficiently 
performed on a hf-Ievel matrix diagram if  -^-variable MDDs are used to represent the char-
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F igure 7.9: Example of a matrix diagram representing a submatrix
acteristic functions for sets R  and C. Algorithm 7.3 shows how to recursively compute a 
matrix diagram submatrix. Note that the level-A: matrix B  returned by Submatrix may 
have a different size than the Ievel-fe matrix A . An example showing the m atrix diagram 
computed, by Submatrix is shown in Figure 7.9. As the example shows, a single m atrix in  the
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Submatrix(fc, A , R, C )  •  A  is a level-fc matrix. R  and C  are MDDs
1: if  (R  =  1) and ( C  =  I )  then
2: return A
3: end if
4: if  cache contains entry for (fc, A , R, C )  then
5: return cache entry result
o: end if
7: bjrovj «— 0
8: for each row t of A  do
9: if  Rxk=i ^  0  then
10: b.col <— 0
11: for each column j  of A  do
12: if  C X k- j  ^  0 then
13: if  Ar >  1 then
14: for each (artD ) 6  A [*\j] do
15: D ' <- Submatrix(A: — U 1 0 , R x k= i , C X k = j )
16: if  D ' #  0 then
17: B [6 .row. b.col\ <— B[b.row,b.col\ U {(x .D ')}
18: end if
19: end for
20: else ■ No downward pointers
21: B [6 _rou/. b.col] *— A [t.j]
22: end if
23: b.col b.col -F L
24: end if
25: end for
26: bjrow <— bjrow -F 1
27: end if
28: end for
29: B <-UniqueTablelnsert(B)
30: add [(k, A .i? rC )fB} to cache
31: return B
A lg o rith m  7.3: Computing a submatrix using matrix diagrams
original matrix diagram may produce multiple matrices in the matrix diagram representing 
a submatrix. This is due to differences between the shared nodes in the matrix diagram 
and the MDDs for row and column selection. For instance, in the example we see that the 
level-3 node of XTl has different downward pointers for r$ =  0 and r$ =  I;  thus dtffm-pnt
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rows are selected based on the value of As we expect, in the submatrix representation, 
downward pointers in the level-3 matrix are different for different rows.
When we select a submatrix, we must decide if  we should renumber the rows and 
columns. For instance, if  we originally have a 3 x 3 matrix and we remove column I .  we 
must decide if column 2 should remain column 2, or be renumbered as column 1. In  the 
example of Figure 7.9, the rows and columns have all been renumbered. When rows and 
columns are renumbered, the potential for “merging” increases. For instance, selecting 
rows {a, 6} and columns {a, 6 } of Is produces Io for any distinct pair (a, 6 ), if  the rows and 
columns are renumbered. However, when renumbering occurs, we must be able to convert 
from the original indexing to the renumbered indexing. For instance, in the 3 x 3  matrix, 
elements that were indexed by column 2 must now be indexed by column I  if  the columns 
are renumbered. This conversion is possible using the MDDs for the selected rows and 
columns. An example of this w ill be given later.
7.6.4 R epresenting R  w ith  m atrix diagrams
W ith the above operations, we can compute a matrix diagram representation for the tran­
sition rate matrix R . First, we build the Kronecker matrices W |. Then, we build a matrix 
diagram representation for R  based on Equation 7.4, using Algorithm  7.1 to do the Kro­
necker products and Algorithm 7.2 to do the sum s. F in a lly  we compute R  =  R[<S, 5] using 
Algorithm 7.3 to compute Submatrix(AT, R , S, S ) .
The final matrix diagram representation of R  for the running Petri net example (from 
Figure 4.5) is shown in Figure 7.10. In  the figure, the rows and colum ns were all renumbered 
after the submatrix operation. Since the state space for this model contains 486 states, the
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Figure 7.10: M atrix diagram for the structured model of Figure 4.5
transitiou rate m atrix R. represented by the m atrix diagram in Figure 4.5 is of size 486 x 486. 
The numbers to the left of the matrices are the ram offsets. These are analogous to the 
offsets used in decision diagrams: the actual index of a row is computed by summing the
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cow offsets. As with, decision diagram offsets, the m atrix diagram row offsets do not need 
to be explicitly stored at the last level.
As we did w ith the Kronecker representation, we can compute the rate of transition 
between (potential) states (1 ,1 ,2 .4) and (0.5 ,2,4). However, if  the rows and columns were 
renumbered when the submatrix was selected, we must convert the potential states into 
their actual equivalents. This can be viewed as the difference between the indexing of 
the potential matrix R  and the actual matrix R  represented by the m atrix diagram. The 
conversion is done by replacing each substate with its “reachable substate index”, which can 
be determined from Figure 7.5: substate 1 is in position I  of the substate array at level 4. 
substate 1 is in position 1 of the substate array at level 3, substate 2 is in position 2 of the 
substate array at level 2. and substate 4 is in position 2 of the substate array at level 1. 
Thus potential state (1,1,2.4) corresponds to actual state [1,1,2,2], and similarly we can 
determine that potential state (0 .5 ,2 ,4) corresponds to actual state [0,5,2.2]. Looking at 
the matrix diagram in Figure 7.10, we see that the transition from [1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ] to [0,5,2.2] 
is (2.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0), exactly the same as the Kronecker case. However, recall that the 
rate from (1 , l,x ,y ) to (0,5 ,x, y) is 2.0 according to the Kronecker expression, even for 
unreachable states ( l,l,x ,y )  and (0 ,5 ,r,y ). In  the matrix diagram, there are entries only 
for the reachable states.
7.6.5 M atrix  diagram colum n access
A critical requirement for numerical solution using Gauss-Seidel is efficient access to a 
given column of the transition rate matrix R . We can efficiently access a column of a 
matrix diagram if  the data structures used to store the matrices at each level allow for
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G e tC o lu m n (fc ,A ,(c fc ,... , c i ) )
•  A  is a levei-Ar m a trix
•  Cfc, - - .  »c i are column indices to  se lect a t  th is  level and below
l :  i f  k  =  1 th e n  •  B o tto m  level, re tu rn  the  column
2: re tu rn  A [* ,C iJ
3: e n d  i f
4: c o lu m n  <— 0 •  c o lu m n  is a sparse vector
5: fo r  each  non-em pty row r *  in co lum n c * o f  A  do  
6: fo r  each  element (x,D) 6  A f r * ,  c * ] do
7: d o w n  <— GetColumn(Ar — 1 ,D ,(cjfe_l t . . .  , c i ) )
8: down <— x  - down
9: s h if t  indices o f  d o w n  by the  o ffse t o f  row r *
10: column <- column -F down
II: end for
12: e n d  fo r
13: re tu rn  c o lu m n
A lgorithm  7.4: Obtaining a matrix diagram column
efficient access to the non-zero elements of a given column. Algorithm 7.4 shows how to 
recursively obtain a specific column of a matrix that is represented as a matrix diagram. If  
the specified matrix is at the bottom level (level 1 ) of the matrix diagram, we can simply 
return the selected column (line 2). Otherwise, for each element of the selected column  
of the Ievel-fc matrix, we follow the downward pointer and obtain the appropriate column  
of this IeveI-(A: — 1) matrix (line 7). The downward column is then scaled by the value of 
the current element (line 8 ) and shifted by the row offset of the current row (line 9). The 
scaling computes the product of Equation 7.7, and the shifting computes the row indices 
for the elements. The sum of these adjusted downward columns gives the selected column.
Continuing our running example, we can compute the column corresponding to actual 
state [0,5,2,21 as shown in Figure 7.12, where the “interesting” portion of the matrix 
diagram is shown in Figure 7.11. Matrices are indicated by their ordinal number, counting
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Level 1Level 4 Leve l 3 Leve l 2
it ■ i i
Ixol
m m
m
Figure 7.11: Interesting portion of the matrix diagram in Figure 7.10
from the top down: for instance, GetColumn(2. # 2 , . . . )  refers to the middle matrix at level 2. 
The column is computed by calling GetColumn(4, # 1 , [0,5,2.2]). We see that the column 
contains three entries: 2.1 at row 69. 1.7 at row 77, and 2.0 at row 107. These represent 
the transitions to potential state (0 ,5 ,2 ,4) from potential states (0 ,5 ,2 ,0), (0 ,5 ,4.4) and 
(1 ,1,2,4) via events Td\, T a i, and T s y n c h respectively.
I f  we were to compute the column corresponding to actual state [4 ,5 ,2 ,2J, we would find 
ourselves repeating much of the computation that we did for column [0 ,5 ,2 , 2 }; in particular, 
the calls to GetColumn(3,#I, [5,2,2}) and GetColumn(3,#2,[5,2.2]) from Figure 7.12 w ill 
again be generated. Since these intermediate results are the same as for our previous column 
access, we can avoid duplicate computation by using a cache of recent operations as we did 
for other MDD and matrix diagram algorithm s. The results of a GetCotumn computation 
can then be re-used within a single column access and over multiple column accesses.
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Level 4
GetColumn(4t #1, [Ot 5 ,2 ,2j)
=  GetColumn(3, #2 , [5,2,2]) q ° )  +  GetColum n(3,#l,[5,2,2l)
_  [value 2.1 1.7 2.01
~  L r°w 6 9  7 7  io7J
Level 3
GetColumn(3, #1, [5t 2, 2})
=  GetColumn(2,#l,t2,21) ^
[value 1 .0  row 26
GetColumn(3, #2, [5, 2,2])
=  GetCol„mn(2 ,#2,[2 ,2]) +  GetColumn(2.#3,[2 ,2 I) ( s^  £ > )
_  fvalue 2.1 1.7*|
“  [  row 69 77J
Level 2
GetCo(umn(2, #1, [2.2j)
=  GetColumn(l,#l,[21) g ° )
pvalue 1 .0
row 8
GetCoIumn(2, #2, [2.2]) =  0 
GetCoIumn(2, #3, [2, 2])
=  G«Colum n(l.#2,[2I) +  G «C olum r,{l,#I,[2 ))
_  (value 2.1 1.7l 
L row 6  14 J
GetColum n(l,#l,[2)) =  
GetCoIumn(l,#2,[2}) =
Level 1
value 1 .0  
row 2  
value 2 .1  
row 0
F ig u re  7.12: A trace of Algorithm. 7.4
O f course, we do not want to store columns in the cache forever; doing so would be 
equivalent to storing the entire matrix R  once we have accessed every column. Instead, we 
will implement our cache by saving only the most recently generated column for each, matrfv
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Thus, for each m atrix in  the matrix diagram, we require a single vector. Fortunately, these 
vectors are extremely sparse in practice (as can be seen in the example), and we only need 
to store their non-zero elements. Bounds for the sizes of these vectors can be computed a 
priori, by determining the maximum number of non-zero elements possible for each column 
in a bottom-up fashion. Then, we allocate a vector column of the appropriate size for each 
matrix before starting the numerical iterations, and use colum n whenever a GetCoiumn 
computation is performed on that matrix.
We clear the cache at level k by setting all the colum n vectors at level k  to a null 
value. This must be done whenever the specified column at level k  or below changes. For 
instance, if we just obtained column [0 ,5 ,2 . 2 ], and now we wish to obtain column [0 .4 ,2 . 2 ], 
we must clear the cache at levels 4 and 3. Thus, to maximize our possible cache hits, after 
visiting the reachable column for state [c k ,... ,ci{, we should visit the reachable column 
[c^-,... ,c t] for k as large as possible. This is equivalent to the state that
follows [eft-,. . .  ,c i] in lexicographic order when the string is read in reverse. To implement 
this second “upside-down” order, we generate a second, upside-down copy of the state space 
which is stored in  a decision diagram U. For any state (s /c ,... ,s i) belonging to S, state 
(s i,... ,Sfc) belongs to 11 and vice-versa.
Thus, given a reachable potential state (c/e,-. - ,c i) whose column we just computed, 
we compute the “next” column by performing the following steps.
1. Determine the potential state (c ^ ,... ,dK) whose actual index is one higher than 
(c i,. . . .  etc) according to 11.
2. Convert the potential state (dK, . . .  Tc^) into the actual state [a^-,... .a^] according
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to S.
3. Compute the index $  of ,<ijJ according to S.
4. Find the smallest k such that ark £  a*, where [ok, . . .  Ta il is the previous actual state. 
Clear the cache at levels K  through k.
5. Obtain column '5 by calling GetCotumn(.ftT, R, \a!K, . . . . a^]), where R  is the top matrix 
of the matrix diagram representation for R .
Recall that step 1 has a cost of 0(1) on average and 0 {K )  in the worst case. Step 2 
is required only if the rows and columns are renumbered when the submatrix is selected. 
However, step 3 is always required, and steps 2 and 3 can be performed simultaneously 
with a fixed cost of 0 (K ). Thus, in our case, renumbering the rows and columns does not 
introduce additional overheads, and can potentially reduce the size of the resulting data 
structure. The cost of clearing the cache has a cost of 0 (K )  to determine which levels to 
clear, plus the cost of visiting the matrices at levels K  through k. Usually, only the cache 
at level K  needs to be cleared (which has a cost of 0 (1 )), but in the worst case the cache at 
every level needs to be cleared, which requires visiting every matrix in the matrix diagram.
O f course, for numerical solution we must be able to multiply a row vector by a specific 
matrix column. In contrast to the Kronecker techniques, which essentially perform the 
multiplication while computing the matrix column, our technique requires the computation 
of a column as a separate step. Once the column has been obtained, we then perform 
the dot product of the row vector by the selected, column. Since the selected column c is 
represented using sparse storage, the dot product requires only 0 (q(c)) operations.
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7.7 Experim ental results
We test our techniques on the Kanban and FMS models described in Appendix B. The 
models were run on a 400Mhz Pentium -II workstation with 384Mb of main memory, under 
the Linux operating system. We compute the stationary probability vector using Gauss- 
Seidel or Jacobi, stopping when the relative error between subsequent solution vectors is 
less than 10~°. The u n ifo rm  probability vector is used for the initial solution vector.
Holding times are computed as needed, except for the explicit storage case, which uses 
a full vector to store them. In  the Kronecker case, we use the Kronecker expression in 
Equation 7.6 for the row sums to compute the holding times as described in [97]. For the 
matrix diagram technique, we use a second matrix diagram to represent the row sums, 
which is built from Equation 7.6. Alternatively, we could use a hill vector to store the 
holding times (as in the explicit storage case). This requires an additional vector of size 
[S|, but reduces the CPU time by 10% to 20% for the models we checked.
The sizes of the underlying CTMCs for various numbers of jobs in the Kanban and FMS 
systems are shown in Table 7.2, along with the amount of memory required to store the 
transition rate matrix R  using various techniques. Note that the memory requirements for 
the matrix diagram representation are greater than for the Kronecker representation, as 
expected. O f course, these requirements are only a small fraction of the memory required 
for the solution vector, which is the memory bottleneck since it requires one floating-point 
number per reachable state. To illustrate the memory savings of m atrix diagram and 
Kronecker representations with respect to explicit (sparse) matrix storage, those memory 
requirements are also listed in the table. The memory requirements for explicit matrix
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Model 
#  Jobs
#  states
\S[
#  arcs 
77(R)
Memory requir 
M atrix diagram
ed (bytes) to 
Kronecker
represent R  
Explicit
Kanban 1 
2
3
4
5
6  
7
160
4,600
58,400
454,475
2,546,432
11,261,376
41,644,800
616
28,120
446,400
3,979,850
24,460,016
115,708,992
450,455,040
2,119
4,169
7,599
13,518
21,667
32,702
46,678
1,382
2,246
3,746
6,096
9,486
14,106
20,388
4,448
205,608
3,145,688
35,474,688
216,051,672
1,015,762,944*
3,936,798,720*
FMS 1 
2
3
4
5
6
1 2 0
3,444
48.590
438.600
2,895,018
15,126,440
345
16,311
297,382
3,166,985
23,527,185
134,459,031
f These
4,082
14,369
45,775
128,444
302,327
643,715
values are pcojectio
4,955
9,216
19.346
41.757
8 8 ,2 1 0
170,152
ns, computed
2,773
125,506
2.173.100
28,844.768
211,377,712
1,196,683,768*
as 8 rj(R) -t-8 |«S|.
Table 7.2: CTM C sizes and memory requirements for Kanban and FMS
storage include the full vector of holding times. For the larger cases (i.e.. N  =  6  and N  =  7 
for Kanban, N  =  6  for FMS), the explicit storage requirements exceeded the available 
memory on our machine; in the table we show the amount of memory required for a sparse 
representation o f R  by columns and a vector of holding times. Specifically, we assume that 
explicit storage requires a four-byte integer and a four-byte, single-precision real for each 
non-zero element of R , a four-byte integer for each column of R , and a single-precision real 
for each diagonal element of R
The average iteration times for matrix diagram, Kronecker, and explicit techniques are 
shown in Table 7.3. The average iteration time is computed as the total tim e required by 
the iterative technique divided by the number of iterations. For the Kronecker case, we use 
the multi-level data structure for S  (with, the logarithmic  overhead) as described in [15] anri
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M atrix diagram Kronecker Explicit
Model Gauss-Seidel Gauss-Seidel Jacobi Gauss-Seidel
#  Jobs Iters sec/iter Iters sec/iter Iters sec/iter Iters sec/iter
Kanban 1 19 0.004 26 0.005 84 0 .0 0 2 26 0.0004
2 40 0.104 55 0.170 134 0.087 55 0.0169
3 67 1.389 1 0 1 2.660 240 1.299 97 0.2568
4 99 11.564 161 24.993 370 11.540 149 2.2182
5 139 68.621 265 158.565 527 71.474 214 13.3769
6 185 313.498 334 762.053 712 344.677 — —
7 238 1,207.440 445 3,078.340 — — — —
FMS 1 62 0.004 63 0.008 217 0.004 61 0.0003
2 132 0.103 137 0.280 506 0.135 126 0.0113
3 203 1.537 227 4.679 802 2.137 191 0.1936
4 273 14.431 311 53.342 1 ,1 0 0 21.745 256 1.9468
5 500 100.237 500 394.695 1,500 155.264 500 13.7506
Tab le 7.3: Iteration times for Kanban and FMS
[27]. and we use the best multiplication algorithms described in [15]. Note that the number 
of Gauss-Seidel iterations differs for each of the three techniques; this is because the states 
are visited in different orders by the three techniques, and Gauss-Seidel is sensitive to this 
ordering. In the explicit case, states are visited in the order in which they are discovered: 
in the Kronecker case, they are visited in lexicographical order where the substates are 
ordered in discovery order; and in the matrix diagram case, they are visited according to 
the “upside-down" lexicographical order.
As expected, the number of iterations required by Jacobi is much higher than for Gauss- 
Seidel, but (in the Kronecker case) the per-iteration cost for Jacobi is much less than for 
Gauss-Seidel. For the Kanban model, we use Jacobi w ith an under-relaxation parameter of 
c j  =  0.9. We see that the per-iteration cost of matrix diagrams using Gauss-Seidel is roughly 
equal to the per-iteration cost of Kronecker using Jacobi. Gauss-Seidel is the more desirable 
of the two iterative techniques, since the number of iterations can be much smaHpr than
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Average iteration time per state. Kanban model
80
Kronecker G1 — ■- 
Kronecker G2 — s- 
Kronecker J1 — *  
Kronecker J2 — o- 
Matrix Diagram — *■ 
Explicit — -
70
60
—■B- a —50
a -40
30
S ’ "
■x—20
10
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
# Jobs
Figure 7.13: Column multiplication times, Kanban model
Jacobi and since Jacobi requires an additional full-size, double-precision accumulator vector. 
The missing data in the table for Jacobi is due to these excessive memory requirements.
We can also use our new MDD structure with Kronecker techniques to eliminate the 
logarithmic overhead. A comparison of various techniques is shown in Figure 7.13 for the 
Kanban model, and in Figure 7.14 for the FMS model. In the plots, we compare the 
following.
Kronecker G l:  We use a Kronecker representation using the multi-level structure with  
logarithmic overhead, with Gauss-Seidel as our iterative technique.
Kronecker G 2 : We use a Kronecker representation using our new MDD-based structure 
without logarithmic overhead, w ith Gauss-Seidel as our iterative technique.
Kronecker J lr  We use a Kronecker representation using the multi-level structure w ith
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Figure 7.14: Column multiplication times, FMS model 
logarithmic overhead, with Jacobi as our iterative technique.
Kronecker J2: We use a Kronecker representation using our new MDD-based structure 
without logarithmic overhead, with Jacobi as our iterative technique.
M a trix  D iagram : We use a matrix diagram representation with Gauss-Seidel. There is 
no logarithmic overhead.
Explicit: The transition rate matrix is stored using explicit sparse storage by columns, 
and we use Gauss-Seidel as our iterative technique.
The plots compare the average iteration time per state, which is computed as the average 
iteration time divided by the number of reachable states. This quantity can be interpreted 
as the average amount of time required to compute the new value of one entry in the solution 
vector. We see that our new data structure for S  that eliminates the logarithmic overhead
Average iteration time per state, FMS mode!
“i--------------------- 1---------------------1------------------- 1------------------ -t-------------------- 1—
Kronecker G1 — ■—  __ ._—
Kronecker G2 — a —
Kronecker J1 — •—
Kronecker J2  — o—  e
Matrix Diagram — * —  ------ -----------------------
Explicit —  e ----------------
^ 0***---
  -— ----------- -— -o   _________ *
o---- — --------------------- -----
X------------------- x----------------- -*
■----------------------J-----------------------t L_: -  - ■ i —t_____________.
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causes significant improvements to the Kronecker techniques for large models, especially 
when Gauss-Seidel is used. For smaller models the new data structure can actually increase 
the overhead; this is because a state index is computed by summing the ofisets in the new 
data structure, but is explicitly stored in the multi-level data structure. Thus, for smaller 
models, the cost of summing the ofisets can be higher than the cost of the binary searches.
We also see that our matrix diagram technique greatly outperforms the Kronecker tech­
niques for Gauss-Seidel. This great difference is due to the reduction in the number of 
floating-point multiplications from using the cache. The matrix diagram technique using 
Gauss-Seidel requires about as much time per iteration as the Kronecker techniques using 
Jacobi in the Kanban model, and requires quite a bit less time in the FMS model.
7.8 C onclusion
Using a Kronecker expression, we can represent extremely large matrices in a compact form. 
However, the cost of this compact representation is a substantial CPU overhead introduced 
in numerical solution. This overhead is mainly caused by floating-point multiplications 
in the Kronecker expression and the need to convert potential indices to actual indices. 
The overheads are especially expensive for iterative solvers that require access to matrix 
columns, since the columns can contain “spurious3  entries and current state-of-the-art col­
umn multiplication algorithms have higher cost.
Previous techniques made use of data structures that require binary searches when 
converting potential indices into actual indices, thus introducing a logarithmic overhead. 
We present a data structure that does not require binary searches. By simply changing
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data structures for the storage of the state space, we can reduce the overhead due to the 
index conversion. For column multiplication algorithms, this reduction is substantial: up 
to 30% for the models we tested.
Column multiplication can be additionally improved by using our new data structure, 
matrix diagrams. The matrix diagram representation requires more memory than the Kro­
necker representation, but this amount of memory is an insignificant fraction of the memory 
required by the solution vector. Since the matrix diagram representation is exact, the prob­
lem of “spurious” column entries is eliminated. We show how a cache can be used to reduce 
the number of floating-point multiplications required when obtaining a matrix colum n, and 
how to visit columns such that the cache is used as often as possible.
Our results show a speedup factor of two or greater in the solution times with respect to 
the fastest algorithms previously proposed. Since this difference is due to the elimination of a  
logarithmic overhead factor and a reduction in the number of floating-point multiplications, 
these differences are going to become even more relevant as improvements in hardware allow 
us to tackle larger models.
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Chapter 8
A Stationary Approximation
Using data structures described in previous chapters, we can represent the state space 
S  and the transition rate matrix R  of the underlying CTMC extremely efficiently. The 
remaining memory bottleneck for an exact analysis of an extremely large CTM C is the 
stationary probability vector rr. For certain types of models, exact analysis is possible by 
studying portions of the model in isolation, and then combining these results to obtain 
the stationary measures of interest about the model. Excellent examples of this type of 
approach are product-form models [7, 92] and techniques using exact aggregation [102]. 
Unfortunately, these results are exact only for a  restricted class of models. Obtaining exact 
stationary probabilities for a general class of models, without explicitly storing the entire 
vector 7T. appears to be a very difficult problem.
In  this chapter we present a novel technique for approximating rr. Some techniques are 
available in which approximations are done at the m atrix level, where structural assumptions 
are made about the transition rate matrix R  which allow for computation of approxima­
tions or bounds for the stationary probability vector [34, 73]. A  somewhat more general 
(and popular) approach is to instead do the approximation at the model level, in which 
structural properties of the model are used to perform a decomposition. Each submodel of
191
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the decomposition is analyzed in isolation. Results from one submodel may be used when 
analyzing another submodel, if  there are interactions between the submodels. Fixed-point 
iterations are used to break cyclic dependencies among the submodels. Techniques of this 
type have been successfully adopted in [20, 30, 50, 51, 53, 93, 98, 100, 105, 107]. Proofs 
that the fixed-point iterations do indeed converge are usually difficult to obtain [64].
Our approximation technique [69] is unique, in the sense that exact knowledge of S 
and R  is used. Our technique uses structural properties of S  to determine classes of states 
of the underlying CTMC. We then perform a series of K  aggregations on these classes of 
states. Aggregation k is determined based on S, exact knowledge of R , the probabilities 
computed from the other aggregations, and a single simplifying assumption. We show that 
the assumption holds and thus the results are exact if  the model has a product-form solution; 
however, in the general case, the results are approximate.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.1 gives a brief overview of 
exact aggregation of a CTMC. Section 8 .2  describes our approximate aggregation technique: 
in particular, we show how the states are grouped into classes and how the rates between 
classes are computed. Section 8.3 presents our algorithm for performing the approximate 
aggregation. In  Section 8.4, we demonstrate that our aggregation is exact if  the model 
possesses a product-form solution. Section 8.5 gives some experimental results in which 
our approximation is compared with exact analysis for different types of models. Finally, 
Section 8 .6  presents concluding remarks.
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8.1 Exact aggregation
Given a CTMC with, state space S, transition rate matrix R , and stationary probability 
vector x , we can define an aggregated CTM C by partitioning S  into C  disjoint classes 
Cir. . .  rCc. The aggregated CTMC treats an entire class as a single state, and thus has 
state space { I.- - -  ,C }, and has transition rate matrix R„9sr given by
* W [ m I =  5 2  - 5 ]  R [i,j], (8.1)
tec, jec}
where x[i|C,] is the conditional probability that the original CTM C is in state i given that 
it is one of the states of C*:
x[i|C«I =  x[i] - ^ 5 2  ’'‘til j  <8-2)
Note that R aj9r[tT j]  represents the stationary rate at which the original CTM C goes from
a state in class C, to a state in class Cj, given that it is in a state in class Ct. I f  the original
CTM C is ergodic, so is the aggregated CTM C, and its stationary probability vector iraggr
satisfies x„9ffr =  Eiec,
An example showing an. aggregation of a simple CTMC is given in Figure 8 .1 . In the
example, the state space S  =  {(1010),(1001), (0101),(0110),(1100), (0011)} is partitioned
into classes Ct =  {(1 0 1 0 ), (1001)}, C2 =  {(0101),(0110)}, and C3 =  { (1 1 0 0 ), (0011)}. The 
* _
aggregated CTMC is shown on the right, where the transition rates are computed according 
to Equation 8 .1 . Clearly, both the original and aggregated CTMCs are ergodic, since every 
state can reach every other state. Note that the rate of transition between Ci and C2 is 
At -Pr{(1010)|Ct} +  At -Pr{(1001)[C t}, which reduces to simply At due to the law of total 
probability.
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BOlIIICKX
pioi10  Iff
OUff1001
Aggregated CTMCOriginal CTM C
Figure 8.1: A simple aggregation example
While exact aggregation allows us in principle to greatly reduce the size of the state space 
to be considered, its use is rarely practical, since the computation of the aggregate rates 
in Equation 8.1 can be correctly performed in general only if  the stationary probability 
vector 7r of the original CTM C is known. In practice, we often resort to approximate 
aggregation, where estimates of the conditional probabilities w[i|Ct] are used instead of the 
exact expression of Equation 8 .2 .
8.2 A pproxim ate aggregation using decision diagram s
Any aggregation technique must specify how to partition the state space S  and compute or 
approximate the conditional probabilities. Our technique uses complete knowledge of the 
underlying CTM C to perform approximate aggregation. We use decision diagrams to rep­
resent the state space S  and to define our partition, and we use a Kronecker representation 
for the transition rate matrix R . Thus, our technique works for Kronecker-product-foTm 
models.
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Level 3
Level 2
lei t Level I
Level 0
b lcld
ROMDD from Figure 6.5
Level 3
Level 2
m lei I Level I
Level 0
b lc ld
MDD with redundant nodes
Figure 8.2: Adding redundant nodes to an ROMDD
8.2.1 Our decision diagram  structure
For our aggregation technique, we use a special version of decision diagrams where downward 
pointers are allowed to go between adjacent levels only, and the root node representing the 
set S  must be a level-AT node. This means that we may have to introduce ‘"redundant'* 
nodes, in which all the downward pointers have the same non-null value. It  is important 
to note that decision diagrams of this type are still a canonical representation of integer 
functions. An example showing an MDD containing redundant nodes so that pointers are 
between adjacent levels only is shown in Figure 8.2.
The concept of reachable substate is fundamental to our discussion. We denote the set 
of all level-fc nodes in the MDD representing S  as £[fc], and we denote the 1th downward 
pointer of a node p as p[i|. Formally, if  a node p £ £[&} represents integer function / ,  then 
p[i] is the node representing Given an MDD node p 6  £[fejr we can recursively define
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oUhb|4|5|roo£
0 1 2 3•I0ltl2i3l
(a) Substates "above” p
one
(b) Substates “below” p
Figure 8.3: Example of sets .A(p) and B{p) 
the set B(p) o f substates encoded by (or the substates “below”) node p as
B(v]  _  f  U iesk{*} x  if  k  >  1
mi!} if  fc =  I
where 5(null) is the empty set by definition. Note that the reachability set S is encoded by 
the root node: S  =  B{root).
We say a substate a  =  (ijc ,. .  - , **) is reachable if  there is at least one state in S 
beginning w ith a  (i.e.r there exists a reachable state (:# -,--- . i i )  6  S). Such a substate 
uniquely identifies a Ievel-A: node in the decision diagram representing S:
node[a) =  ^ root if  |a| = 0
node(ifc,. - - if a  =  {%k , - . , *t)
We can then define the set A(p) of substates that lead to (or the substates “above”) node p 
as A(p) =  {a  : node (a) =  p} . In  particular, all the reachable states lead to the special 
node one (the terminal node 1 at level 0); thus we have A(one) =  S. Figure 8.3 presents 
an example o f sets A(p) and 3(p). In  Figure 8.3(a) we have A{jp) =  {12,22,30.31r 40,41}. 
and in  Figure 8.3(b) we have B[p) — {102, I I I ,  201}.
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8.2.2 A  partition  based on  decision diagram s
We wQl now apply aggregation based on a partition of S  that is guided by the decision 
diagram structure for S. We will build K  aggregated CTMCs, one for each level of the 
decision diagram. The state space M.k for the level-fc CTMC contains states of the form 
(p .ijt), where p is a level-fc node in the decision diagram for 5  and ik is a reachable local 
state for that node:
M k  =  {(Prtfc) : P e  £[&! A p[tfc] #  null}.
The set M k  induces the partition 5  =  U(p,it)£Mfe CGMfc)> where
Cfaik) =  A(p) X {ifc} x 5{p[tfcJ).
Intuitively class C(p. ik) contains the states with ik as the local state for submodel k whose 
path in the decision diagram from node root to node one includes node p. For example, 
using the decision diagrams in Figure 8.3, class C(p, 1) contains states {12102, 1 2 1 1 1 , 22102. 
2 2 1 1 1 , 30102, 30111, 31102, 31111, 40102, 40111, 41102, 41111} and C(p, 2) =  {12201, 
22201, 30201, 31201, 40201, 41201}.
For an exact aggregation, we derive the rate from (p, ik) to (?, jjt) in the Ievel-Ar CTMC
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due to event e by combining the Kronecker representation (Equation 7.3) and Equation 8.1:
=  £  7r[i[C(p,ifc)] - Y  R C[U ]
iec(p,ik) i€C(?jfe)
f t .  =  (*K»--* t^l)  ^i \
V  < n ': jk .J ' )  =  (jK-. -- : 3 \ ) = J  J
=  X > [ ( a , i fc,0)|C (p ,ifc)I-  £
q € ^ (p ) ,  /3e5(p[til) a’eA(.q), 0'€B(gfr'fcI)
=  £  P r  {a . f f c lp . if c }  Y  'W eK [ifCrj[c] "■  W | [ z fctjjfe] • 
q €-4(p ) a 'S^t(g)
Y  Pr{^|a,ifc} • £
0€B(p[ik\) 3'€B(qUk I)
=  Y ,  M « l P ^ }  * £  WK[ifCrjK]-W %fcjk \  -
a € -t(p )  a 'e ^ tf f )
Y  Pr {£!<*• ik} * R a te l^ iik -i)  - - • flafef ( it). (8.3)
5€S(p(ttI)
Note that we must be able to compute the quantities Pr {a lp .ijt} and Pr{/?|a.z'fc} if  we are 
to perform exact aggregation. I t  can be shown that if  the original CTMC is ergodic, then 
the level-fc CTM C is also ergodic. We denote the stationary probability vector of the level-A* 
CTMC as 1Tfc.
8.2.3 A  sim ple case o f exact aggregation
We will now discuss a special case where exact aggregation naturally arises. Consider a 
decision diagram that is actually a tree, because we forbid two arcs from pointing to the 
same node. Such a decision diagram may contain replicated nodes, and is equivalent to the 
multi-level structures presented in Chapter 5. Since the decision diagram is a  tree, there is 
exactly one path to each node p (i.e., [A(p)[ =  1). In  this case, we have
Pr{a{p,*fc} =  l  and P r{0 [a ,ifc}  =  Pr{jS[p,ife}
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and so we can rewrite Equation 8.3 for as
R W(P>*fc)r(?rJfc)l =  ‘ W *[*fcr JJfcl * bl-tb[*fcD
where A|{p, 5 ], defined as
X%[p,q\ =  ] k \ * • • W lrtf.fc rt.in .il,
expresses the contribution to the rate by capturing the rate of transition from node p to 
node q due to event e “from above”, and
bfb[*JfeD =  5 3  P r{0 b>**} ‘ Ratek -i{ ik -i)  ■ ■ ■ Rate\(ii)
3SS(p[«fei)
expresses the contribution “from below”. Defining the terminal cases A eK[root,root\ =  1 
and bo [one] =  I .  we can express A  and b  recursively: if  p = p ,[t*+ i] and q =
A !b»9l =  AU ib ':  </] * Wl+tfafc+irifc+t] (8-4)
blb l  =  5 3  Pr {u -b> ' Rate%{ik) - b f _ t[p[ifc]]. (8.5)
Note that each class in the partition at level 1 contains one state o f the original CTMC:
|.M il =  |<S|. Thus, at level 1 , the “aggregated” CTMC and the exact CTM C coincide, and
we have ir i =  it . The recursive computation of b can then use the correct conditional 
probabilities P r{i*|p } at every level. In  other words, every Ievel-Ar CTM C is an exact 
aggregation of the original CTMC. O f course, this is an illustrative case only, since there is 
no point in defining aggregated CTMCs once the exact CTMC has been solved.
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8.2.4 O ur approximation.
Armed w ith the intuition from, the previous section, we are now ready to consider the case 
where the decision diagram for S  is reduced, and multiple paths can reach node p (i.e.. 
!>l(p)[ >  1 ). We will now introduce the source of our approximation, and from that we will 
derive the expression for the (approximately) aggregated CTMCs. Our goal is to obtain 
stationary probability vectors for the aggregated CTMCs at each level, and then use these 
vectors to approximate the stationary probability vector for the original CTM C. To do so. 
we assume that
Vot €  >l(p), Pr {ifc|a} =  Pr { ifc|p }. (8 .6 )
or. equivalently,
V a .a ' e  A(p), Pr { ifc|a} =  Pr {ijfcja'} ,
which implies that node p captures all the information about the path a , from root to p. 
required to correctly compute the rate of an event e.
O f course, this is a strong assumption, and the quality of the approximation will ulti­
mately depend on how closely it holds. However, this assumption has excellent structural 
justification: the set of substates (ifc,/3) that can complete a given a  to form a reachable 
state (a .ik -0 )  € S is B(p), which is of course exactly the same for any a  6  A{p). Since 
zero probability is associated w ith unreachable states only, this implies that, given paths 
a, a ' 6  A{p)r we have Pr{ifc|a} =  0 »  Pr{tfc|a'} =  0- In  other words, Equation 8 .6  holds 
for tfc such that Pr {ifc[at} is zero. This is one of the strengths of our approximation al­
gorithm: we correctly assign zero probability to “spurious” states in S \  S, since we have
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an exact encoding of the state space S. W hat is not true in generalT of course, is that 
Pr {ijtja} =  P r ^ la /}  when they are not zero.
Using the assumption of Equation 8 .6 , the stationary probability of state (i/e ,.- - ,* i)  
of the original CTM C is then
Pr {I*:, - - . , t i}  =  Pr {t'rltjc,. .  - , i2} • Pr { Ik , - ~  r *2 }
K
=  P r{ il [p i} -P r { tK ',--- ,*2 } =  IJP r{**b ife }
k= 1
=  n « g s & M f <8-7)
£ £  Pr{pfc}
where p* =  node(i^ . . . .  .ik -i) . 7rjt[(Pfc^  tfc)] is the stationary probability of state CPt, ifc) in. 
the level-fc CTMC, and Pr {p*} is the probability associated with node pk, with Pr {p k }  =  
Pr {root} =  1 . Equation 8 .6  also allows us to rewrite Pr{a|p,zjt} as
Pr fnln f 1 Prfo-Prifc} Pr {p, ifcla} - Pr {a } _ P r{ ifc|a> -Pr{o»} _  P r{a }  
rk  P r {p,tjfc} Pr {tfclp} - P r {p} Pr {ifc|p} - Pr {p} Pr{p}
and similarly allows us to recursively eliminate the dependency of 0  on a  in Pr {/3|a, tjfc}. 
By letting 0 equal (tfc_t , . . .  , i t) =  (tfc_L,7 ), we have
Pr {/3[a,ifc} =  P r{ik_ i,y \a r ik} =  Pr |a ,ik} - Pr {7 )0 ,
=  P r{ifc-i|p,ijfc} - P r{7 |a,tfc,tfe_l }
=  P r{*t-i|p» i k } " ' P r{ti|p r<*,- *- r*2 }
=  Pr [ik -u  --- ,ii[P r **}
=  Pr(i31p,tfc}- (8.9)
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We can then substitute Equation 8 .8  and Equation 8.9 into Equation 8.3. giving
\aeA{p)  W  /
w |[t* , ibi -
2  Pr {0 (p, ifc} - R a te l^ iik -i)  - • - Rate%(it)
^es(p[ifci)
=  A|[p,g} • W |[ijtTJfcl • b^_l (p[ifcil (8.10)
where A  can be written as the recurrence
a i m  =  £  P r{* pr ;„ ; ‘^ l}  • E
(*AT.ifc+i)€^Up) U ffr -
= E  • E  AUiip',g1-W|.1tit. l;JWtl (8.11)
which can be proved by letting a  =  (t/c ,.-- .ifc+i) =  (T.ifcj-t) and p' =  node(7 ). and 
observing that
P r{a } _  Pr {ifc-j-il7 > - P r{7 > . P r{ifc^ i[pA} - Pr {7 } _  P r { /Tffe+ l} P r { j }  
P r{p} Pr {p} P r{p } Pr{p> P r{p '}'
Analogously, b can be written as the recurrence
bfcbl =  2^ P r { ifc, - - .  , i i |p } -5 a te |( i fc)---i?afef(ix )
.n)€B(p)
= E  (8.12)
The terminating conditions of the recursions are A^[root, root] — I  and bg[one{ =  1. as 
for the exact aggregation case. Note that Equation 8.11 and Equation 8.12 simplify to 
Equation 8.4 and Equation 8.5 if  the decision diagram is a tree.
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Thus, to perform our approximate aggregation in Equation 8.10 using Equation 8.11 
and Equation 8.12, we need to compute probabilities of the type P r{p } and Pr {p.ifc}, for 
each node p at each level k and each local state i*  such that p[i*] #  null. In  our algorithm, 
we use fixed-point iterations to compute each of the Ievel-fc probability vectors 7Tjt. Thus. 
Pr{p,t'fc} is simply Xfc[(p,ijt)], the entry of the (current guess of the) level-fc stationary 
probability vector for state (p,£fc)- To compute P r{p }, we use the expression
P r {p }=  X )  *fc)I
and perform the sum for each node p after computing the Ievel-Ar stationary probability 
vector. We could also use the expression
P r{p} =  £  P r{a }  
a €A(p)
but the former is preferable because it is a simple sum, while the latter requires us to 
recursively compute P r{a }. The number of paths a  6  A(p) can grow exponentially as 
we descend the decision diagram, but the recursive computation can make use of previous 
results using a cache, thus its cost is proportional to the number of nodes above p, not the 
number of paths leading to p. In  any event, it is comforting to know that, upon convergence 
of our Sxed-point iterations, the values obtained with either expression coincide.
8.2.5 A n  exam ple
We will now consider the aggregated CTMCs for the running ©cample from the previous 
chapter: the Petri net model of Figure 4.5. The decision diagram representing the reachable
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Level 4 node [I1 I2 I2 I1 I1 I2
Level 2 node I IT
Level 1 node 111 1 | l node 2
Figure 8.4: Decision diagram with node labels
states is shown in Figure 8.4. In the figure (which is equivalent to Figure 7.5). nodes are 
indexed by levels. The root node corresponds to node 1 at level 4. The nodes are depicted 
as arrays of indices to nodes at the next level. For clarity, the null pointers corresponding to 
unreachable states are drawn as blank space. States are represented as usual in the decision 
diagram. For instance, we see that state (0,0,0,0) is reachable, since root[0][0][0j[0] =  one 
(root[0] is node 1 at level 3, roof[0][0] is node 1 at level 2, roof[0][0][0] is node 1 at level 1), 
and we see that state (0,1,2,3) is not reachable, since roof[0][l][2} =  null.
The non-blank entries in the node arrays correspond to the states of the aggregated 
CTMCs. For instance, the level-1  CTM C has states M i  =  { (# 1 ,0 ), ( # 1 ,2 ), (#1 ,4 ), (# 2 ,1 ). 
(#2,3), (# 2 ,5 )}. The structure of the level-4 CTMC is shown in Figure 8.5. In  the figure, 
we depict the events that cause the transitions; the rates are computed using Equation 8.10. 
Note that the transitions correspond to those listed in Table 7.1; for instance, in the table 
we see that local state 2 goes to local state 1 via event Tc±r and in Figure 8.5 we have a 
transition from state (#1 ,2) to state ( # 1 , 1 ) via event Tc±. The figure shows the “inter­
esting" transitions only. That is, the events that do not afreet level 4 are omitted from the 
figure. For instance, there should be an arc from state (# 1 ,0 ) to itself due to event Tcz-
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Td4
#1. 4 ,
#1.2,
Figure 8.5: Level 4 CTM C
Td4
Tsynch4i’
Tsynch34j Tc#
Td4
(a) Figtrre 8.5 with states replaced by downward nodes
Figure 8 .6 : Computing A  matrices at level 3
In fact, there should be self-arcs for every state due to events that do not affect level 4.
Computation of the A  matrices is illustrated conceptually in Figure 8 .6 . The A  ma­
trices capture the transitions between, nodes. I f  there is a transition from state (pr ik) to 
(g.jfc) in the level-fc CTMC. then there is a transition between nodes p[tfc] and in the 
A  matrix for level fc — I .  In  Figure 8 .6 (a), we replace the states from. Figure 8.5 with their 
associated downward pointers according to Figure 8.4: ( # 1 , 0 ) becomes # I [ 0 J =  I r (# 1 . 
I)  becomes 2t (#1 , 2) becomes 2, ( # I t 3) becomes I ,  (# 1 , 4) becomes I T and ( # I r 5)
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Tb2 Tb2 Tb2
,#1. 0, #2. 0, #2. 4 ,Tsynch23
Tsynch4l Tb:
#1. 2, Tc3. Tc3y
Tb3 Tb3 Tb3Tb3 Tc3 Tc3#1.3. #2. 3,
Figure 8.7: Level 3 CTM C
becomes 2. Equivalent states are then merged, producing the transition diagram of Fig­
ure 8 .6 (b). This diagram illustrates the non-zero entries in the A  matrices: for instance, we 
see that A^'1!/nc/t'u [1.2] is non-zero. The exact value of A^59ncft4t [l,2 ] is computed using 
Equation 8.11.
The structure of the level-3 CTM C is shown in Figure 8.7. The state component of the 
transitions is determined according to Table 7.1, while the node component of the transitions 
is determined according to the A  matrix structure of Figure 8 .6 . For instance, according to 
Table 7.1, event Tsynch34 =  Td$ causes a transition from local state 0 to local state 4. and 
from local state 1 to local state 5. Looking at Figure 8 .6 , we see that event Tsynch34 causes 
a transition from node # 2  to node # 1 . Thus, in the level-3 CTMC, we have transitions 
from state (#2 ,0 ) to state (#1 ,4 ) and from state (#2 ,1 ) to state (# 1 ,5 ). Events that 
do not afreet level 4 w ill produce self-arcs in the corresponding A  matrix for level 3. For 
instance, event Tcz does not afreet level 4, so the transitions due to Tc$ in the level 3 CTM C  
will only change the local state component while the node component remains unchanged.
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TsynctUTTsynch4t Tsynch 12
Ta2. #2. 0,#3. 4, #2. 4,’synch23 a2
//Tsynch# I
Tsvnch23
'  < p -
Tsynch23 J  V
Tb2 Tb2 Tb2Tb2
Ta2•« .5 #2 . 1 #2- 5,
Tsyncht:
Figure 8 .8 : Level 2 CTMC
producing transitions such as from state (#1 ,2 ) to state (#1 ,1 ). The opposite effect (i.e., 
only the node component changes) can also occur: since event Tsynchu affects level 4 
but not level 3. the event causes a node change but not a local state change, producing 
transitions such as from state (#1 ,2 ) to state (# 2 ,2 ). We can also have •‘transitions” 
which do not change state at all, such as those due to event Tbi. These are ignored when 
producing the level 3 CTM C, since they would generate self-arcs, but can be important 
for structure or rate information. In  this particular case, the self-arcs due to event Tb% 
capture rate-dependency information, since the rate of T 62 depends on the local state of 
submodel 3, as can be seen from matrix W j6* in Figure 7.4.
The structure of the level 2 and level 1 CTMCs can be determined in a sim ilar fashion. 
For completeness, these are shown in Figure 8 .8  and Figure 8.9.
8.2 .6  E xp loitin g  even t loca lity
In  the example of the previous section, we saw that we could ignore the ‘‘uninteresting’ 
events. Specifically, if  we are building the Ievel-fc CTMC, we can handle the events that do
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Tdl
TsynchI2
Tsyncfm
Tsynch4i
Tsynch12
Tdl
Figure 8.9: Level 1 CTMC
not affect level k in a special, more simplified way. In  this section, we will fo rm alize these 
simplifications.
Considering that both the enabling and the effect of an event e are restricted to the 
levels between First(e) and Last(e). we can further simplify the recurrence expressions of 
Equation 8.11 and Equation 8.12. For k > First(e), event e has not affected any submodel 
yet. and W | is the identity m atrix. This gives us
This means that e can be ignored for k > First (e), and e changes only the local state 
component of the state (p,tfc) at level k =  First(e). but not the node component:
Analogously, since W | is also an identity for k  <  Last(e)r which, implies that ffo fe|(ifc) is
Eae>t(p) =  1 =
0  otherwise
Vfc >  Firsf(e), A|[p,gJ
R M fe[(Pr*fc)r(PrJjfc)I =  W |[lfc ,y fc] - b |_ t [p[ifc]] (8.13)
and
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one for any t* £  <Sjt, we have
Vfc <  Last(e), b|[p] =  ^  P r{£ |p } =  1.
3 e B {p )
This means that for k <  Last(e) we have
R f v t J ( P r  i f c )  t  ( ? » J f c ) ]  =  - A - I l P t  ‘  w | [ U r i j t ] -
When & <  Last(e). W | is the identity matrix; this gives us
R >tfc[(PT*fc)r(?rtJfc)] =  A f[pr?I (8.14)
and
R fvtJ(lM fc)?O bJ/fc)I =  0 fo r  t fc #  j'fc.
Thus when fc <  Last(e), event e can change the node component but not the local state 
component.
Note that if  e is a local event for level k. we have Last(e) =  k =  First(e)r and we obtain 
that the only transitions caused by e are
=  W fctW fcl- (8-15)
As these rates are exact (since they do not involve the stationary probabilities), a simple 
rule of thumb in the hope of achieving a good approximate aggregation is to partition the
model in such a way that minimizes the number of synchronizing events. O f course, this
is just a heuristic: we will see that, for models exhibiting a product-form solution, our 
algorithm computes exact results even if  every event is synchronizing.
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We now summarize, giving an intuitive explanation for the effect of locality on the 
transition rates in R ^ -  Consider first the effect of a local event for level k. Since e is 
independent of all other levels, we know that
Nexte{{a ,ik,l3)) =  a  x  Next%{ik) x &
and the rate of e is W|[*jfcTjjfc] for each j k 6  Next%(ik). Thus, for each state in C(p,ik)r 
we know that event e is enabled, and leads to states in C{p.jk) for j k E Next\{ik). In  the 
level-fc CTMC, this is reflected by transitions from state (p. ik) to state {p,jk) with rate 
W |[ifc, jfc], according to Equation 8.15. It  is also possible for e to affect CTMCs at lower 
levels. For instance, in the level-(A: — 1 ) CTM C, event e causes a transition from (p[*fc]r 
to {p{jk\t ifc—1)» The total rate of this transition is given by A|[p[ijfc],p[jjfc]], which is the 
average transition rate from states in C(p,ik) to states in C{p,jk) due to event e. This local 
event e will continue to affect lower levels until all the arcs corresponding to the event are 
self-arcs. In particular, if  p[ifcj =  p[jk\, then the corresponding arcs at the next level w ill all 
be self-arcs, and e w ill not affect any other levels.
For a synchronizing event e, there are four distinct cases.
•  k >  First(e). In  this trivial case, e does not affect level kr nor does it affect any levels 
above it. Any transition due to e results in a self-arc in the Ievel-fc CTM C, so we can 
simply ignore the effects of e at this level.
•  k  =  First (e). We know that Nexte((a riktfi)) =  a x  Next%(ik) x 0 ' for some $r. As the 
a  portion of the state does not change, the corresponding transition due to e in the 
level-Ar C TM C  will be from state (p,ik) to state (prj k) for j k E Next%(ik). Unlike a
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local event, though, e might be enabled in all, some, or none of the states in C(p,ijt). 
Thanks to our exact encoding of the state space S, we can detect when e is not enabled 
in any state in C(p, ik); if  this is the case, we do not put the corresponding arc in the 
Ievel-fc CTMC. Otherwise, if  e is enabled in some or all of the states in C(p,ik), we 
place arcs between state (p,ik) and all the states (p,jk) for jk  €  Next%(ik) such that 
(Pr Jit) £ -Mk- The rate of each arc is given by Equation 8.13: the product of the 
contribution at level k and the contribution “from below”.
•  First(e) >  k >  Last(e). We have Next‘ ((a,ik,P )) =  a' x Next%(ik) x 0 ' for some 
a1,0': this is the most general case. I f  e is enabled in at least one state in C(p, ik), the 
level-fc CTMC has arcs from state (p.ik) to states (q.jk) for jk  6  Next\(ik) such that 
(q,jk) € -Mifc» where p =  node(a) and q =  node (a'). The rate of each arc is given by 
Equation 8.10: the product of the contribution “from above”, from level k, and “from  
below”. I f  k =  Last(e), then we know that b |_ L[p[ifc]] is one, since the W  matrices 
are all identities at the levels below.
•  k >  Last(e). This is similar to the case when an event local to level k affects levels 
below level k. In  this case, we know that Nexte((a ,ik ,0 )) =  a ' x  x 0  for some 
a. Since node q =  node(ar) might be different from node p, event e may still cause 
a change of state in the Ievel-fc CTM C. If  g ^  p, the Ievel-fc CTMC contains arcs 
from state (p,ifc) to state (g,ijt) for all (q,ik) 6  M k- The rates of these arcs are given 
by Equation 8.14, which is simply the contribution “from above”, since there is no 
contribution at this level or at levels below.
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Com puteAs(Ar)
1 i f  k — K  th e n  •  There is on ly  th e  ro o t node
2. fo r  each e G £  do
3
4 e nd  fo r
5 re tu rn
5 e n d  i f
7 fo r  each e G S do
8 A | 0 •  Clear th e  o ld A  m atrices
9 end  fo r
10 fo r  each p  G £[Ar +  1] d o  •  Nodes p  in  level k  -r 1
11 fo r  each ik+i such th a t p[ifc+ i l  # n u ll do
12 adjust 7r fc+ l[ ( p , ijt+ t ) l/ P r { p [ i fc+ II }
13 fo r  each e G £  do
14 fo r  each j k+l G Next%+ l{ik+t) do
15 fo r  each  q G C[k +  1] such th a t A |+ l[p.q] #  0 do
16 i f  g[/jfc-t-il 7^  th e n
17 rate A |+ l[p,qj - W |+ I [ i fc, j fc]
18 A|bNr9t7ife]] A lb[^Ir?[7JtII +  rate - adjust
19 end i f
20 end fo r
21 end  fo r
22 end  fo r
23 end fo r
24 e n d  fo r
A lgorithm  8.1: Computing the A  matrices
8.3 Algorithmic details
We wish to compute the stationary probability vectors for each of the level-fc CTMCs. To 
compute the rates of the Ievel-fc CTM C. we must compute the A  matrices for level Jfc. which 
can be done using Algorithm 8.1. We must also compute the b vectors for level k  — 1. 
which can be done using Algorithm 8.2. However, the A  matrices and b vectors require 
the stationary probability vectors for the CTMCs at other levels. Thus, in general, the 
stationary probability vector 7Tjt w ill depend on vectors tt/c ,... , , 7r j t , 7rt . To
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Com puteBs(Ar)
l fo r  e ach  p €  £ [£ ] do
2. fo r  e ach  e £ £  do
3 b|[pl <—0 •  C lear th e  b vecto r fo r node p
4 e n d  fo r
5 fo r  e ach  i*  such th a t p[ifc] ^  n u ll do
6 ad just < - 7rfc+I[(p,ifc+t ) I/ P r {p}
7 fo r  each  e 6  £  such th a t Next%(ik) #  0 do
8 i f  k  >  1 th e n
9 down <r- b£_t[p[ifc]]
10 e lse
11 down «— 1 •  Term inal case
12 e n d  i f
13 b|[p] b|[p] +  adjust • down - i2afe|[ijt]
14 e nd  fo r
15 e n d  fo r
16 e nd  fo r
* A lgorithm  8 .2 : Computing the B matrices
compute these vectors, we use the fixed-point computation of Algorithm 8.3.
8.3.1 T he fixed-poin t com putation
The overall fixed-point iteration is carried out by procedure Solve. At each iteration. 
Solve calls SotveLevel(Ar) for each level k  after having updated A and b. To compute 
SolveLevel(fc) first computes the rates of the level-Ar CTMC using Equation 8.10 by calling 
ComputeMC(fc) (not shown). Then, an iterative technique is used (we use Gauss-Seidel with 
under-relaxation) to compute the stationary probability vector it*  of the level-A: CTMC. 
given the current value of its transition rate matrix R,vtfc. For efficiency, we use the final 
iterate tt*. of the previous fixed-point iteration as the next initial guess in the Gauss-Seidel 
solution in the next fixed-point iteration. By doing so, the number of Gauss-Seidel itera­
tions required to solve the Ievel-fc CTMC tends to decrease from one fixed-point iteration
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SoIveLevel(fc)
I :  ComputeMC(fc)
2: compute the probability vector solution of tt* - Q * =  0  
3: compute the probability P r{p} of each node p E £[fc]
So!ve()
1: set up the structures to store A  and b
2 initialize local stationary probabilities to some guess
3 w h ile  not converged d o
4 fo r  k * -  1 to K  do
5 ComputeBs(Ar)
6 e n d  fo r
7 fo r  k <— K  down to 1 do
8 ComputeAs(fc)
9 SolveLevel(fc)
10 e n d  fo r
11 e n d  w h ile
A lgorithm  8.3: Our fixed-point iteration
to the next. Indeed, we stop the fixed-point iterations when all K  C TM C  solutions require 
just one Gauss-Seidel iteration, as this implies that the transition rate matrix R,vtfc has not 
changed enough to require a change (above a given relative precision e) in the stationary 
solution Xjfc.
Multiple fixed-point iterations are required only when there is a cyclic dependency 
among the synchronizing events. This occurs when a local state ik for submodel k  af­
fects a rate in R ,u tr and a local state zj for submodel I  affects a rate in R.vtfc, for k  ^  1. 
I f  the dependency is only one-way and the submodels are ordered accordingly, then our 
algorithm w ill not require multiple iterations. Instead, the second time it computes the 
vectors zr*. they will not change (beyond the relative precision e), since no transition rate 
matrix R^vt* changes after the first update.
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8.3.2 D ata  structures
For a given level k, we must conceptually represent \£\ matrices A | €  one for
each event e. As these matrices are typically quite sparse, in practice we use a single matrix 
per level in which only the non-zero elements are stored, with an associated event index. 
Hence, an entry is a list of pairs (real-value, event-index). For instance, the A  matrix 
would be equivalent to the diagram in Figure 8 .6  w ith real values associated with each arc 
in addition to the event. Since only the rate information changes during the fixed-point 
iterations, we can build the sparse structure of these matrices once during initialization, 
and simply adjust the real-valued component during the iterations. As discussed earlier, we 
do not need to store A.% for k >  First(e), since these matrices are identities.
We must also compute and store the value of b for each (event, node) pair. Our im­
plementation uses a vector of size £synch per node where Ssynch is the set of synchronizing 
events, since the b values are always 1 for local events. We could also use a vector of size 
|{e € £  : First{e) >  k >  Lasf(e)}| for each node at level k, provided we maintain appro­
priate indexing information. This is because we do not need to store values for b for event 
e at level k when k <  Last(e)t since those values are always 1 , nor do we need to store 
values when k >  First(e), since e w ill not cause a state change in this case. O f course, for 
each level-fc CTM C, we must also store its stationary probability vector it*  €  and
a vector of size |£ t| containing P r{p } for each node p at that level.
8.3.3 C om puting m easures
Once our fixed-point computation has converged, we can approximate the measures of 
interest for our model. The straightforward way to compute a measure is to stun the
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product of a state’s probability and that state’s reward over all the reachable states. That 
is, we must compute
M  — x[i] - Reward (i) (8.16)
vies
where M  is our measure of interest. However, p e rfo rm in g  the sum in Equation 8.16 has a 
computational cost of 0(|<S|), which can be extremely large.
We now show how to efficiently compute our measure of interest, assuming the reward 
function can also be expressed in a product form:
K
Reward((ifc,„. .x'r)) =  Y [ Rewardk{ik). (8.17)
fc=t
By substituting Equation 8.7 and Equation 8.17 into Equation 8.16, we obtain
M  =  7r[i] - Reward (i)
vies
- E n !rfefri n « ( i‘)vres t=i fc=i
K
S -' T T  Kk[{Pk,ik)\' Rewardkiik)
-  2 . II PrTpjfe} * (8'18)
V i€ S k = l
We can compute Equation 8.18 recursively by computing the measure for each node p:
M (P ) = p4~r * 2  *k[(Pk,ik)\ - Rewardk(ik) * M {p[ik\)
l#null
where M  — M(root) and the recursion terminates with M(one) — 1. Thus the computa­
tional requirement for computing measures that can be expressed in a product form depends 
on the number of nodes in the M DD representing S, instead of the number of states.
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8.4 Product-form  models
We now show that our approximation algorithm performs an exact aggregation, and thus 
produces exact results, if  the model under study possesses a product-form solution. For 
simplicity, we lim it our proof1 to the case of a single-class, product-form. closed queueing 
network with K  queues and N  customers. Since our only assumption is that of Equation 8 .6 . 
all we have to show is that the assumption holds for the case of our product-form queueing 
network.
A reachable state of our queueing network is one in which the sum of the customers at 
all K  queues is exactly Nt
I f  we use a partition where each queue is its own submodel, then the M DD representation for 
S  w ill contain a single node at level K  and N - r l  nodes at all other levels, where node n -b I  
at level k means that there are n customers at levels K  through k -{-1. Figure 8.10 shows 
an example with 4 queues and 4 customers. In  the figure, the left-most nodes correspond 
to the case where no customers have yet been placed, and the right-most nodes correspond 
to the case where a ll customers have been placed. Thus, for any path a  =  (iV ,--. 
leading to node n at level k, we have ifc -i b ifc+i =  n.
Since our model has a product-form solution, there exist K  functions / *  and a constant
lA preliminary version of this proof originally appeared in [69[, and I  am greatly indebted to Professor 
Susanna Donatelli of the Uhiversita di Torino, Italy for her help in preparing it.
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G such that [7]
Vi E <S, 7r[i} =  A (^ )
&
We can. then rewrite Pr {ifcja} as
Pr {*>>--- rife}
Pr {**!*«■ t - - - rtfc+i} = Pr rt'it-rl}
G f-ti=iV
E
tfc «»k+—i-ii=iv
fl<{:ifc)'"fk+l{ik-rl) 'S T ' r  1 f  r -  x
------------- p -------------  2 ^  / * ( * * ) * " / l ( * l )
 r tt= .v
 q   E  /*(**)-"/i(n)
t it ,. ..   h i i= iV
E  /*(*)—/i(*t)
=  — ------------     (8.19)
E  A(ifc)--/t(n)
 -u = ;V
where n =  ifc -i h ifc+ i- Since Equation 8.19 does not directly depend on a . we have
iK -1 f- tfc+i =  i'ic -I F 4 + l = »  Pr {ifcli/c, - - . **+ 1 } =  Pr {ijtli/c, - - - , i'k+i} •
In  other words, for any paths a  and ar leading to node n 4 -1  at level A:. we have P r {*fc|a} =  
Pr {ifcla'}. From this, we am  show that Pr {ifc|a} =  Pr {ifc|uode(a)}r which is the assump­
tion of Equation 8 .6 .
It  is important to note that the above result is intended as a validation of our technique. 
We are not suggesting that the iterative solution o f K  CTMCs is necessarily a good way to 
analyze a product-form model.
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Figure 8 -1 0 : MDD for a product-form network with 4 queues and 4 customers
8.5 Experim ental results
In  this section, we evaluate the proposed approximation technique on a set of experiments. 
Two small examples are considered initially to observe the effect of synchronization: a fork 
and join model and a juggling server model. We then investigate the Kanban and FMS 
models described in Appendix B. All experiments were performed on a 400Mhz Pentium-II 
workstation with 384Mb of main memory, under the Linux operating system, and without 
the use of virtual memory. Our approximation uses Gauss-Seidel with a relaxation parame­
ter of a/ =  0.95 to compute the stationary probability vectors for each level, stopping when 
the relative error between subsequent solution vectors is less than 10-6 . When compari­
son is possible, we use exact results obtained using solution algorithm s described in earlier 
chapters. In  each case, we report the relative error in aggregated measures.
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F igure  8.11: A Fork-join model 
8.5.1 F o rk  an d  jo in  m odel
Figure 8.11 depicts a Petri net where jobs undergo a certain sequence of activities (tran­
sitions t i . t i  and t%). followed by a parallel execution (transitions Ua and to&) and a join 
(transition tj) . A ll transitions have exponentially-distributed delays as indicated in the 
figure, except for transition tj, which is immediate.
The parameters of the model are the number of jobs lY in the system and the rate A 
of transition In  the experiments, we vary the values of both parameters, and assume 
the model is partitioned into five components as shown. We compute the expected number 
of tokens in each place and the throughput of each transition. The size of the state space 
obviously increases with the number of circulating jobs: Table 8.1 lists the total number of 
states in the complete model (column “(«S|”) and the sizes of the Markov rhatns used by 
the approximation for each level k  (column For the largest case. iY =  40. there is
about one order of magnitude between the size of the whole system and that of the largest 
Markov chain solved by our approximation. Much larger savings are realized for larger 
values of iY.
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N !Si \Ms\ |M 4| 1 m 3\ \m 2\ \M i\
1 0 1,716 1 1 6 6 6 6 506 1 2 1
2 0 19,481 2 1 231 231 3,311 411
30 87,296 31 496 496 10,416 961
40 259,161. 41 861 861 23,821 1,681
Table 8.1: CTM C sizes for the fork-join model
fixed-point Gauss-Seidel iterations (a/ =  0.95)
iteration # level 5 level 4 level 3 level 2 level 1
1 1 1 0 293 526 3,082 1.965
2 90 161 230 1 1
3 62 8 6 1 1 1
4 2 0 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
Table 8.2: Iterations for the fork-join model. AT =  40. A =  1
Another interesting measure of complexity is the number of iterations required by the 
fixed-point algorithm. In each case, only five fixed-point iterations are required. Table 8.2 
reports the number of Gauss-Seidel iterations required for the solution of each Ievel-fc 
CTMC. In  this model, the solution for levels 1 and 2 converges very quickly, as indicated 
by a single Gauss-Seidel iteration after the first step.
In all our experiments for this model, the highest relative error occurs in the aggregated 
measure of the expected number of tokens in place ptc. Figure 8.12 shows the relative error 
for fixed values of A against the number of jobs iV, and Figure 8.13 shows the relative error 
for fixed values of N  against the rate A. For this model, the approximation is quite accurate: 
usually within 0.01%. The maximum observed throughput error for transitions was only 
0.02%.
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Figure 8.12: Error for the fork-join model against N
8.5.2  Load-dependent service m o d el
Figure 8.14 depicts a Petri net where two stations share S  servers. Jobs in the system 
progress cyclically through four activities (transitions £4 ,£3 ,£2 , and £x), and S servers move 
between transitions £2 and £x, through transitions t’21 and 1x2 - A ll delays are exponentially 
distributed with rates as shown. Note that activity £3 has infinite servers with rate 1 . 
activity £2 has # 5 2  servers (i.e.t the number of servers is given by the number of tokens in 
place 2^ ), and activity £1 has servers. Transitions *21 and t'xo control the movement of 
the servers. This is done by disabling transition 121 whenever #p 2 >  # p i, and disabling 
transition in  whenever # p i >  #p2 -
The parameters of the model are the number of jobs N  in the system, the number of 
servers Sr and the rate A of servers for activity £t- We compute the expected number of
Fork-Join Model. Average #Tokens in p tc
T------------ 1-------------1------------ 1------------ 1—
X '
jr  x '
\ f / i
\ jk •
*  *
A= 1/4 —1— 
h=A
>____________ L.
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Figure 8.13: Error for the fork-join model against A
Ratee
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Level 1
Figure 8.14: A. load-dependent service model
tokens in each, place and the throughput of each transition. The model is partitioned into 
three components as shown in Figure 8.14. The size of the state space increases with the 
number of circulating jobs and the number of servers. Table 8.3 lists the total number of
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N 5 P I \M 3\ \m 2\ [M t \
1 0 1 572 11 6 6 132
2 0 1 3,542 2 1 231 462
30 1 10,912 31 496 992
40 I 24,682 41 861 1,722
1 0 2 858 11 6 6 198
2 0 2 5.313 2 1 231 693
30 2 16,368 31 496 1,488
40 2 37,023 41 861 2,583
10 3 1,144 11 6 6 264
2 0 3 7.084 21 231 924
30 3 21,824 31 496 1,984
40 3 49,364 41 861 3,444
Table 8.3: CTM C sizes for the load-dependent service model
5-pt Gauss-Seidel iterations {ui =  0.95)
iter 1 server 2  servers 3 servers
-LLTT level 3 level 2 level 1 level 3 level 2 level 1 level 3 level 2 level 1
1 199 446 593 637 1.651 1,076 694 1.064 462
2 329 564 2 667 1,217 5 230 385 1
3 261 1 1 364 2 1 134 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
Table 8.4: Iterations for the load-dependent service model. N  =  40. A =  1
states in the complete model (column “151”) and the sizes of the Markov chains used by 
the approximation for each level k  (column “[.Mfcl”). In  all the experiments performed,, the 
approximation converges in four iterations, with a pattern very similar to the fork and join 
model. Table 8.4 reports the number of Gauss-Seidel iterations required for the solution of 
each ievel-fc CTMC, for the case o f N  =  40.
In  all our experiments for this model, the highest relative error occurs in the aggregated 
measure of the average number of tokens in place p*. Figure 8.15 shows the relative error 
for this measure against the number of jobs N , for different values of S and A. As seen in
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Figure 8.15: Error for the load-dependent service model against N
the plots, the highest errors occur for the case of S =  1; as S  increases, the approximation 
becomes more accurate. Figure 8.16 shows the relative error for the same measure against 
the rate A, for different values of N  and S. As we can see, the highest error occurs when
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Figure 8.16: Error for the load-dependent service model against A
the service rate is high and the number of servers is small. In  general, we have observed 
that our approximation tends to have a high error due to synchronizing events whose rates 
can change significantly; this tends to occur when a synchronizing event has a relatively 
high, state-dependent rate. The maximum observed throughput error for transitions was 
2.3% for this model.
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Figure 8.17: Relative error for the Kanban model
8 .5 .3  K an b an  m odel
We apply our approximation to the Kanban model, using both a four-component decom­
position and a three-component decomposition. We compute the relative error for the 
measurements of the average number of tokens in each place. The relative error for this 
model is shown in Figure 8 .1 7 . Exact solution (and thus relative error calculation) is possible 
only for N  up to 7 . Figure 8 .1 7  shows the maximum and m in im u m  o f these relative errors 
for both the four-level and three-level decompositions. The relative error of the computed 
transition throughputs is quite small for this model (always less than 1 .5 % ). and thus is 
not shown. As the plot indicates^ the relative errors tend to decrease as the number of jobs 
N  increases. For this particular model, the three-level decomposition gives more accurate 
results than the four-level decomposition.
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3-IeveI approx. 4-Ievel approx.
#  states CTMC sizes CPU time CTM C sizes CPU time
N l«S| \Adz^\ (seconds) (seconds)
6 1.13 x  107 84 1,596 8.5 84 1.4
12 5.52 x  109 455 26,663 264.9 455 15.4
18 2.82 x  1 0 11 1.330 159.334 2 .2 2 1 .8 1.330 65.0
24 5.07 x  1012 2,925 592,605 10,887.2 2,925 191.9
30 4.99 x  1013 — — — 5,456 462.5
42 1 .6 6  x  1 0 15 — — — 14,190 1,865.8
54 2.36 x  1016 — — — 29,260 5,533.2
66 1.99 x  1017 — — — 52,394 13,424.5
Table 8.5: CTMC sizes for the Kanban, model
Table 8.5 shows the number of states in the exact CTM C, the sizes of each of the 
Ievel-fc CTMCs. and the total CPU time required by our approximation (including the 
CPU time required to generate S) for both the three-level and four-level decompositions. 
The size of the CTMC for the combined submodels 2 and 3 (I.M 2 .3 I) makes the three- 
level decomposition more expensive in terms of both memory and CPU requirements. The 
four-level decomposition can be used to analyze much larger systems. The number of Gauss- 
Seidei iterations at each of the required fixed-point iterations of our algorithm is shown in 
Table 8 .6  for the case N  =  6 6 . Note that the number of Gauss-Seidel iterations drops 
significantly after the first few iterations of our algorithm.
8.5.4 F lex ib le  m anufacturing system  (FM S) m odel
We analyze the FMS model using both a 20-component decomposition and a 5-component 
decomposition- We compute the throughput of transitions £P1, fP2, fP12, and fP3, and the 
‘‘productivity” measure of the model (see Appendix B). The relative error is the same for 
both decompositions. Exact solution is possible only for N  up to 6 . We show the relative
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fbced-point Gauss-Seidel iterations {cj =  0.95)
iteration # level 4 level 3 level 2 level L
1 1.965 2,919 2,602 2,277
2 1,169 1,649 1,371 1,143
3 700 854 491 2
4 1 223 1 0 0 13
5 x. 25 13 87
6 1 7 5 2
7 1 3 2 1
8 1 1 1 1
Table 8 .6 : Iterations for the Kanban model. JV =  6 6
FMS throughput error
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Figure 8.18: Relative error for the FMS model
error for the throughput of transitions tP l  and tP3 and for the productivity in Figure 8.18. 
The relative errors for the throughput of transitions tP2 and tP12  are simitar to the error 
for tP l,  and thus are not included in the plot.
Table 8.7 shows the number of states in the exact CTM Cr the sizes of the smallest and
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5-Ievel approx. 2 0 -level a]jprox.
#  states CTMC sizes CPU time CTMC sizes CPU time
N \s\ min max (seconds) min max (seconds)
5 2.90 x  106 16 2,268 2 0 .0 6 406 24.0
1 0 2.50 x 109 31 55,055 852.2 11 3,861 411.7
15 2.17 x 1011 46 434,112 11,660.6 16 16,116 1,960.7
2 1 1.07 x  IO13 — — — 2 2 55,154 9,848.2
27 2.16 x  1 0 14 — — — 28 141,085 18,792.2
33 2.48 x  1015 — — — 34 301,665 35,273.8
Table 8.7: CTMC sizes for the FMS model
fixed-point Gauss-Seidel iterations
iteration # min iters avg iters max iters
1 60 1,531 1 0 ,0 0 0
2 36 292 836
10 31 146 275
2 0 25 227 1,549
30 1 56 128
40 1 10 82
50 1 2 3
71 1 1 1
Table 8 .8 : Iterations for the FMS model, N  =  33
largest CTMC, and the total CPU time required by our approximation, (including the CPU  
time required to generate S) for both the 5-level and 20-level decompositions. As with the 
Kanban model, the decomposition that produces smaller CTMCs can be used to analyze 
larger systems. In  this case, we can analyze the FMS model for N  up to 33 if we use the 
2 0 -level decomposition.
The minimum, average, and maximum number of Gauss-Seidel iterations are shown 
in Table 8 .8  for each of the required fixed-point iterations of our algorithm, for the case 
N  =  33. Note that we only allow 10,000 iterations for Gauss-Seidel to converge; thus, we
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see from the table that for at least one CTM C in the first fixed-point iteration, Gauss-Seidel 
failed to converge. As with the other models, the number of Gauss-Seidel iterations drops 
quickly after the first few fixed-point iterations of our algorithm. Note that for the last 30 
fixed-point iterations, the average number of Gauss-Seidel iterations required to solve the 
CTMCs for each level is 10 or fewer.
8.6 Conclusion
Using data structures from the previous chapters, we can obtain compact and exact repre­
sentations for the set of reachable states S  and the transition rate matrix R  of the underlying 
CTMC of a model. However, to analyze the CTMC, we still need to explicitly store the 
solution vector ir, which is of size |5 |. For large models, the memory requirements of x  can 
easily exceed the available memory on a modem workstation.
We presented a technique for approximating stationary measures for Kronecker-product- 
form models. By using decision diagrams and Kronecker operators, we build K  Markov 
chains corresponding to approximate aggregations of the exact process. This allows us to 
obtain accurate approximations for large models whose exact numerical solution is infeasi­
ble. As a special case, we have shown that our algorithm provides exact results for models 
possessing a product-form solution. Unlike other approximations based on model decom­
position, our technique correctly assigns zero probabilities to unreachable states. In  our 
experience, our technique produces more accurate results but tends to be more expensive 
(i.e., requires the solution of larger CTMCs) than other model-based decompositions. Our 
technique is ultimately limited by the sizes of the CTMCs to be solved at each level, which
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depend on the decision diagram encoding of the state space. An additional strength of our 
technique is that experimenting with different decompositions of the overall model simply 
involves defining a new partition of the model.
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Applications
In this chapter we apply our techniques from previous chapters to some interesting practical 
examples. Section 9.1 shows an example of how a distributed algorithm can be modeled 
and how certain properties can be verified. Section 9.2 presents an example in which we 
evaluate the performance of a cluster of web servers.
9.1 D istributed algorithm verification
In  this section, we show by example how distributed algorithms can be modeled and verified. 
We do so by investigating termination detection algorithms. This problem is fairly well 
studied in the literature (see for instance [40, 67, 77, 87, 101]), and sophisticated solutions 
are available. The simple algorithms we present are intended for illustration purposes only.
The termination detection problem arises when several com m unica tin g  machines are 
performing a computation. Formally, we have N  m achines that are either active or passive. 
The active machines are busy computing, and may occasionally send computation messages 
to any of the other machines. Eventually, an active machine w ill complete its computation, 
and will then become passive. Passive m achines  become active only when receiving a com-
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putation message. The computation is said to be terminated, when all messages have been 
received and all machines are passive. Since passive machines cannot send messages, once 
the system has terminated, it remains terminated forever. Once the system has terminated, 
we would like at least one of the machines to be able to detect that this is the case. This 
is a non-trivial problem, because it requires a single machine to obtain global knowledge of 
the system. Clearly, a machine must send messages to other machines before it can safely 
conclude that the system has terminated.
We will consider variants of Dijkstra’s algorithm [40]. By constructing a model and 
generating the reachable states of the model, we can determine if the algorithm incorrectly 
determines that the system has terminated. That is, we can conclude that it is or is not 
possible for the algorithm to think that the system has terminated when in fact one or more 
machines are still active. Another property of a candidate termination detection algorithm 
that we would like to verify is that the algorithm always eventually concludes that the 
system has terminated. That is. we want to know whether it is possible to reach a “good" 
state (in which the algorithm has correctly concluded that the system has terminated) from 
every reachable state of the model. Unfortunately, this property cannot be determined 
by simply generating the reachable states. This type of property can be determined from 
“backwards reachability” analysis; i.e., by determining all the states that can reach a set 
of states. We intend to investigate efficient algorithms for more general types of analysis, 
including this important one, in the fixture.
We assume that our distributed computation is running on N  machines that do not 
fail. Machines communicate via message passing, and it is assumed that the time between 
the sending and receiving of a message is finite (and non-zero). We do not assume that
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Rules for termination detection
1: When active, machine * + 1  keeps the probe, otherwise it passes the probe 
to machine i.
2: A machine becomes “red” when it sends a message.
3: If a machine is "red", it passes a “red” probe, otherwise it does not change
the probe color.
4 : After passing the probe, a machine makes itself “green”.
5: Machine 0 initiates the probe by passing a “green” probe to machine N  —  1.
6: When machine 0 receives the probe, it concludes that the system has ter­
minated if the probe is “green” and machine 0 is passive. Otherwise, it 
initiates another probe.
7: When machine i  sends a message, it increments Si; when machine i  receives 
a message, it decrements <5j.
8: When machine i  receives the probe, it adds Spnj^ . to Si.
9: When machine t sends the probe, it sends Si and then resets Si to zero.
10: Machine 0 does not conclude that the system is terminated if <Sq #  0.
A lgorithm  9.1: Modified termination detection
messages are received in any particular order. Since Dijkstra’s algorithm as described in 
[40} works only for instantaneous message passing, we will attempt to modify the algorithm 
to handle delays between the transmission and reception of a message. Algorithm 9.1 shows 
our modified algorithm, described as a  set of rules. The first 6  rules correspond to Dijkstra's 
algorithm in [40]. Machine 0 initiates a probe, which is used to determine if  the system is 
terminated. The probe is passed from machine to machine, and when machine 0 receives the 
probe it will either conclude that the system has terminated or initiate another probe. To 
handle the message delays, we also have each machine keep track of the difference between 
the number of messages it has sent and the number it has received since the last tim<» it saw 
the probe. The probe w ill accumulate these values. When the probe returns to marhinp 0 r 
if  the total accumulated difference is non-zero, then there must be a message that has not 
yet been received.
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Ether
Sendsi
Sendsi Arecvri
Gsendri
Activei
Allowedi
Passivei
F ig u re  9.1: Message passing subnet for machine t, Algorithm 9.1
While the rules of Algorithm 9.1 are sufficient to completely describe a model using some 
“distributed, algorithm  formalism”, we w ill also discuss a Petri-net model for the algorithm. 
We w ill use a subnet for each of the N  machines. Figure 9.1 shows the portion of the subnet 
for machine i  that handles the message passing behavior of the machine. Note that we must 
bound the number of messages each machine can sendr otherwise the value of Si could be 
arbitrarily large. We allow each machine to send at most M  computation messages: this 
corresponds to the value M  in place AUowedi. The places Sendsi and Recast, drawn twice 
for clarity, are used to represent the value of <5*. I f  Si is positive, then the number of tokens 
in Sendsi w ill be equal to Si, and place Recvsi w ill be empty. I f  <5, is negative, then the 
number of tokens in Recvsi w ill be equal to —Si, and place Sends, w ill be empty. I f  Si is 
zero, then both places w ill be empty.
A message is sent by transitions Gsendst, Gsendri, Rsendsi, and Rsendri. A t most
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one o f these four transitions w ill be enabled. The “G” and “R” correspond to the different 
behavior if the machine is “green” or “red” (places Green* and Redi), and the “r” and “s” 
correspond to whether the sent message causes us to subtract one from place Recvsi or to 
add one to place Sendsi. Sent messages go across the ether (global place Ether), where 
they can be received by any machine. Note that a message could be received by its sender. 
A message is received by transitions Arecvri, ArecvSi, Precvru and Precvsi- At most one 
of these four transitions w ill be enabled. The “A” and “P” correspond to the different 
behavior if the machine is “active” or “passive” (places Activei and Passivei), and “r” and 
“s” correspond to whether the received message causes us to add one to place Recvsi or to 
subtract one from place Sends^
Figure 9.2 shows the portion of the subnet for machine i that handles the rules for 
passing the probe. Note that some of the places from Figure 9.1 appear in this subnet 
also. At any point in time, a machine either has a green probe (place Gprobe *), has a red 
probe (place Rprobet), or does not have the probe (place noprobet). I f  the machine has 
a probe, then the tokens in place Sendst or Recvsi are transferred to the next machine 
(machine i  — I  mod N )  via transitions sendpit sendmt. recvpiy and recvm*. When 6, has 
been transferred (i.e ., places Sendsi and Recvsi are empty) and machine i  is not active, the 
probe is passed to the next machine.
Note that some modifications are necessary for machine 0. In itially, machine  0 has 
the probe, so we in itia lly  assign a token to place Gprobe0 instead of place noprobeQ. Also, 
machine 0 always sends a green probe, so the arcs to place Rprobeif_t are directed instead to 
place GprobeAr_ 1. Finally, some additional structure is necessary to handle the termination 
detection; this is shown in Figure 9.3. When the algorithm  thinks the computation has
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Sendst|
noprobejl 0 m
trr[
Activei I Greeni
F igure 9.2: Probe subnet for machine i, Algorithm 9.1
m
terminated, it puts a token into place terminated.
Table 9.1 shows the results for the analysis o f this model for different values of M  
and AT. In  the table, we show the total number o f reachable states (column |«S|)r whether 
the algorithm can conclude termination (column “Terminates”), and whether or not the 
algorithm can incorrectly conclude termination (column “False terminate”). To check if  
the algorithm can conclude termination, we see if  there is any reachable state w ith a token
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sendpo recvmo sendntQ recvpQ tggQ tgro trgo trro
terminatedoktermtgg I
termcheck
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GprobeQ Creeno
F igure 9.3: Special subnet for machine 0, Algorithm 9.1
in place terminated. To check if  the algorithm incorrectly concludes term ination, we see if  
any reachable states exist w ith a token in place terminated and a token in place Activei for 
some machine i.
As we expect, the number of reachable states grows quickly with N  and M . In  every case, 
the algorithm does conclude termination. The algorithm correctly concludes termination if 
there are only two machines or if  no computation messages are passed. However, if more 
than two machines are involved in the computation, and they are allowed, to send, even one 
message, the algorithm may incorrectly conclude that the computation has terminated. The 
problem occurs when messages remain in the ether for a very long time. In  this particular 
case, it is possible for a machine to send a message that remains in the ether long enough 
so that the probe circulates enough times that a ll machines become green and the probe 
becomes green. Then, after sending the green probe, another machine receives the old 
message and becomes active. This newly activated machine sends a message to machine
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N M \s\ Terminates False terminate
2 0 8 .0 0  x 10° yes no
2 1 2.77 x  102 yes no
2 2 2.15 x 103 yes no
2 3 8.49 x 103 yes no
2 4 2.37 x 10* yes no
2 5 5.37 x 104 yes no
3 0 1.60 x 1 0 1 yes no
3 1 4.70 x 103 yes yes
3 2 1.18 x 10s yes yes
3 3 1 .0 0  x 1 0 6 yes yes
3 4 4.96 x 106 yes yes
3 5 1.75 x 10r yes yes
4 0 3.20 x 101 yes no
4 1 6.95 x 104 yes yes
4 2 5.73 x 106 yes yes
4 3 1.07 x 108 yes yes
4 4 9.25 x 108 yes yes
5 0 6.40 x 101 yes no
5 1 9.61 x 105 yes yes
5 2 2.64 x 108 yes yes
5 3 1.08 x 1 0 10 yes yes
6 0 1.28 x 1 0 2 yes no
6 I 1.28 x 1 0 r yes yes
6 2 1.18 x 1 0 10 yes yes
Table 9.1: Results for verification of Algorithm  9.1
0, who receives the message and becomes passive before the probe returns. When machine 
0 receives the prober both the probe and machine 0 are s till green, and So is zero. Thus 
machine 0  concludes that the system has terminated, but one machine is s till active.
To fix  Algorithm 9.1, we add an another rule:
11: I f  Si 7 ^0 , then  m achine i  becomes “ re d ".
This rule forces the probe to circulate once to make sure that a ll messages have been 
received, and a second time to make sure that a ll machines are passive. A fter making the
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N M P I Terminates False terminate
2 1 4.11 x  102 yes no
2 2 2.45 x 103 yes no
2 3 8.47 x 103 yes no
2 4 2.19 x 104 yes no
2 5 4.72 x 104 yes no
3 I 8.51 x 10s yes no
3 2 1.52 x 10° yes no
3 3 1.07 x 106 yes no
3 4 4.68 x 106 yes no
3 5 1.53 x I0 7 yes no
4 I 1.64 x 10° yes no
4 2 8.82 x 10 6 yes no
4 3 1.27 x 108 yes no
4 4 9.46 x 108 yes no
5 1 3.04 x 106 yes no
5 2 4.97 x 108 yes no
5 3 1.48 x 1010 yes no
6 1 5.49 x 10' yes no
6 2 2.73 x 1010 yes no
Table 9.2: Results for verification of modified Algorithm 9.1
appropriate changes to our Petri net. we can again check that the algorithm can conclude 
termination and the algorithm correctly concludes termination. These results are shown in 
Table 9.2. Note that in some cases, the number of states is larger in Table 9.1. and in  other 
cases, the number o f states is larger in Table 9.2. On the one hand, we expect the number 
of states to be larger in Table 9.2, because our modified Petri net uses an additional place 
per machine to enforce the new rule. On the other hand, we expect the number of states to 
be smaller in  Table 9.2, for two reasons. First, the new rule places an additional restriction 
on reachable states: it is no longer possible for machine i  to be either red or green when 
7^  0. Second, the number of states in which Algorithm 9.1 has incorrectly concluded that 
the system has terminated can be quite large, and the modified algorithm does not reach
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Dispatcher
internet
Server I Server K
Figure 9.4: Model of a group of K  Web servers
these states. Thus, as the number of allowed messages increases, the number of reachable 
states for Algorithm  9.1 increases relative to the number of reachable states for the modified 
algorithm.
9.2 W eb server perform ance evaluation
In  this section, we investigate a simple cluster of web servers, illustrated in Figure 9.4. 
Subscribers request information using a web browser. This portion o f the system is repre­
sented in Figure 9.4, according to tradition, as a grey blob labeled “internet”. Requests for 
information arrive with, rate A, which are handled at the front end by a dispatcher. The 
dispatcher sends each request to one o f K  back-end servers. Note that the dispatcher may 
have several requests in  its queue, since requests may arrive while the dispatcher is sending 
a request. Each server k  maintains its own queue of requests, and can process requests w ith  
rate p *. The back-end servers send the requested information to the subscriber over the 
intemet.
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We assume that the dispatcher has perfect knowledge of the queue lengths for each 
server. This is not unrealistic, as the time required to obtain this information can be 
included in the rate A*, which is the rate at which the dispatcher can send a request to 
server k. The dispatcher sends each request to the server with the fewest jobs in its queue. 
In  case of a tie, the dispatcher sends the request to the lowest numbered server.
The system as described is an open system w ith infinite state space. To lim it the state 
space to a finite size, we assume that each server can handle at most J  jobs. That is, 
the maximum queue length for each server is J . This behavior is represented by forcing 
the dispatcher to drop requests when there are J K  requests in the system. Since the 
dispatcher always balances the load perfectly, if  there are J K  requests in the system and 
the dispatchers queue is empty, then there must be exactly J  requests at each server. If  
a subscribers request is dropped, an error message w ill appear on the browser saying that 
the server is busy.
The state of the system is completely described by the number of requests at the dis­
patcher and the number o f requests at each server. However, to obtain a Kronecker-product- 
form decomposition, we need an additional state variable to keep track o f the total number 
of requests in the system. This is because the event corresponding to an arrival of a request 
to the dispatcher must be disabled if  the system is fiiQ. W ithout the extra state variable, the 
event would need knowledge of every state variable, which violates the Logiad-product-form 
constraint.
The stationary measures of interest of this model are the probability that the system 
is fa ll (Le., the probability that a request is dropped) and the average number of requests 
in the system. We compute the measures of interest for a variety o f values for the arrival
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■^ 1 =  11 Pi =  2
A2 =  10.8 P2 =  1.8
A3 =  10 .6 P3 =  1 .6
A4 =  10 .4 P4 =  1 .4
A5 =  10.2 PS =  1.2
Table 9.3: Rates for the model of Figure 9.4 with. 5 servers
rate A. using exact analysis (i.e., generating and analyzing the complete underlying C TM C ). 
the approximation described in the previous chapter, and discrete-event simulation. For 
exact and approximate analysis, we use Gauss-Seidel w ith an under-relaxation parameter 
ui =  0.95, stopping when the relative difference between successive solution vectors is w ithin 
10“°. Our discrete-event simulation uses batched-means w ith 16 runs per batch and 400 
batches, for a total of 6,400 simulation runs.
First, we assume that we have K  =  5 servers that can each handle J  =  5 jobs. The 
CTMC for this model has 104,976 states, so we can solve it exactly. We also use our 
approximation and discrete-event simulation. The rates for this case are shown in Table 9.3. 
except for the arrival rate A, which is a parameter of the model. Bach rate A* captures the 
time required for the dispatcher to decide to send a request to server k, the transmission 
time of the request, and the time required for server k to receive the request and place it in 
the queue. The differences between the A* rates are due to hardware differences. Each rate 
Hk captures the time required for the server to process the request and send the requested 
information to the subscriber. Note that we assume only about one order of magnitude 
difference between the rate at which, the dispatcher can distribute requests and the rate at 
which requests can be served.
h i Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6. we respectively plot the probability of a fu ll system and
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Probability of a full system, 5 servers
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F igure 9.5: Probability of a fu ll system, K  =  5 servers and J  =  5 jobs
the average number o f requests in the system versus A, as computed using exact analysis, 
approximate analysis, and discrete-event simulation. The top plot of Figure 9.5 shows the 
probability of a fu ll system when the arrival rate is quite low; in these cases, the proba­
b ility  is quite sm all. Note that the approximation tends to overestimate extremely smalt
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Average number of jobs in the system, 5 servers
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F igure 9.6: Average number of requests in the system, K  =  5 servers and J  — 5 jobs
probabilities. Also, note that the probability computed w ith our discrete-event simulation 
is zero for A <  5, which accounts for the missing points in the plot. The 95% confidence 
intervals are shown in the plots, but for most cases the interval is too small to be observed. 
In  the bottom plot, as w ith the plot in Figure 9.6, the results obtained by a ll three methods 
coincide nearly perfectly.
The CPU times required to compute these measures are shown in Figure 9.7. Note that 
the solution times vary slightly w ith the value of A. As we expect, the CPU time required 
for approximation is significantly less than that for exact analysis.
Next, we examine a larger system, w ith K  =  10 servers that can each handlt* J  =  10 
jobs. The rates for this case are shown in Table 9.4, and are similar to the previous case. 
The rate A is a parameter o f the model, as before.
The CTM C for this model has 1,322,808,654,651 states, so we cannot solve it exactly.
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CPU time required for analysis, 5 servers
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Figure 9.7: CPU times for K  — 5 servers and J — a jobs
=  11 A6 =  10.5 Ml =  2 M6 =  1.5
A2 =  10.9 At =  10.4 M2 =  1.9 M r =  1.4
A3 =  10.8 •^ 8 =  10.3 M3 =  1.8 Ms =  1.3
A4 =  10.7 Ag =  10.2 M4 =  1.7 M9 =  1.2
A5 =  10.6 Ato =  10.1 M5 =  1.6 Mio =  1.1
Tab le 9.4: Rates for the model of Figure 9.4 with 10 servers
We must turn to our approximation or to discrete-event simulation. For each o f these 
techniques, we show the probability that the system is fu ll in Figure 9.8, and the average 
number of requests in the system in  Figure 9.9. As w ith the previous model, we show the 
probability o f a fu ll system for low arrival rates A in  the top plot of Figure 9.8. Again, our 
discrete-event simulation computes zero for this value when A becomes too small (in  this 
case A <  10). Except for this extreme case, the values computed w ith our approximation 
and with discrete-event simulation match quite well. The CPU times required to compute
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F ig u re  9.8: Probability of a fu ll system, K  =  10 servers and J  =  10 jobs 
the measures for this model are shown Figure 9.10.
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Average number of jobs in the system, 10 servers
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Figure 9.9: Average number of requests in the system, K  =  10 servers and J  =  10 jobs
CPU time required for analysis, 10 servers
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F ig u re 9.10: CPU times for K  =  10 servers and J  =  10 jobs
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Conclusion
High-level modeling formalisms, such as stochastic Petri nets, are gaining increased atten­
tion as tools for analyzing complex systems. An exact mathematical analysis of such a 
model can easily require excessive amounts of storage and CPU tim e. This is due to three 
large structures that must be computed: the set of reachable states of the model, the m atrix 
of transition rates between states, and the vector o f state probabilities. In  this thesis, we 
described new techniques for computing and representing each o f these structures. Our 
contributions extend the size of problems that can be reasonably attempted over previous 
state-of-the-art techniques, in some cases by several orders of magnitude.
We first developed a m ulti-level data structure for storing the set of reachable states 
<S. The only requirement for using our structure is that our model must be decomposable 
into submodels. We introduced an important concept: the “locality” o f an event. This 
idea allows us to use properties o f events that can easily be determined from the model to 
reduce computation by recognizing portions of the data structure that remain unchanged. 
We demonstrated experimentally that modifying generation algorithms to consider event 
locality can reduce total execution times by as much as 20%, at essentially no cost in  terms 
of memory.
250
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We then, presented a new symbolic algorithm for generating S, in which large sets 
of states can be manipulated efficiently using our specialized operators. Our symbolic 
algorithm can be applied to a wide class of structured models; namelyr any structured 
model whose submodels are structurally “well-behaved”. We demonstrated experimentally 
that our algorithm performs better than other symbolic algorithms in terms of both, storage 
and CPU requirements. Experiments have shown that the efficiency of our algorithm is 
sensitive to the choice o f model decomposition and ordering of submodels.
Kronecker algebra can be used as a memory-efficient representation for the transition 
rate matrix R  when the model is composed o f submodels whose event rates are somewhat 
independent. Previous state-of-the-art solution techniques based on Kronecker representa­
tions suffered from several sources of computational overheads, including binary searches in 
data structures for S, additional computation costs due to “spurious” entries in R . and the 
inability to exploit common products when performing multiplications. We presented an 
efficient data structure for S  which does not require binary searches, but instead incurs a 
fixed computational cost proportional to the number of submodels. We also demonstrated 
how a new data structure we call matrix diagrams can be used to eliminate the computa­
tional cost due to “spurious” entries by representing R , and can exploit common products 
by using a cache. Experimentally, we found that our technique requires significantly less 
CPU time as compared to previous state-of-the-art techniques, especially as the problem 
size increases.
Finally, we developed a technique for approximating the stationary probability vector 
7r that can be used for models meeting the same restrictions as required for Kronecker 
representations. The uniqueness of our technique lies in its use of exact knowledge o f the
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set S  and the m atrix R T which are stored in their entirety, albeit im plicitly, thanks to our 
earlier results. We showed that our approximation gives exact results when the model of 
study possesses a product-form solution. We studied the effect o f different types of model 
constructs on the accuracy of the approximation, and demonstrated experimentally that 
the technique can give results that are quite accurate.
10.1 Future research
The work we have presented in this thesis leads to many directions for future work. Some 
of these directions are simply extensions of our work to more general classes of models. 
Other directions can be viewed as related work, in  the sense that they involve developing 
techniques sim ilar to those we have presented here. Our contributions in this thesis also 
make new directions of research possible.
10.1.1 E xtensions
The algorithms we describe in this thesis work when the occurrence o f an event requires a 
random amount o f time that is exponentially distributed. Our symbolic generation algo­
rithm  for St while it does not specifically require exponential distributions, requires that 
when more than one event is enabled in a given state, it is possible for any event to occur. 
One possible extension is to allow for immediate events (Le., events that require zero time 
to occur). It  is triv ia l to handle immediate local events (since they can be removed at the 
submodel level), so the only difficulty is due to immediate synchronizing events. In  terms of 
symbolic generation, the current algorithm cannot be used, since it is impossible for a timed 
event to occur in  a state in which an immediate event is enabled. I t  sfmnTrf be possible to
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modify our symbolic generation algorithm to take immediate events into account by dis­
tinguishing between tangible states, in which only tim ed events are enabled, and vanishing 
states, in  which an immediate event is enabled. It  has already been shown how a Kronecker 
representation can be used w ith synchronizing events [29]. It  should then also be possible to 
use a m atrix diagram representation and to modify our approximation to handle immediate 
synchronizing events.
The next logical step after allowing immediate events is to allow events w ith continuous 
phase-type distributions or discrete phase-type distributions. In  the case where the events of 
the model a ll have discrete (continuous) phase-type distributions, the underlying stochastic 
process is a discrete-time (continuous-time) Markov chain. In  the continuous case, we must 
modify our symbolic generation algorithm for S  to keep track of the current ‘‘phase” of 
each event. In  the discrete case, it is possible (and in fact likely) that two events occur 
at the same time, while this happens w ith probability zero in the continuous case. A 
symbolic generation algorithm for S  that correctly handles discrete-time events w ill thus be 
substantially different from the continuous case.
10.1.2 R elated work
We have shown how the set of reachable states S  can be generated symbolically. This allows 
us to determine if  states satisfying a certain condition are reachable from the in itia l state. 
However, more general types of analysis are sometimes desired, such as if  the system can 
reach one state from another state along a path o f states which ah satisfy a given condition. 
In  particular, reachability graph manipulation can be used for other types o f analysis. For 
instance, reachability graph analysis can determine the recurrent classes o f the underlying
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CTMC. Analysis of the reachability graph can be done conceptually by manipulating a 
matrix sim ilar to the transition rate m atrix R , where the non-zero elements a ll have the 
value 1. This boolean m atrix can be represented either by using MDDs or by using m atrix 
diagrams. Operations that are required of the boolean m atrix must be implemented in 
terms of the M DD or m atrix diagram. We intend to investigate types of analyses that can 
be performed by combining reachability set and reachability graph manipulations.
We presented a technique for approximating the stationary probability vector it . We 
should then investigate whether it is possible to modify our technique to approximate tran­
sient probabilities or the mean time spent in each state before absorption. Another im­
portant extension would be to develop a technique for computing bounds on the error of 
the approximation. As our approximation is based on a single simplifying assumption, de­
termining the accuracy of our results should be equivalent to determining how closely our 
assumption holds. However, this is usually a very difficult problem.
10.1.3 N ew  directions
Our symbolic generation algorithm for S  using MDDs is ultim ately lim ited by large CPU 
times and storage requirements. For manipulation of extremely large MDDs, distributed 
MDD manipulation algorithms are desirable. In  this case, each MDD node is handled 
by one of N  workstations. The primary difficulty with distributed MDD manipulations 
is the dynamic nature of MDDsr nodes are created and destroyed many tim es during a 
computation, and the lifetim e o f a node may be quite short. However, the potential for 
CPU speedup and analysis o f much larger systems by combining the available memory of 
several workstations makes th is a prom ising direction of research.
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Another area in which distributed algorithms have great potential is that of computing 
7r. An efficient distributed algorithm would allow us to compute larger vectors tt due to the 
combination o f available memory, and to compute vectors it  faster due to the combination 
of CPU power. Using our sophisticated data structures discussed, in this thesis, it is now 
possible for every workstation to have an exact representation o f S  and R , and a portion of 
the probability vector it. By using a block iterative method to compute ir, we can reduce 
the communication costs of distributed numerical solution, since only the outer iterations 
require that messages be sent. The number of outer iterations w ill depend on the choice 
of partition for the probability vector 7r. Exact knowledge o f S  and R  should enable us to 
partition tt effectively.
Finally, we recall that each of our techniques requires that the model be decomposed into 
submodels. For some techniques, most notably symbolic generation of S, the choice of model 
decomposition and the ordering of the submodels has a dramatic effect on the efficiency of 
the approach. Currently, the choice of model decomposition rests entirely on the modeler. 
An interesting area of research is that of heuristics for autom atically determining model 
decompositions for which our symbolic generation algorithm works well. Such a heuristic 
might use invariants of the model to determine the submodels and structural properties of 
the model to determine the ordering of the submodels.
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SMART
This chapter discusses SMART (Simulation and Markovian Analyzer for Reliability and 
Tim ing) [26], a computer package to study the performance, reliability, and behavior of 
complex systems. SMART integrates various high-level stochastic modeling formalisms 
(such as stochastic Petri nets) and various solution techniques into a single modeling study. 
Since SMART is intended as a research tool, it is w ritten in a modular way that allows 
researchers to integrate new formalisms and solution algorithms.
SMART was developed from scratch starting in fa ll of 1994. Gianfranco Ciardo and I  
worked out the in itial design, and I  wrote the first 40,000 or so lines of C + +  code. Since 
1998, four additional students have joined the SMART project. Currently, SM ART consists 
of over 80,000 lines of C + +  code. In  its fined version, the following features w ill be present.
• Both numerical solution and discrete-event simulation algorithms w ill be available to 
the user for the solution o f models.
•  Numerical solution algorithms w ill be available for discrete- and continuous-time 
Markov chains, and to some classes of stochastic processes obtained by combining 
both discrete and continuous phase-type distributions in  the same model.
256
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•  A  unifying language w ill be used to define the structure and measures of models, 
regardless of the formalism used to express them (queueing networks, Petri nets, etc.) 
and the type of study required.
•  A mechanism for fixed-point iterative techniques can be used for the decomposition 
and solution of complex models.
•  A  mechanism w ill be available for distributing computations over a network of work­
stations.
A .l SMART Language
Models are described to SMART using a strongly-typed, declarative language. The four 
basic predefined types for the objects defined in SMART are:
bool: true or false.
in t: integer values (machine-dependent range).
re a l: floating-point values (machine-dependent range and precision).
s trin g : character-array values, used for file names, print statements, etc.
Composite types can be defined using the concepts of: 
setsi collections of homogeneous objects.
array  si multidimensional data structures of homogeneous objects indexed by set elements. 
aggregates: collections o f heterogeneous objects, analogous to the Pascal ‘‘record”.
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A type can be further modified by the following naturesT which describe stochastic charac­
teristics:
const: (the default) a non-stochastic quantity.
ph: a random variable with discrete or continuous phase-type distribution, 
rand: a random variable w ith arbitrary distribution.
A.1.1 Function, declarations
Declaration of new functions w ith parameters is allowed. Functions can be recursive:
in t factC int n) := cond(n==0,1 ,n *fa c t(n -l)) ;
Function calls can pass parameters by position or by name:
in t ra is e to (in t base, in t  exp) :=
cond(exp=l .base,base*raiseto(base,exp-1));  
ra is e to (2 ,1 6 );
ra ise to (exp := 16 , base := 2 ); / *  same e ffe c t * /
Parameters can be assigned default values that are used if  the passed parameter is the 
keyword d e fa u lt or if  not all o f the named parameters are specified:
re a l raisetoCreal base, in t exp: =2) :=
cond(exp=l ,base ,base*raiseto (base, exp-1)) ;  
raisetoC2.0, default); 
raiseto(base:=2.0, exp:=defanlt); 
raiseto(base:=2.0) ; / *  4.0 * /
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raiseto (base r=2^0, exp: =3) ; / *  8.0 * /
The previous example also shows how functions can be overloaded, as long as the types of 
their formal parameters can be used to distinguish between them.
A .1.2 Arrays
Arrays are functions declared within a fo r statement. The dimensionality of the array is 
determined by the enclosing fo r iterators. As the indices of the array along each dimension 
belong to a finite set, it is legal to define arrays with read, indices. For example,
fo r (in t s in  { 1 . . 5 } ,  read, f  in  { 1 . . S . . 0 . 1 } )  {  
real res[s] [ f ]  := HyKodeKs , f ) .outl;
}
stores the results o f a parametric study of MyModel in atrray res, where the output measure 
o u tl is computed when the first input parameter ranges from one to five and the second 
one ranges from one to the vadue of the first parameter, w ith a step of one-tenth.
A .1.3 Fixed-point iterations
The approximate solution of a model is often based on a heuristic decomposition [30], where 
(sub)models axe solved in a fixed-point iteration. This can be specified w ith the converge 
statement:
converge {
read x guess 1.0; 
rea l y := fy (x , y ) ;
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re a l x := fx (x , y) ;
}
The iterations stop when two subsequent x values (and y values) differ by less than e in  
either relative or absolute terms. The values for x  and y are updated either immediately or 
at the end o f each iteration. Both e and the updating criterion are fine-tuned using option 
statements.
The converge and fo r  statements can be nested arbitrarily w ithin each other.
A .2 Random  variables
SMART can manipulate discrete and continuous phase-type distributions, which correspond 
to the ph. in t and ph re a l types. An operation on a ph. type produces another ph. type 
if phase-type distributions are closed under that operation; otherwise, the result is a rand 
type:
ph in t X := geom etric(0 .7 ); 
ph in t Y := d is c re te u n ifo rm (l,5 ); 
ph in t sumXY := X+Y; 
ph in t prodX := 4*X ;
ph in t chooseXY :=  choose(0 .4 :X , 0 .6 :Y );  
ph in t minXY := m in(X, Y );
However, mixing ph in t and ph re a lT or performing other operations not guaranteed to 
result in  a phase-type distribution, forces SMART to consider the random variable as gen­
erally distributed:
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rand int diffXY := Z -Y ;  
rand real sumRX := 4.5+X; 
rand int prodXY := X*Y;
A  rand random variable can then be manipulated only via discrete-event simulation (under 
development).
A .3 M odel form alism s
The declaration of a model is similar to that of a function. Instead of a return value, a model 
declaration specifies a block that defines the model. A model definition consists of three 
parts: declarations, specification, and user measures. Components of the model, such as 
the places and transitions of a Petri net, are defined in the declaration section. The model 
is then specified by calling formalism-specific functions. In  the case of a Petri net. these 
are functions used to specify the structure of the net. the firing times o f the transitions, the 
in itia l marking, and so on. Measures are declared as user-defined functions that compute 
some quantity of interest, such as the expected number of tokens in a given place. Measures 
are the only part of a model that can be accessed outside of the model definition block. 
Algorithm  B .l shows an example of a model defined in SMART.
The design of SMART allows for relatively easy addition of new model fo rm a lis m s . 
Currently, the following formalisms are implemented:
dtmc, ctmc: discrete or continuous time Markov chains.
spn: stochastic Petri nets.
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sml (under developm ent): stochastic modeling language (models software tasking sys­
tems using a pseudo-code syntax).
For the last two formalisms, the type of the underlying stochastic process is determined by 
the distributions used for the durations of the events being modeled.
A.4 D istributed version (under developm ent)
SMART can distribute work on a network of workstations in two ways: (i) large models can 
be solved using distributed algorithms, and (ii) different models, or the same model with 
different parameters, can be solved simultaneously on different machines.
A.4.1 D istributed  algorithm s
Following the ideas in [25, 76], the state space of any discrete-state model can be explored 
using a distributed algorithm. I f  N  workstations are available, the resulting state space 
is partitioned in N  classes, one per workstation. We are currently implementing the dis­
tributed numerical solution of the process, assuming it is a Markov chain. This approach 
provides the ability of solving large models by exploiting the overall available memory.
A.4.2 Concurrent solutions
In  many cases, the same model needs to be solved for a large number of parameter com­
binations. These can be easily specified using the array feature in SMART, which is then 
able to m aintain a pool o f jobs to be sent to remote hosts. SMART builds a dependency 
graph, so th at solutions that depend on previous results wait until those results have been 
computed.
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This is by far the most efficient use of multiprocessing, provided each solution is small 
enough to fit in  the main memory of the processor to which it is assigned. The amount o f 
communication is lim ited to a scheduler sending solution requests to the remote hosts, and 
receiving back the requested measures.
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Benchmarks
This chapter contains a description of the models used in  our experiments.
B .l K anban m odel
Figure B .l depicts the Petri net o f a Kanban system [27. 28, 29, 68, 69] composed of four 
stations: indices in the place and transition names identify the station. A part enters a 
station only if  a Kanban •‘ticket" is available (places Pkan)- The part is then processed. 
If  the work is performed correctly (transitions £0*) the part can move to the next station, 
otherwise the part must be fixed and sent back (transitions tjocjfe) to be processed again. 
A part that passes station I  forks into two parts, one for station 2 and one for station 3: 
when the two parts pass their stations they then jo in  and move to station 4. The initial 
state of the model is the absence of parts in each station and N  tickets at each station. 
AH transitions have exponentially-distributed delays w ith rates given in  Table B .l. The 
SMART code for a Petri net of the Kanban model is shown in Algorithm B .I. The measure 
of interest for each station k  is the expected number o f parts e* w ithin the station. We 
compute this for each station by summing the expected number of tokens in places pm,
264
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Figure B .l:  Petri net of the Kanban, model
t Rate* t Rate* t Rate* t Rate*
tml 1.0 trainl 0.36 t0kl 0.84 tbackl 0.3
tsyncklJ23 0.4 tndo2 0.42 t0k2 0.98 tback2 0.3
£jyncA23_4 0.5 trtdoZ 0.39 taki 0.91 tbackZ 0.3
0.9 trtdo 4 0.33 tokl 0.77 tbackl 0.3
Table B .l:  Transition rates for the Kanban model
Pback, and pout- Note that the Kanban model is a Kronecker-product-form model if  the 
finest possible decomposition is used (i.e., one place per submodel).
B.2 F lexible m anufacturing system  (FM S) m odel
Figure B.2 depicts the Petri net of a flexible manufacturing system [21, 25, 27, 30, 49, 68, 
69, 107]. The system consists of three types of machines: M u M u  and Af3. There are three 
machines of type Aft, which process parts of type Pu  Machine M z  processes parts of type 
Po, one at a time. When Mz is idle, it can process parts of type P *. Two m achines of type 
Af} can assemble finished parts of type Pi and Pz into a  single part. When a part of type
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spn kan.ban.Cint n) := {
place pml, pbackl, pkanl, p o u tl, pm2, pback2r pkan2, pout2 ,
pm3, pback3, pkan3, pout3, pm4, pback4, pkan4, pout4;
trans t in l ,  tre d o l, to k l, tb ack l, tsynciil_23, tredo2, to k2 , tback2,
tsynch23_4, tredo3, tok3, tback3, tredo4, tok4> tback4, to u t4 ;
fir in g C tin l:e x p o (1 .0 ), tredol:expo(0 .3 6 ), tokl:expo(0 .8 4 ),
tb ack l:exp o (0 .3 ), tsynchl_23:expo(0.4), tredo2:expo(0 .4 2 ), 
tok2:expo(0.98), tback2:expo(0 .3 ) , tredo3:expo(0 .3 9 ), 
tsynch23_4:expo(0 .5 ) , tok3:expo (0.91), tback3:expo(0 .3 ) ,  
tredo4:expo(0 .3 3 ) , tok4:expo(0 .7 7 ), tback4:expo(0 .3 ) ,  
tout4:expo(0.9) ) ;
a rc s (p k a n l:tin i, tin l:p m l, pm l:tredo l, pm lrtokl, tredo l:pb ackl, 
to k l:p o u tl, pbackl:tback l, tbackl:pm l, poutl:tsynchl_23, 
tsynch1_23:pkanl,
pkan2:tsynch1_23, tsynchl_23:pm2, pm2:tredo2, pm2:tok2, 
tredo2:pback2, tok2:pout2, pback2:tback2, tback2:pm2, 
pout2:tsynch23_4, tsynch23_4:pkan2,
pkan3:tsynchl_23, tsynchl_23:pm3, pm3:tredo3, pm3:tok3, 
tredo3:pback3, tok3:pout3, pback3:tback3, tback3:pm3, 
pout3:tsynch23_4, tsynch23_4:pkan3,
pkan4:tsynch23_4, tsynch23_4:pm4, pm4:tredo4, pm4:tok4, 
tredo4:pback4, tok4:pout4, pback4:tback4, tback4:pm4, 
pout4:tout4, tout4:pkan4 ) ;
in it(p k a n l:n , pkan2:n, pkan3:n, pkan4:n);
re a l e l := ssavg( tk(pm l) + tk (pb ackl)+ tk(pou tl) ) ;
re a l e2 := ssavg( tk(pm 2)+tk(pback2)+tk(pout2) ) ;
re a l e3 := ssavg( tk(pm 3)+tk(pback3)+tk(pout3) ) ;
re a l e4 := ssavg( tk(pm 4)+tk(pback4)+tk(pout4) ) ;
A lgorithm  B .l:  SMART code for the Kanban, model
Pi or P i is finished, it may either join with its counterpart on a Mz machine (transitions 
tp ij and tp ij) or ea t (transitions fp ie and tp2e). Completed parts of aU types are shipped 
and raw parts of the same type enter the system (transitions tpms) to maintain a constant
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Figure B.2: Petri net of the Flexible Manufacturing System model
inventory of parts. Initially, there are N  parts each type P i,P 2 and P3 in the system.
Raw parts are moved to machines using pallets, one at a time. A pallet is also required to 
move a Pi and P2 pair to one of the Mz machines. There are [ -^ ]  pallets available to move 
parts, and these are shared by all machines. This is modeled by marking-dependent rates on 
the transitions that signify the movement of parts on pallets (transitions tpu  tp2, fp3 , tp\2). 
The rates of transitions are shown in Table B.2. Note that some of the rates have been 
changed from the original version of the model in [21]. W ith  these changes, a decomposition 
of a single place per submodel is a Logical-product-form model.
To obtain a Kronecker-product-form decomposition, we must eliminate the global rate
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tpx
tp2
tpi2
tpz
t
Rate1
# P i -min
{*•
# P 2 -min j l ,
3 N  
2
3 N
# P i2 - min 
# P 3 - min
Rate4
H ¥
1
# P i- H # P 2 +  # P 3 +  # P i2  
1
# P t+ # P 2 +  # P 3 + # P l2  
1
# P l 4* #P 2 -I" # P 3 ■+- # P l2 
1
t=A }  
}# P i-F # P 2 +  # P 3 +  # P i2
Ratet t Rate4 t Rate1
£pte 80* tX 100*
tp\j 20* *W1 100*
tp2e 60* 12 100*
tP2j 40* *A/3 100*
tpiMl
tp2M2
tp\2M3
tp3M2
TrPjAIi
4
1
6
# P n M 3
1
2
* P ls
*P25
* P t2 s
£p3i
# P l£ r
60
# P 25f
60
#P l2Sf
60
# P 3st
60
t These were originally single-server transitions with hushing arcs, 
t  These were originally immediate transitions.
Table B .2: Transition rates for the Flexible Manufacturing System model
dependency of transitions £ p i ,£ p 2 »£p3 r and * P I2 - This is done by introducing an additional 
•"redundant” place Pr such that
# P r =  # P t +  # P 2 +  #P 3 +  # P 12 (B .l)
for all reachable markings. To do so, we place an arc from Pr to any transition that has 
an input arc from one of these places, and we place an arc to Pr  from any transition that 
has an output arc to one of these places. With, these modifications, if  Equation B.1 holds 
in the initial marking, then it will hold for all reachable markings. We can then rewrite the
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global rate dependencies as the product of local rate dependencies. For instance, the rate 
of transition tpi becomes the product of # P i and m in{l, [ ^ j  - :ppr}- Thus, whenever a 
Kronecker-product-form decomposition is required, we must add place Pr to the model.
The measures of interest for this model are the throughputs of transitions fp i,tp 2 ,tp 3 
and. tp\2 , which signify the rate of production of each type of finished part. Additionally, 
we can compute the “productivity* of the FMS [30], which assigns a net gain to each type 
of finished part:
prod =  400fA ru(tpi) ■+■ 600thru{tp2) -r 100 thru (tp^) -f I100t/iru(£pi2).
This measure is used to assess the amount of revenue generated by the manufacturing 
system.
B .3 Dining philosophers m odel
Unlike the previous models, the Petri net for the dining philosophers model [68, 78, 80] 
grows as the number of philosophers grows. Figure B.3 shows the portion of the Petri net 
corresponding to a single philosopher and right-hand fork. The place corresponding to the 
left-hand fork, represented by the dotted circle, is part another subnet; it is depicted to show 
how the subnets interact. To obtain a complete Petri net model for N  dining philosophers, 
we “connect” N  copies of the subnet from Figure B.3. For instance, the complete model 
for ten dining philosophers is shown in Figure B.4.
Our Petri net model captures the behavior of the classical dining philosophers paradigm. 
We have N  philosophers in a circle around a table, w ith a fork between adjacent philoso­
phers. Each philosopher is initially thinking, represented by a token in place Idle. Thinking
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C etLefti GetRight;
HasLeft, HasRight;
F°rk(i-\) mod N
Release;
Figure B .3: The i th philosopher subnet
philosophers eventually become hungry (transition GoEat fires). A hungry philosopher must 
obtain both a left-hand and a right-hand fork (transitions GetLeft and GetRight). When a 
fork is secured by a philosopher, it is not released until that philosopher has obtained both 
forks and has finished eating (transition Release). A  full philosopher then releases both 
forks and continues thinking.
This model is used for logical analysis only. Note that the system contains two absorbing 
deadlock states, corresponding to every philosopher holding a left fork and every philosopher 
holding a right fork. The model is usually decomposed by grouping a single philosopher or 
multiple adjacent philosophers together into a submodel. It  is also possible to consider a 
single place as a submodel. A ll o f these are Lagical-product-form decompositions.
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Figure B .4: The Petri net for ten dining philosophers 
B .4  Slotted ring network protocol m odel
The slotted ring network protocol model [68, 78, 80] is similar to the dining philosophers 
model, as a subnet is used to describe the behavior of a  single network node. Figure B.5 
shows the subnet for the 1th network node. To study a network w ith N  nodes, we use N  
copies of the subnet from Figure B.5, which interact via the shared transitions Free and
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r^ee(i+l) mod N Get;
Used(M ) mod iV\ Pu*il 
Otherf \ Used;
] Owner;
GoOrt;
Figure B .5: The ith network node for slotted ring
Used. As with the dining philosophers model, the slotted ring model is usually decomposed 
by grouping a single network node or multiple adjacent nodes together into a submodel. It  is 
also possible to consider a single place as a submodel. A ll of these are Logical-product-form 
decompositions.
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Appendix C
Analysis of Case
We analyze the worst-case complexity of a call to Case(Al , . . .  , AM )r where Am is an MDD 
with K  variables. We assume that a cache is used, so that a computational cost is incurred 
only for the unique calls to Case. We also assume that the costs of updating and searching 
the cache are constant, and the cost of a call to UniqueTablelnsert (see Algorithm 6.1) is also 
constant. The MDD variable x * can assume iV* possible values. We denote the number of 
nodes in M DD A as |A|T and we denote the number of Ievel-fc nodes in MDD A as |A|fc.
The total worst-case cost of a call to Case is given by the sum of the costs incurred at 
each level. That is. if  C* is the total number of (distinct) calls to Case when the top variable 
is I * ,  then the total cost is at worst
K
W  =  £ c fc-iVfc, (C .l)
te=l
since the cost o f a Case computation with top variable x * is iVfc. The value of C* can be 
determined by counting the number of ways to rail Case when the top variable is x^:
M
(C-2)
m=l
273
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where
2* =  { i €  {1 ,. - - . : 3 j such that i[/J =  k}.
In  Equation C-2, i  is an integer vector representing the top variables of each MDD (i.e., 
Xj[m] is the top variable of Am). Since we know that the overall top variable is each 
element of i can assume values between I  and k, and at least one element must be equal to 
k. The set of all such vectors is denoted 2*.
Substituting Equation C.2 into Equation C .l gives the exact worst-case complexity. 
This can be simplified if  we rewrite Equation C .l as
W < X - Y f Ckr (C.3)
k=l
where N  =  m ax(iV t.... TN r ). Substituting for C* gives us
w  £  <c -4 >
fc=l i&Ck m = l
< i f -  • £  ni^iiM  cc.s)
f€ { l  K } At m =  I
M  K
<  j v - n  e i^ " * i *  (c.6)
m = l k= I 
\ [
<  N  - JJ |Am|. (C.7)
171=1
The step from Equation C.4 to Equation C.5 holds because UjfcLi^jt =  rK } M and 
Lk n L-k! = 0  for distinct k. A/. The step from Equation C.5 to Equation C.6 is due to 
factoring, and the final step is because the sum of the number of nodes at each level gives 
the total number of nodes.
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Dining philosophers states
We now study the reachable states S  for the dining philosophers model. Our discussion 
will make use of the MDD encoding for S  where each submodel consists of a philosopher 
and fork, as in Figure B.3. The MDD encoding for S  in the case of 5 dining philosophers is 
shown in Figure D .l.
In  local states 0.1 and 2, philosopher k is holding his left fork, which is also the right 
fork of philosopher k — 1. Thus, downward pointers from these states always go to nodes 
of type A  or C. in which philosopher Ar — 1 cannot hold his right fork. In  the other local 
states, philosopher k  is not holding his left fork, so those downward pointers always go to 
nodes of type B  or D. in which, philosopher Ar — 1 can hold his right fork.
Notice from the figure that the A  and C  nodes have similar patterns of downward 
pointers, and so do the B  and D  nodes, except at level I .  The shaded local states in the 
level-5 node correspond to the states in which philosopher 1 can obtain his left fork, which 
is the right fork of philosopher 5. This must be ^remembered" until we reach level 1 of the 
MDD: thus, nodes A  and B  correspond to the case where philosopher 1 can obtain his left 
fork, and nodes C  and D  correspond to the case where philosopher 1 cannot obtain his left 
fork.
275
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philosopher 5
philosopher 4 philosopher 4 philosopher 4 philosopher 4
0 i l | 2  3|4 5 i6 |? 0 |I |2 |3 |4 |5 |6 |7 0 | l|2 |3 |4  5 i6 |7 0 |I |2 |3 |4 |5 |6  7
U L U
B3 T cS ^=
philosopher 3 philosopher 3 philosopher 3 philosopher3
0 |l|2 |3 |4 |5 |6 |7 0 | l|2 |3 |4 |5 |6 |7 0 | l|2 |3 |4  5 |6 |7 0 |l|2 |3 |4 |5 |6 |7
I J U  \ 1 )
A 2  Y * B2 T C2 r " D 2  T
philosopher 2 philosopher 2 philosopher 2 philosopher 2
0 |l|2 |3 |4 |5 |6 |7 0 | t |2  3 4 |5 |6 |7 0 l |2  3|4|S 6 l7 0 |l|2 |3 |4 |5 |6 |7
o r b
philosopher 1
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
philosopher 1 
l|5| | | |o|l|2|3|4|5|6|7| |o( 112|314-| 516171 |o|l|2
reachable
philosopher 1 
0|l|2|3|4|5|6|7
philosopher 1 
0|l| |3|4|5l6]7
Figure D .l:  MDD encoding for S. 5 dining philosophers
It should be clear that additional philosophers will produce more “middle levels" of the 
MDD. That is. the MDD for K  >  2 philosophers will have a level-K" node identical to the 
level-5 node in the figure, Ievel-I nodes identical to the level-1 nodes of the figure, and the 
nodes at other levels k  w ill be copies of the nodes at levels 2,3, and 4 of the figure.
The number of states encoded by the HT-Ievel MDD can be computed by the following
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recurrences, which can be seen by studying Figure D .l.
|5 (K )| =  2Ak - i  + 3 B fc -i +  Ck ~ i  + 2 D k - i  (D .l)
=  -A/i-l +" 25re-l
Bn — 2A„_i 4- 3Bn_i
Cn =  Cn- i  4- 2Dn—i
Dn ~  2C n _ i ■+■ 3Dn—i
Note that the recurrences for A  and C  are identical, as are the ones for B  and D. We can 
rewrite the recurrences for A  and B  as
--in =  Fib{t -  1) • A „_t 4- Fib{t) - Bn- i  
Bn =  Fib(t) • A„_t -r Fib(t 4-1) - Bn- i
where Fib(n) is the nth Fibonacci number [58| and t =  3. We can then expand the recurrence 
for A:
An =  Fib(t -  1) - (Fib(t -  1) • An_2 4- Fib(t) - Bn- i )  4- 
Fib(t) - (Fib{t) An_2 4- Fib(t 4-1) * Bn—“i)
=  (Fib(t -  1) - Fib(t -  1) 4- Fib(t) - Fib(t))An-2  4- 
(Fib(t -  1) - Fib(t) 4- Fib(t) - Fib(t 4- l ) )5 n_2 
=  Fib(2t -  1) - A„_2 4- Fib(2t) - Bn-z
where the last step uses the property [58}
Fib(a 4- &) =  Fib(a) - Fib(b 4 -1) 4- Fib{a - 1) - Fib(b).
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Similarly, we can expand the recurrence for B  to obtain 
Bn =  Fib(2t) - An _ 2 +  Fib(2t -h i)*  Bn—2 *
278
This process can be repeated n — 1 times, which gives us
An =  Fib((n — L)f — L)Ai +  Fib{{n — l)£)B i 
Bn =  Fib((n — l)£)At +  Fib({n — l) t  -f- l)B j..
Substituting t =  3 into these equations, we see that the recurrences for A and B  can be 
written as
An =  F i b ( 3 n - i ) - A t  +  F ib (3n -3 )  ■ B l (D.2)
Bn — Fib(3n — 3) - Ai +  Fib(3n — 2) - f?i
and the recurrences for C  and D  are similar. Looking at Figure D .l, we see that we have 
the terminating cases At =  2 and B \ =  3. Substituting these values into Equation D.2 
gives us
An =  2Fib(3n — 4) -(- 3Fib(3n — 3) 
=  2(Fib(3n -  4) +  Fib(3n -  3)) +  Fib(3n -  3) 
=  2Fib(3n -  2) +  Fib(3n -  3) 
=  (Fib(3n -  2) +- Fib(3n -  3)) -i- Fib{3n -  2)
=  Fib(3n -  1) +  Ft6(3n -  2)
=  Fib(3n)
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which, can be derived from the Fibonacci property [58]
Fib(n) +  Fib{n 4-1) =  Fib(n 4- 2).
Similarly, we can obtain expressions for the other recurrences:
Bn =  Fib(3n 4 -1)
Cn =  Fib(3n — 1)
D n =  Fib(3n).
Substituting these back into Equation D .l gives us
|5(iC )| =  2Fib(3K -  3) +  3Fib(3K  -  2) 4- Fib(3K  -  4) 4- 2Fib{3K -  3)
which can be reduced to give us the surprising property that the number of states of the 
AT-philosopher model is exactly Fib(3K  4-1) 4- Fib{3K — 1).
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